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Abstract

von Willebrand factor (VWF) is a multidomain glycoprotein that has well-established functions in
haemostasis and thrombosis. The lack of a constraining disulphide bond results in unfolding of its
VWF A2 domain under rheological forces in the vasculature. This unfolding of the VWF A2 domain is
an important aspect of VWF function, as it facilitates the proteolysis and regulation by the plasma
metalloprotease ADAMTS13. In this thesis, I investigate the structural elements of the VWF A2
domain that control its transition from folded to unfolded state.
Dye binding measurements made during the temperature-induced unfolding of a recombinant VWF
A2 domain fragment revealed that its calcium binding site (CBS) and vicinal disulphide bond (VicCC)
both stabilise the VWF A2 domain and do so in a cooperative manner. Disruption of the CBS and
VicCC in full-length recombinant VWF (FLVWF) results in its spontaneous cleavage by ADAMTS13.
Temperature-induced unfolding of the VWF A2 domain was also used to examine the role of Nglycosylation on VWF A2 domain stability. Production and analysis of truncated glycan variants of
the VWF A2 domain indicated that the N1574 glycan most likely stabilises the VWF A2 domain
through an interaction of its first sugar moiety (GlcNAc) with VWF A2 residue Y1544. Stabilisation
provided by N1574-GlcNAc impedes interaction with ADAMTS13. The triad of structural features of
the VWF A2 domain, the CBS, VicCC and N1574-glycan, therefore collectively provides folding
stability.
I have also begun an investigation into the consequence of genetic mutation of residues within the
VWF A2 domain. I introduced 34 mutations (that naturally occur and are described within the von
Willebrand Disease, VWD, mutation database) into FLVWF, the isolated VWF A2 domain, an A1A2A3
domain fragment and a newly developed VWF A2 FRET construct. Preliminary results suggest that
the latter construct may be informative in understanding the molecular basis of a subtype of VWD.
Collectively, my findings help to clarify how the functions of VWF are controlled by conformational
changes in the VWF A2 domain.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Haemostasis overview
Inbuilt within our blood and vascular system is the ability to respond to vascular damage by
assembling a blockade to prevent blood loss. The constituent components of this blockade are
primarily derived from the circulating blood and surrounding endothelium, the processes that direct
and regulate this response are known as haemostasis. As many of the components of the blockade
or clot are present in the free flowing blood, a balance must be struck. Sufficient clotting or
haemostatic potential must be readily available for a rapid response to injury but, there also must be
control mechanisms to prevent clots from occurring spontaneously.
The haemostatic response to injury can be divided into two major parts. Firstly, primary haemostasis
involves the recruitment of platelets to the sites of vessel injury. The morphological changes
associated with vascular damage (such as the exposure of the sub-endothelium and the constriction
of injured vessels) activate von Willebrand Factor (VWF) which has a major role in localising platelets
to the sites of injury. Localisation occurs as VWF binds to the exposed collagens in the subendothelium with the subsequent tensile and rheological forces stretching the VWF molecule,
exposing cryptic binding sites. The conformationally activated VWF can now bind to cell surface
receptors on the platelet, forming a bridge between the circulating platelets and the exposed
subendothelium. The platelets that become localised to the site of injury are initially activated by the
interaction with VWF and further activated by components of the damaged endothelium. Activation
induces a conformational change in the platelets, exposing new surface receptors and releasing
agents that aggregate the platelets together to form an unstable platelet-plug. Secondary
haemostasis acts to consolidate the platelet plug through the generation of fibrin which forms a
mesh and stabilises the platelets. A series of coagulation factors participate in the production of
fibrin: this process is known as the

oagulatio

as ade . The coagulation cascade is initiated

through the exposure of tissue factor at sites of injury, with the activated platelet surface required
for many components of the coagulation cascade to assemble and function. A process termed
fi i ol sis

loses the haemostatic plug once vessel repair is undergoing. The enzyme plasmin

breaks down the fibrin mesh holding the clot together and the resulting fragments are cleared from
circulation.
The focus of this thesis is on VWF and its role in haemostasis.
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1.2 Von Willebrand Factor
1.2.1 VWF overview
An inherited bleeding disorder, distinct from other known bleeding disorders, was identified by
Finnish physician Erich von Willebrand in 1924. He was unable to determine whether the defect in
the patient was in the platelets, blood plasma or the vasculature. This bleeding disorder is now
known as von Willebrand Disease (VWD) and the defective protein VWF. VWF is present in platelets,
blood plasma, the surrounding vascular endothelial cells and extracellular matrix.
VWF was first purified in the 1970s, its complete sequence reported and gene cloned in the 1980s.
By the late 1990s the biosynthesis and molecular basis for many of the multiple procoagulant
functions of VWF had been determined1,2 . One of the distinguishing features of VWF is the large size
of the protein, achieved during biosynthesis through disulphide bonding between VWF monomers.
Specific domains in VWF monomers bind to receptors on the surface of platelets as well as exposed
collagens in the subendothelial matrix with the large size of the VWF protein enabling the
recruitment of platelets to the site of vessel injury. VWF also binds the coagulation factor FVIII,
increasing its half-life and allowing for delivery of this component of secondary haemostasis to the
site of vessel injury and the platelet plug.
In 2001, a VWF cleaving protease3,4 was identified as ADAMTS135,6. ADAMTS13 cleaves VWF in the
specific Y1605-M1606 bond in the VWF A2 domain7. The interaction with ADAMTS13, in contrast to
the other defined binding partners of VWF, has a clot disruptive effect which downregulates the
haemostatic potential of VWF. The importance of the interaction between VWF and ADAMTS13 is
highlighted by the thrombotic condition, thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP)8. In TTP, a
deficiency in the ADAMTS13-mediated proteolysis of VWF esults i the a u ulatio of u usuall
la ge o

ult a la ge VWF ULVWF . ULVWF a spo ta eousl i te a t

ith platelets i

the

absence of vascular injury resulting in microvascular thrombosis 9.
VWF expression only occurs in endothelial cells and megakaryocytes. The VWF gene is located on
chromosome 12 (12p13.2), contains 52 exons and spans ~180kb. The translation product is 2813
amino acids (aa) long including a 22aa signal peptide, 741aa propeptide and mature subunit of
2050aa. The peptide sequence contains a high number of cysteine residues (234/2813) as well as 17
N-linked and 10 O-linked glycosylation sites10-12. Recent advances in homology modelling together
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with electron microscopy images of the VWF protein 13 have led to the domain/structural annotation
of VWF as follows: D1-D2-D D -A1-A2-A3-D4-C1-C2-C3-C4-C5-C6-CK (Figure 1-1A, Table 1-1).
VWF is found in 4 distinct areas of the vasculature: the subendothelial matrix, blood plasma,
e dothelial ell a d platelet α-granule (derived from megakaryocyte). VWF expressed in the
megakaryocyte makes little to no contribution to VWF detected in the blood plasma and
subendothelial matrix. VWF expressed in the endothelial cell is secreted into the plasma and
subendothelial matrix. The structure and domain organisation of VWF plays a key role in its
synthesis, intracellular processing, storage, secretion and function.

1.2.2 VWF synthesis, secretion and storage
One of the distinguishing features of VWF is the large multimeric structures it forms. The mature
VWF monomer has a molecular weight (MW) of ~250kDa and the largest VWF multimers in
circulation can have a MW of up to ~20,000kDa, indicating that the largest multimeric species of
VWF must incorporate at least 40-80 monomeric VWF subunits. It is noted that VWF multimers
ight e efe ed to as VWF o ate e s 14, as concatemer relates to the linear arrangement of a
polymer. The te

ulti e o pol

e

a

efe to eithe a li ea o a

connected subunits. During synthesis, VWF pol

a hed a a ge e t of

e ises th ough head-to-head a d tail-to-tail

disulphide bonds ensuring the linear arrangement of the VWF subunits. For continuity, the
te

i olog VWF

ulti e s is used throughout this thesis.

During the biosynthesis of VWF within an endothelial cell, secretion must be controlled to maintain
the plasma concentration of soluble VWF, as well as ensuring VWF secretion into the underlying
subendothelial matrix (also referred to as extracellular matrix, ECM) facilitating attachment of
platelets at sites of vascular injury. Further to the secreted pools of VWF, endothelial cells also store
VWF in vesicles termed Weibel-Palade bodies (WPBs) for release upon inflammatory or thrombotic
stimulus (Figure 1-1B).
Following the transcription and translation of the VWF gene, the 22aa signal peptide is removed
from the 2813aa gene product in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). VWF is subject to a number of
post-translational modifications that begin in the ER with the attachment of N-linked glycans at 17
positions in the proVWF monomer, D1CK (Table 1-1). Also within the ER, the large number of
cysteine residues present in VWF are disulphide bonded together to form the tertiary structure of
the defined VWF domains.
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Figure 1-1: Overview of VWF synthesis and secretion in an endothelial cell
(A) Domain annotation of VWF is shown: the regions of VWF that do not directly participate in
multimer formation are shaded in black and the propeptide, mature subunit and Furin cleavage site
are indicated. (B-E) After VWF has undergone transcription in the nucleus and translation it is
processed in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), C, and transits through the Golgi, D-E. After exiting
from the trans-Golgi, VWF is either secreted into the vasculature or extracellular matrix (ECM) or
directed for storage in the Weibel Palade bodies (WPBs), B-i. The nascent WPBs undergo maturation
and are stored within the endothelial cell, B-ii. Upon endothelial activation the WPBs fuse with the
ell e
a e, fo i g a secretory pod a d elease la ge olu es of high MW VWF i to the
vasculature, B-iii. VWF secreted into the ECM predominantly via the constitutive pathway and is of a
low MW. The majority of VWF secreted into the vasculature occurs via the basal and regulated
secretory pathways. Loosely adapted from14,15.
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The first step in VWF multimerisation occurs through tail-to-tail bonding between the C-terminal CK
domains of proVWF monomers. Three cysteine residues form the disulphide bonds between the
paired CK domains (C2771, C2773 and C2811), two reciprocal C2771-C2773 and one C2811-C2811
bond(s) form the three disulphide bridges between the two CK domains 16. Once the proVWF
monomer has undergone glycosylation and disulphide bond formation has occurred, the now
p oVWF di e is t a spo ted f o

the ER Figu e -1C). Exit from the ER is thought to be the rate-

limiting step in VWF synthesis2. Rather unusually in a mammalian cell, the subsequent steps in VWF
multimerisation o u outside of the ER. The ER is the t aditio al pol

e isatio site fo

a

other proteins due to the redox potential and chaperones that mediate disulphide bond formation 17.
After release from the ER, proVWF dimers are transported to the cis-Golgi. As VWF passes through
the Golgi network, further post-translational modifications occur. The 17 N-linked glycans of proVWF
are further matured and modified, including sialylation, sulphation and the addition of blood ABO(H)
antigens18. More than 300 different variations of glycan structure exist across the 17 N-linked
glycans sites in pooled plasma VWF11. As well as modification of the 17 N-linked glycans, 10 O-linked
glycans are also attached in the Golgi. O-linked glycans have a smaller and less complex structure
than N-linked glycans, illustrated by the O-linked glycome of VWF, in which only 18 different variants
of structure were observed12. The Golgi is abundant in enzymes that facilitate glycosylation but lacks
the chaperones and redox potential of the ER to polymerise VWF further. As VWF progresses to the
lower pH of the trans-Golgi, the VWF propeptide domains (D1-D2) play a key role. The propeptide is
thought to ha e p otei disulphide iso e ase a ti it due to the two CxxC motifs at positions, 159162 and 521-52419,20. The D1-D2 domains catalyse the formation of two disulphide bonds (C1099C1099 and C1142-C1142) between neighbouring D3 domains in trans-proVWF dimers21. This process
is repeated, connecting further proVWF dimers into 4-mers, 6-mers, 8-mers and up to possible 50mers, the size constrained by the dimensions of the pathway taken through the trans-Golgi22 (Figure
1-1D). The lower pH of the trans-Golgi causes the cis-p oVWF di e s to zip up th ough t i

i g of

C-terminal domains (A2CK) of VWF monomers13,23. A second function of the propeptide D1-D2
domains is to assemble into helices that begin to form the characteristic tubules of WPBs. The
multimerised p oVWF

ith zipped up C-te

i i asse

le i to

i i-sta ks a ou d the D -D3

domains (Figure 1-1E). Eventually, the propeptide is cleaved by Furin (after a pair of dibasic amino
acids at position 763)24 but remains non- o ale tl atta hed to the D D do ai s of the now mature
VWF

o o e D D CK) at the lower intracellular pH25. A further function of the propeptide is to

organise the mini-stacks into the larger multimers present in WPBs 21. A noncovalent interaction
between Arg416 of the propeptide and Thr869 in mature VWF facilitates the trafficking of VWF to
the WPB26. The size-limited VWF mini-stacks bud from the trans-Golgi and a protein complex of
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AP1/clatherin acts as a scaffold to merge the mini-stacks together to from a nascent WPB22. The
nascent WPB then anchor to filamentous actin and undergo maturation 27. VWF is the significant
component of the WPB both in terms of cargo and organelle formation. The presence of functional
VWF is essential for the generation of a WPB28. Other proteins present in the WPB are likely to be
recruited due to their interaction with VWF, such as P-selectin29, galectins30 and osteoprotegerin31.
VWF-mediated chaperoning of proteins to the WPB is further evidenced by the overexpression and
thus incorporation of coagulation factor FVIII in the WPB of endothelial cells32, as well as the
expression and storage of FVIII by a subset of endothelial cells33. Other residents of the WPB such as
cytokines and tissue plasminogen activator appear to occur due to a random inclusion process 34. The
protein cargos of the WPB are then positioned to function in haemostasis or inflammation35.
As endothelial cells direct VWF along three directions, externally to the circulating blood and to the
subendothelial matrix, as well as internally to the WPB, it would seem distinct secretory pathways
would be required. Previously it was thought that 90-95% of newly synthesised VWF secretion
occurs th ough the o stituti e se eto

path a

36

. In this, VWF was directly transported to the

endothelial cell membrane for secretion without participating in the formation of or entering a WPB.
Only 5-

% of

e l

s thesised VWF e te ed the

egulated se eto

path a

he e it

participated in WPB formation. More recent findings indicate that the contribution of the
constitutive secretory pathway to circulating VWF levels is insignificant in cultured endothelial
cells37. The majority of the unstimulated elease of VWF i to the i ulatio

is due to

se etio . Basal se etio is defi ed as the o -sti ulated se etio of egulated se eto

asal
a go ,

indicating that the majority of VWF enters an immature WPB regardless of whether it will be
secreted directly o sto ed i a WPB fo sti ulated se etio . The

e ha is

of

asal se etio is

likely due to the random movement of a cohort of nascent WPBs, eventually bringing them into
contact with the endothelial cell membrane causing fusion and thus secretion of their content 38.
Central to VWF function in the circulation is the large size of the multimers it forms. Secretion of
lower MW VWF is directed to the ECM via the constitutive secretory pathway. The larger MW
species enter a regulated secretory pathway, whether that be for basal or stimulated secretion into
vasculature39 (Figure 1-1B).
The stimulated release of the WPB is part of the multiple reactions that occur upon endothelial cell
activation. Physiological activators that induce the secretion of VWF from endothelial cells include
thrombin40, histamine41, epinephrine42 and vasopressin43. These secretagogues act by either
elevating the Ca2+ levels or raising cAMP35. Upon stimulation, mature WPBs relocate to the
pe i u lea a ea,

ultiple WPBs fuse to fo

se eto

pods ausi g la ge olu es of ULVWF to be

released (Figure 1-1B-iii)15,44. The key to the organised release of these ULVWF multimers is the
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change in pH when the WPBs fuse with the extracellular environment, resulting in the unfurling of
the tightly packed tubules45. The VWF released upon endothelial cell stimulation is much larger and
more thrombotic than that released during basal secretion46.
The majority of studies on VWF synthesis, storage and secretion have focused on the endothelial
cell. VWF synthesis also occurs in megakaryocytes (MKs), where the processes of synthesis and
multimerisation of VWF appears to be similar to the process described for endothelial cells 47. The
main difference between the two cell types that produce VWF is that there is no constitutive/basal
secretion from the MKs. All VWF is directed i to sto age g a ules. The sto age g a ule is the αgranule of the MK and thus the α-granule of the MK-derived platelet. VWF release from the platelet
α-granule occurs upon activation of the platelet. The MK synthesised VWF has a differing
glycosylation pattern to endothelial cell VWF. Platelet VWF lacks the ABO blood group antigens that
are present on endothelial VWF and also contains less sialylated glycan structures48,49. This
difference in glycosylation may be the underlying mechanism for the differing affinities platelet
derived VWF has for GpIbα a d GpIIbIIIa50, as well as its reduced proteolysis by ADAMTS1349.

1.3 Structure and function of the VWF domains
The domain annotation of VWF was updated in 201213, the majority of the amendments were in the
C-terminal portion of the VWF sequence. The previously annotated D4-B1-B2-B3-C1-C2-CK domains
were reassigned D4-C1-C2-C3-C4-C5-C6-CK. The domain annotations for the structurally well-defined
VWF A151, A252 and A353 domains were not changed. The VWF D domains retained the same
annotation but were further refined as asse

lies

ith disti t

odules athe tha

hole do ai

boundaries.
VWF contains many cysteine residues (234 of 2813aa) comprising 8.3% of the overall aa
composition. The percentage is higher than the average cysteine content of mammalian proteins,
2.3%54 (although no direct comparison between VWF and the cysteine content of other secreted
plasma proteins exists). One function of the cysteine residues is to form strong covalent disulphide
bonds between pairs of cysteines. The disulphide bonds help to maintain the stability and structural
integrity of the VWF domains and modular assemblies against the rheological and proteolytic
stresses of the vasculature. The majority of VWF cysteines lie outside of the VWF A domains. The
VWF A domains span 600aa of the VWF peptide sequence but only contain 6 cysteine residues.
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Domain
name
SP
D1
D2
D'
D3
D3-A1 loop

A1
A1-A2 loop

A2
A2-A3 loop

A3
D4
C1
C2
C2-C3 loop

C3
C4
C5
C6
CK

region

amino
acids

N-linked
% total glycosylation

O-linked
glycosylation

1--22

22

0.8

23--385

363

12.9

N99, N156, N211

39.8

45.8

386--763

378

13.4

N666

41.6

43.6

764--864

101

3.6

N857

11.1

13.1

5.0

865--1238
1239--1271
1272--1458
1459--1494

374
33
187
36

13.3
1.2
6.6
1.3

N1147, N1231

41.3
3.6
21.5
3.6

45.3
7.6
21.5
7.6

17.4
2.9
8.2
2.9

1495-1670
1671-1685
1686--1872

176
15
187

6.3
0.5
6.6

N1515, N1574

19.8
1.5
19.9

23.8
2.5
19.9

9.1
1.0
7.6

1873--2255

383

13.6

N2223

42.3

44.3

17.0

2256--2338

83

3.0

N2290

9.1

12.1

4.6

2339--2402
2403--2429
2430--2496

64
27
67

2.3
1.0
2.4

N2357, N2400

7.2
2.7
7.4

11.2
2.7
7.4

4.3
1.1
2.9

2497--2581

85

3.0

N2546

9.3

11.3

4.3

2582--2646

65

2.3

N2585, N2635

7.0

9.0

3.4

2647--2722

76

2.7

8.6

10.6

4.1

2723--2813

91

3.2

10.1

12.1

4.6

T1248, T1255, T1256, S1263
T1468, T1477, S1486, T1487
T1679

T2298

N2790

predicted
MW (kDa)

predicted MW
(kDa) + glycan*

2.3

2.3

Table 1-1: VWF domain boundaries
Adapted from55,56
*N-li ked gl a s MW arbitrarily assigned as 2kDa and O-linked as 1kDa. Dashed line indicates pro-peptide removal location.
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% mature
peptide

The accompanying VWF domains/modular assemblies are abundant in cysteine residues, which
facilitates the formation of small modular domains that lack hydrophobic cores 13. The only domain
that does not have a domain spanning or multiple intradomain disulphide bond(s) is the VWF A2
domain. Instead, the VWF A2 domain contains a rare vicinal disulphide bond52,57,58.
A hypothesis for a role of the cysteine residues of VWF, beyond the intra- and inter- monomer
disulphide bonding, relates to the unpaired cysteine residues (termed f ee thiols that a e p ese t
in VWF59. The free thiols of VWF have been implicated i the self-asso iatio

of VWF60 (where VWF

multimers are bonded together in the extracellular environment to form larger more
haemostatically active VWF species61 , as ell as GpI α a d ollage

i di g62. Experiments to study

the role of the predicted free cysteines in VWF through mutagenesis to the inert alanine resulted in
intracellular retention of the VWF variants indicative of misfolding 63. Whether specific free thiols in
VWF are always present or can be induced by protein disulphide isomerases64 and play an active role
in VWF function, has yet to be fully clarified.

1.3.1 D1-D2 domains
As highlighted in the previous section, the D1-D2 domains of VWF form the propeptide that induces
intracellular multimerisation of VWF di e s th ough the head-to-head disulphide bond formation
between adjacent D D do ai s i the trans-Golgi. The homologous D1 and D2 domain assemblies
are composed of 4 modules: VWD, C8, TIL and E13. The VWD modules of D1 and D2 contain a CxxC
motif which resembles the active site of disulphide isomerases. Mutation of either of these motifs in
D1 or D2 prevents the intracellular multimerisation of VWF65. Further to this, deletion of one of the
D1 or D2 domains also prevents multimerisation but depletion of the propeptide does not inhibit
secretion of the ER formed VWF dimer66. Multimerisation of VWF lacking the propeptide sequence
can be restored through the co-expression of the D1-D2 domains67. Thus, intracellularly the VWF
propeptide can function as a separate entity to the mature VWF protein. Indeed, the D1-D2 domains
are proteolytically removed from the mature VWF sequence by Furin.
The Furin-cleaved propeptide domains are also released into vasculature upon WPB exocytosis along
with VWF multimers in an equimolar ratio. The propeptide has a much shorter half-life than the
mature protein (~3hrs compared to ~12hrs for mature protein) 68. The large D1-D2 domains (Table 11) may also function extracellularly as the D1-D2 fragment of VWF has been implicated in
atte uati g platelet a ti atio a d adhesio th ough the e t a ellula
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i di g of the VWF D D

domains69. Identification of the propeptide in the vasculature has also served also a useful biomarker
of VWF release/clearance upon endothelial activation70.

1.3.2 D’D3 domains
The D D do ai s eside at the N-terminus of the mature VWF peptide. The D3 domain assembly is
homologous to that of the propeptide D1 and D2 domains and incorporates VWD, C8, TIL and E
odules. I

o t ast, the D do ai

is a t u ated e sio

of the VWD do ai

fa il , o l

containing the TIL and E modules (Figure 1-2A). The D3 domain contains the intracellular disulphide
bond between VWF monomers responsible for the head-to-head multimerisation of VWF. The
multimerisation occurs between corresponding cysteine residues of the neighbouring VWF D3
domains, C1099-C1099 (located in the C8-3 module) and C1142-C1142 (TIL-3), when disulphide
bonds are formed (Figure 1-2A, highlighted in red). As well as being integral to the multimerisation
of VWF, the D D do ai s play an important role in the trafficking of VWF to the WPBs and
formation of VWF tubules within the WPB26. The D D do ai has also been identified as a binding
partner for P-selectin29, binding to and recruiting the leucocyte receptor to the WPB.
The p o i e t e t a ellula fu tio of the D D do ai is the i di g of the oagulatio fa to
FVIII, which is an essential component of the coagulation cascade. The interaction of FVIII with VWF
is important for two reasons. Firstly, VWF protects FVIII from proteolytic activation/degradation and
clearance in the plasma thereby extending the circulating half-life of FVIII71. Secondly, as VWF forms
a bridge between the damaged endothelium and circulating platelets, VWF localises FVIII to the sites
of vessel injury and the growing platelet plug. Early studies suggested that the FVIII binding region of
VWF resides in the N-te

i al D do ai

72

. More recently, through the recombinant expression of

the TIL E f ag e t of VWF, the st u tu e of the D egio has ee
by NMR spectroscopy (Figure 1-2Ai-ii)73. The TIL
a ou t of se o da

st u tu e, the d a i

esol ed at the

ole ula le el

odule is highl fle i le a d la ks a sig ifi a t

atu e of this egio suppo ted

the igidit of the E

module. A putative binding site for the negatively charged FVIII A3 domain is a positively charged
patch i the fle i le TIL egio
the D D ·FVIII i te a tio

Figu e -2Aii, indicated in blue). This view of the molecular detail of

a ha e li itatio s, as in vivo the D D do ai s a e di e i due to the

multimerisation process. It has also been shown that if the propeptide is not removed by Furin, this
impedes the VWF·FVIII interaction74. To further garner molecular level detail of the important
D D ·FVIII i te action, single molecule electron microscopy (EM) was used to study the interaction 75.
Re o

i a t D D di e [D D ]2) fragments of VWF were imaged in complex with the engineered

FVIII variant, BD-FVIII76 (that lacks the heavily glycosylated FVIII B domain). The EM images of
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[D D ]2·FVIII confirmed that the interaction occurs th ough the D

egio ,

ith the TIL E

egio

protruding like a handle from the D3 domains, as well as implicating further interactions of the D3
domain of VWF with C domains of FVIII (Figure 1-2B).

Figure 1-2: The VWF D’D domains and FVIII interaction.
A D D do ai s are formed from modular elements, with the assembly and domain boundaries
annotated. The N-linked glycan attachment sites are indicated by lollipops and the location of the
cysteines that form the two intermonomer disulphide bonds are highlighted in red. The structure of
the D do ai has ee esol ed at the ole ula le el 73(PDB: 2MHQ) and is represented in cartoon
fo
ith disulphide o ds i ello a d β-sheets shown as arrows, A-i. The FVIII binding site is
located in a positi el ha ged egio i TIL i di ated i lue o the su fa e ep ese tatio of TIL E ,
A-ii. B Model of the EM i ages of the D D 2·BDD-FVIII, the TIL E region is modelled onto the
structure and shaded in yellow and indicates interaction with the A3, C1 and C2 domains of FVIII
(adapted from75).
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1.3.3 VWF A domains
The VWF A domains contain key binding sites that determine the haemostatic function of VWF. The
VWF A1 domain binds to GpIbα,

hi h fo

s pa t of the GpIb-IX-V complex that is present on the

surface of circulating platelets77. The interaction VWF·GpIbα

ediates the VWF-dependant capture

and activation of platelets upon vascular injury. The VWF A2 domain contains the ADAMTS13
cleavage site. ADAMTS13 proteolysis of VWF reduces the size of VWF multimers and hence the
affinity of VWF to bind to platelets and collagens. The VWF A3 domain contains the main binding site
for fibrillar collagens (type I and III), although a collagen type VI binding site also occurs in the VWF
A1 domain78.
The molecular structures of the three VWF A domains in isolation have all been solved by X-ray
crystallography51-53. The VWF A domains are structurally homologous, adopting a Rossman type fold
o tai i g e t al β-sheets surrounded

α-helices (Figure 1-3). The VWF A type domain is found

beyond VWF, forming a prototype domain fold adopting the VWF name. Variations of the VWF type
A domain are present in ~500 proteins 79. The majority of proteins that contain a VWF type A domain
function extracellularly mediating adhesive interactions through protein-protein interactions (PPIs),
such as complement proteins and integrins 80 as well as non-fibrillar collagens and other ECM
proteins81.
A striking difference in the sequence of the three A domains of VWF is the position of the two
cysteine residue each domain contains (Figure 1-3A and B). The cysteine residues of the VWF A1 and
A3 domains lie at the N and C termini, located 186aa away from each other in the domain sequence
(C1272-C1458, A1 and C1686-C1872, A3). In the VWF A2 domain the two cysteine residues are
positioned together at the C-terminus of the domain where they form a rare vicinal disulphide bond
(C1669-C1670). The positioning of the cysteine residues in the VWF A domains determines their
functions82. The domain spanning disulphides in the VWF A1 and A3 domains maintain the structural
integrity and tertiary fold of the domains under the rheological and tensile forces VWF experiences
in the vasculature, thereby facilitating the surface PPIs of the VWF A1 and A3 domains (Figure 1-3C
and E). In contrast to the more stable VWF A1 and A3 domains, the lack of domain spanning
disulphide found in the VWF A2 domain (Figure 1-3B and D) causes the domain to undergo a
dramatic conformational change in response to a specific force threshold83. The N and C termini of
the VWF A2 domain are pulled apart, exposing the previously hidden ADAMTS13 binding sites and
scissile bond resulting in proteolysis 84 (VWF A2 domain structure and unfolding discussed in more
detail in section 1.9). Rearrangement of the vicinal disulphide by mutagenesis to form a larger aa
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loop between the cysteine residues within the VWF A2 domain impedes the unfolding of the domain
and prevents ADAMTS13 proteolysis58,85-87. Deletion of the vicinal cysteines of the VWF A2 domain
does not impede but in fact enhances the ADAMTS13 proteolysis of VWF58.
The molecular structure of the VWF A1 domain was first published in 199851,88. One of the
physiological characteristics of the VWF·GpIbα i te a tio is that it does not occur under quiescent
conditions. The lack of interaction between VWF and GpIbα is due to the low affinity between the
resting WT VWF A1 and WT GpIbα do ai s. Fu the shieldi g of the GpIbα inding site on the VWF
A1 domain occurs through intramolecular interactions of other VWF regions 89-91. Upon increased
rheological and tensile forces it is expected that the VWF A1 domain (constrained by the domain
spanning disulphide) undergoes a subtle conformational change increasing the affinity for GpIbα.
The spatial arrangement of whole VWF molecule changes, hence removing any intramolecular
shielding interactions from the VWF A1 domain56. Mutations associated with von Willebrand
Disease type 2B (discussed in more detail in section 6.1) and engineered mutations to the VWF A1
domain, along with platelet-t pe VWD
A1·GpIbα i te a tio

92

utatio s

ithi GpI α, i

ease the affinity of the VWF

. Indeed, the first molecular structure of the VWF·GpIbα o plex was

published in 2002, with the VWF A1 domain harbouring the R1306Q mutation in complex with the
GpIbα M

V a ia t93. Further structures of VWF A1 domain containing VWD mutations 94-96 as well

as engineered mutations92 have been solved in isolation and in complex with GpIbα. The VWF A
domain interacts with the negative charged concave face of GpIbα Figu e -3C) due to a positively
charged region on the surface of the VWF A1 domain. The VWF A1 domain is the most positively
charged domain within VWF with a calculated isoelectric point of 9.456. It is likely that the high
positive charge on the VWF A1 domain makes it the putative binding site 97 for many of the less welldefined PPIs of VWF (examples include hemoglobin98, multimerin 199, Staphylococcus aureus
vWbp100, Shiga toxin101, factor H102, osteoprotegerin31 a d β2-Glycoprotein I103).
In contrast to the VWF A1 and A2 domains, the VWF A3 domain interacts with its main ligand
(collagens type I and III) when VWF is in its native conformation. Tensile and rheological forces are
not required to induce the interaction. The larger multimers of VWF have a higher affinity for
collagen mediated through their VWF A3 domains due to more VWF monomeric subunits and hence
interaction sites. The largest multimers of VWF also interact more readily with platelets and
ADAMTS13, due to their large size making them more susceptible to conformational activation due
to the hydrodynamic forces experienced in circulation 14. The molecular structure of the VWF A3
domain was first published in 199753,104. The collagen binding site was mapped using site-directed
mutagenesis105,106, inhibitory antibodies to the collagen interaction 107 and NMR108. Mature collagen
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results from

three interwoven polypeptide chains that assemble into large fibrillar

supramolecules109, making the molecular visualisation of its PPI challenging. The molecular structure
of the VWF A3·collagen type-III complex was solved using a short synthetic peptide that mimics the
structure of collagen type III110 (Figure 1-3E). The region of the VWF A3 domain that binds the
ollage peptide i ludes the β sheet a d α a d α heli es, si ila to the face in the VWF A1
domain that interacts with GpIbα.
The region containing the three VWF A domains and connecting loop regions, spanning from 12391872, also contains 9 O-linked glycosylation sites (Table 1-1 and Figure 1-3). Two clusters of four Olinked glycans lay either side of the VWF A1 domain, the D3-A1 loop containing sites: T1248, T1255,
T1256, T1257 and the A1-A2 loop: T1468, T1477, S1486, T1487 with a further O-linked glycosylation
site in the A2-A3 loop, T167912. One of the major functions of O-linked glycan clusters is the
stiffening and extension of the conformation of the region they occur. This is due to a steric
interaction between the carbohydrate structure and the peptide backbone 111. In the visualisation of
VWF dimers by EM, the VWF A1 domain can be seen positioned away from the A2 and A3 domains
as

ell as the D D

egio

ith the O-li ked gl a

luste s a ti g as hi ges 23. Although the aa

lengths of the D3-A1 and A1-A2 loops are relatively short (33-36aa) the estimated MW, due to Olinked glycosylation, is similar to that of the individual C1 to C6 domains (Table 1-1), highlighting the
potential functional importance of these areas. Removal by mutagenesis of O-linked glycans that lie
in the D3-A1 loop has been demonstrated to the increase the interaction of VWF with platelets
under rheological force112, although it appears the role of the glycans is secondary to that of the
D D do ai s i

egulati g the interaction with GpIbα113. The cluster of glycans that lie in the A1-A2

loop have been shown to modulate the cleavage of VWF by ADAMTS13114. The data is slightly
conflicting, as removal of glycans reduced proteolysis in a static assay with urea but enhanced
cleavage being induced by rheological force. Whether the O-linked glycans function by providing
rigid spacing around the VWF A1 domain or directly modulate the surface PPIs of the VWF A1 and
VWF A2 domain or a combination of both, requires clarification.
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Figure 1-3: The VWF A domains
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Figure 1-3: The VWF A domains
(A) Schematic representation of the region of VWF that spans 1239-1872aa. The numerical position
of the domain boundaries are annotated above, and the position of the cysteine connected residues
below. O-linked glycans are represented by open lollipops and N-linked glycans by closed lollipops.
The ADAMTS13 cleavage site (Y1605-M1606) is indicated. (B) The structural homology in the
positio i g of the β-sheets of the VWF A domains is depicted as well as the location of the domain
spanning disulphide bonds in the VWF A1 and VWF A3 domains and the vicinal disulphide in the VWF
A2 domain. (C-E) Representation of the molecular orientation of the three VWF A domains, the Olinked glycans are represented by grey stems attached to the loop regions. The VWF A1·GpIbα
complex containing VWF A
utatio R
Q a d GpI α utatio s N21Q, N159Q, M239V, C (PDB:
1M10), is shown connected the VWF A2 domain, D (PDB: 3ZQK), through the A1-A2 loop. The two Nlinked glycans (N1515 and N1574), scissile bond (Y1605-M1606), calcium binding site (Ca2+) and
vicinal disulphide bond (C1669-C1670) of the VWF A2 domain are annotated. The structure of the
VWF A3 domain in complex with a synthetic peptide mimicking the structure of type III collagen is
shown, E (PDB: 4DMU).

1.3.4 D4-C1-C2-C3-C4-C5-C6-CK domains
The structure and functions of the C-terminal region of VWF are not as clear as that of the Nterminal region (D1A3 domains). The domain organisation of the cysteine-rich region of VWF was
only recently updated13, the domain boundaries of the N-terminal region have remained unchanged
since the 1980s. The C-terminal region does contain an important physiological binding site, the RGD
motif in the C4 domain which binds to the platelet i teg i αIIbβ3. The interaction requires platelet
activation which results in a conformational change in the integrin receptor, permitting binding to
the RGD sequence in VWF as well as other proteins involved in clot formation such as fibrinogen,
vitronectin and fibronectin115. Mutation of the RGD sequence in VWF does not prevent the VWFdependent capture of platelets (which occurs through VWF A1·GpIbα

ut prevents platelet
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spreading and aggregation in an isolated system .
The prominent role of the C-terminal region of VWF is more likely to be in regulating the overall
conformation of the molecule, with the CK domain being the first point of VWF multimerisation
through tail-to-tail dimerization in the ER. The molecular structure of the CK dimer has been
resolved16 (Figure 1-4A and B). Of the 11 cysteine residues present in the domain, eight participate in
the four intradomain disulphides (Figure 1-4A, yellow) and 3 form the intermonomer disulphide
linkages (Figure 1-4A, spheres). The location of the three intermonomer bonds combined with the
interlocking of the two domains (Figure 1- B a d the fo

atio of a supe β-sheet at the i te fa e,

result in a highly stable interaction. The composition of the CK dimer prevents dissociation of the
domains under the rheological forces of the vasculature and provides resistance to potential
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disulphide bond reduction117. The C-terminal region also plays a role in the tight packing of VWF into
the WPB, the C-te

i al do ai s of VWF di e s zip togethe at the lo e i t a ellula pH fo

i g

a stem (Figure 1-1). Fusion of the WPB with the cell membrane causes the pH of the WPB to rise,
rearranging the twinned dimers from a closed to an open conformation (Figure 1-4C). This pHinduced conformational change results in unfurling and secretion of the tightly packed tubules of
VWF. This pH-dependent effect on the conformation of VWF was confirmed by the EM imaging of
VWF multimers at pH 6.2 and pH 7.4. At the lower pH, a much more compact conformation was
observed (Figure 1-4Di) and further enhanced by the presence of the D1-D2 domains23. At the
physiological pH7.4, a much looser structure can be seen which is attributed to the open
conformation of the C-terminal region (Figure 1-4Dii).
The VWF D4 domain is one of the largest domains within VWF (Table 1-1), yet its function remains to
be fully defined. It has been proposed to be an initial binding site for ADAMTS13. The interaction has
a much lower affinity than that of ADAMTS13 with the exposed VWF A2 domain, and it does not
require the conformational activation of VWF118. More recently the VWF D4 domain has been
demonstrated to participate in a strong intramolecular interaction that regulates the force
dependent conformation of VWF119. The interaction between neighbouring D4 domains maintains
the C-terminal region of VWF in a closed conformation (Figure 1-4C), with estimates that within a
VWF multimer, half of the cis-dimers would be in a closed (Figure 1-4Diii) and half in an open
conformation (Figure 1-4Div). The dimers locked together through the divalent-ion-dependant D4
interaction are resistant to pulling forces above the force threshold required to unfold the VWF A2
domain even at physiological pH119. The constraint provided through the D4 interaction may
influence VWF responsiveness to conformational activation under rheological force, as well as
shielding potential ADAMTS13 binding sites.
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Figure 1-4: VWF C-terminal domains
(A) Crystal structure of the VWF CK dimer (PDB: 4NT5). Each monomer is displayed in a different
colour, blue or green. The four intradomain disulphide bonds (C2724-C2774, C2739-C2788, C2750C2804 and C2754-C2806) are highlighted in yellow in the CK monomer. The three residues from each
monomer that participate in the interdomain bonds are represented by colour coordinated spheres
and bond positions annotated along with N-linked glycosylation site (N2790) and N-terminus of each
monomer. (B) Surface representation of the CK dimer is displayed in varying orientations, the Nterminus of the CK monomer is highlighted in orange as a point of reference. (C) Representation of
the A3-CK region of VWF, N-linked glycosylation sites are represented by closed lollipops, O-linked
by open lollipops and the RDG binding motif location indicated in red. The position of the
neighbouring VWF monomer in a cis-dimer is outlined in green in both the closed and open
conformations. (D) EM images of plasma-derived VWF are shown in panels i and ii at pH 6.2 and pH
7.4, respectively (taken from23). VWF dimers are displayed in panels iii and iv in both closed and
open conformations at pH 7.4 (taken from119). Arrows point to the location of CK dimers and
triangles to the globular VWF A domains.
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1.4 The effect of shear on platelet adhesion and VWF conformation
Platelets are produced in the bone marrow by MKs and are atypical cells in that they form from
fragments of the MK cytoplasm and lack a nucleus. In a healthy human adult, there are ~3x1011
platelets/litre of blood and ~1x109 platelets produced a day120. Platelets are central to primary
haemostasis, forming the basis of the haemostatic plug. Under normal conditions, the endothelial
cell surface provides an anti-coagulant environment and also subdues platelet activation 121. The
abundance of platelets leads to their involvement in other processes such as inflammation,
angiogenesis, and immunity122. Regarding haemostasis, platelet activation can occur due to a wide
range of stimuli with the resultant effect being a change in platelet morphology and release of
molecules that promote platelet aggregation 123. The ex vivo measurement of platelet function often
results in the assessment of adhesion and aggregation as separate functions of the platelet. Whereas
in vivo, adhesion and aggregation both entail the capture of the platelet from circulation to the site
of injury with related receptor and ligand pairs involved in both processes124.
The dynamics of blood flow, platelet adhesion and aggregation is a complex process 125,126 and
generally beyond the scope of this thesis. An important aspect of these processes is the role of shear
gradients in generating haemostatic plug formation127. In a simplistic view of a blood vessel, the
velocity of blood flow is highest in the centre and falls to zero at the wall. Hence, the flow of blood
through a vessel a
ea h othe

128

e o eptualised as a i fi ite u

e of i fi itesi al la i ae slidi g a oss

. Each lamina suffers frictional interaction with neighbouring layers, with the shear

stress defined as the force per unit between the laminae. The radius of a vessel and the pressure
exerted influence shear stress, which is quantified by the unit: dynes per square cm (dynes/cm2). The
o

o l used a ia le

he des i i g the flo

o ditio s of a lood essel is shea

quantified in inverse seconds (s-1 . Shea ate diffe s f o

ate ,

shea st ess i that shea ate des i es

the change in velocity in respect to the distance measured perpendicularly to the direction of flow.
Shear rate is at the highest nearest to the vessel wall and zero at the centre, in contrast to velocity
(Figure 1-5). Shear rate has a defined relationship with shear stress and allows for the calculation of
shear forces in different vessels in vivo (Table 1-2)128 and application to in vitro microfluidic
devices129,130.
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Blood vessel
Large arteries
Arterioles
Veins
Stenotic vessels

Figure 1-5: Laminar flow through a vessel
Blood flow can be visualised as a number of layers,
with the velocity of these layers highest in the centre
and falling to zero at the wall. The gradient results in
shear stress and shear rate. Converse to velocity, the
shear rate is at its highest at the wall and lowest at
the centre. Loosely adapted from128.

Mean wall shear Mean wall shear
stress (dyn/cm2)
rate (/s)
. –
. –
. –
–

–
– ,
–
– ,

Table 1-2: Typical range of wall shear
rates and stresses in different vessels
Values calculated using the assumption,
blood viscosity = 0.045 poise. Adapted
from128,131.

The mechanism of platelet adhesion is dependent on local shear rate: at low shear rates (<5001000s-1) platelet adhesion can occur independently of VWF132 and is mediated directly through the
resting platelet surface receptors and the exposed ECM. The main receptor involved in the low shear
adhesion is GP VI (predo i ati g o e α β

i te a ti g with collagens in the ECM133. Further

adhesive interactions have been shown to occur with fibronectin, laminin and vitronectin through
other platelet surface receptors124. Above 1000s-1, the adhesion of platelets is dependent on VWF134.
The increased shear forces reduce the contact time between the platelet receptor and potential
adhesi e liga d. O l the VWF A do ai i te a tio
facilitate platelet adhesion at higher shear rates

135

ith GpI α has a suffi ie tl fast o -rate to

. Multiple binding and rupture events result in

platelets rolling across VWF, reducing their velocity, eventually leading to more stable adhesive
interactions and subsequent aggregation136.
The effect of shear forces on the overall conformation of VWF multimers is critical to the
haemostatic function of VWF. Initial experiments using atomic force microscopy (AFM) were used to
visualise purified plasma VWF immobilised on a hydrophobic surface: unperturbed VWF multimers
adopted a globular shape. Upon the application of shear force (7-19pN using the needle of the AFM),
a short extension of the globular conformation occurred. Application of shears stress >35dyne/cm2
(through a rotating disc) further extended the conformation of the VWF multimers137. It is now well
established that shear-induced conformational change is an essential facet of VWF function56,138. The
nature of shifts in the molecular structures of individual VWF domains and monomers and how they
modulate the overall structure and function of VWF multimers remains an intriguing question. It
draws interest from the research fields of biology, biochemistry, bioengineering, bio- and polymer
physics131,139,140.
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The established consequences of shear-dependant VWF conformational change are the exposure of
the VWF A do ai a d su se ue t i te a tio

ith GpI α, u foldi g of the VWF A2 domain

resulting in ADAMTS13 proteolysis and the self-association of VWF multimers into long fibres
(although a defined molecular mechanism does not exist). The applied force required to induce
conformational change is dependent on the multimeric size of VWF (larger multimers are more
responsive to hemodynamic forces14) and whether VWF multimers are in solution or immobilised to
a surface. Furthermore, the type of surface the VWF is immobilised onto can affect the force
required. This was demonstrated by VWF fibres forming at lower shear rates on endothelial cells141
in comparison to collagen bound VWF142. Differences in the in vitro morphology of VWF occur upon
absorption onto surfaces with a different hydrophobic or hydrophilic nature143,144.
Single molecule pulling experiments with recombinant VWF fragments revealed the regions of VWF
that a a t as poi ts of esista e to pulli g forces, changing conformation above a specific force
threshold. The clearest example of this is the VWF A2 domain. Pulling experiments with the isolated
VWF A2 domain reveal that the domain undergoes a substantial conformational change at forces
>10pN (Figure 1-6A). The distance between the N and C termini stretches from 1nm to 60nm upon
pulling, facilitating the proteolysis of the VWF A2 domain by ADAMTS13 83. The distinct unfolding
signature (length extension of ~60nm) of the VWF A2 domain was also detected with single molecule
unfolding studies of the isolated VWF A2 domain, as well as with larger fragments of VWF 119,145-148.
A characteristic feature of shear driven conformational change is the subsequent exposure of the
VWF A do ai a d its i te a tio

ith the platelets th ough thei su fa e e epto GpI α. The

interaction does not occur under static and low shear conditions (Figure 1-6B-i). The role of force in
regulating the interaction is potentially three-fold. Firstly, force propagates the conformational
ha ge of VWF f o

glo ula bird's est to a elo gated o fo

atio

138

, exposing the previously

hidde VWF A do ai . The poi ts of esista e that prevent exposure of the VWF A1 domain are
likely to be: the intra-multimer self-association of VWF domains149, shieldi g of the VWF A ·GpI α
binding site by D D do ai

89

, O-linked glycan containing regions112,113,150 and interactions of the

VWF A1-A2 domains90,151 (Figure 1-6B-ii). Whether the exposure the VWF A1 domain requires forces
that are similar to that needed to unfold the VWF A2 domain and the events occur concomitantly is
not entirely defined. Further to exposing the VWF A1 domain, shear forces determine the nature of
the

o d

et ee

VWF A

i te a tio fo es a slip

a d GpI α. T o diffe e t states of the bond exist. At low initial

o d o u s, i that the lifetime of bond decreases and the force increases

(a general rule for the majority of receptor-ligand interactions152,153).
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Figure 1-6: Effect of shear on VWF conformation
(A) Under static conditions, the distance between the N- and C-termini (M1495 and C1670) is
~1nm52, A-i. The application of pulling forces in the range of 10-20pN cause unfolding of the VWF A2
domain and the distance between the termini expands to ~60nm 83,147. (B) Under low shear
conditions, the GpI α i di g site o the VWF A do ai is o s u ed shieldi g i te a tio s, B-i.
The conformation of VWF straightens by rheological force exposing the VWF A1 domain and
fa ilitati g i te a tio ith GpI α, B-ii. Increasing force enhances the strength of the VWF A1· GpI α
bond which ruptures at forces >12pN154,B-iii+iv, resulting in platelet rolling across VWF. (C)
Approximately half of the dimers within a VWF multimer are constrained by a strong, divalent iondependent bond between the D4 domains119. The D4 mediated interaction is resistant to forces
under which the VWF A2 domain unfolds, C-i+ii. At forces of 50-80pN the interaction is overcome,
increasing the flexibility of the dimers and potentially exposing regions involved in self-association,
C-iii.
At higher initial forces the nature of the bond changes, prolonging the time frame of the bond and
increasing the strength of rupture from ~10 to 20pN154 (Figure 1-6Bii-iv). The ability of VWF to
regulate the formation of the mechanically stabilised/catch bonds with fast moving platelets is a
fundamental part of its haemostatic function. The third influence of force is on regulating the
conformation of the VWF A1 domain. As pulling forces exert across the VWF A1 domain, they are
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predicted to change the conformation of the domain subtly. Once these forces breach a specific
force threshold the VWF A1 domain is hypothesised to enter a high-affinity state. This is likely to be
the basis for increased bond strength observed at higher force56,154. Inspection of the WT VWF A1
domain crystal structure indicates that a hydrogen bond network exists around its domain-spanning
disulphide bond. Upon the application of force to the A1 domain these interactions would break,
potentially facilitating the conversion into a high-affinity state56. Molecular engineering of the VWF
A

do ai

to p odu e a highe affi it

i te a tio

ith GpI α esulted i

a

A

a ia t

(Y1271C/C1458R), with the domain spanning disulphide shifted by one residue92. This variant bound
to GpI α

ith a si ila affi it as VWD t pe B

utatio s ide tified i the VWF A do ai

92

, with

the high-affinity state (induced by mutation) present at low forces likely to be the basis of the
i

eased i te a tio

ith GpI α u de stati

o ditio s 155.

A less mechanistically defined role of shear forces is in the self-association of VWF. Unpaired
cysteine residues in the C-terminal region of VWF have been demonstrated to mediate the lateral
association of fragments of VWF60. Shear forces are identified to play a major role in self-association
hi h is likel to o u afte the i te a tio of VWF A do ai

ith GpI α 59,156,157. The shear driven

conformational changes that lead to the lateral association of VWF are not clear. Whether
conformation changes occur in VWF that facilitates lateral association through distinct domains, or
an indiscriminate twinning of VWF multimers occurs remains to be determined. As with the other
o fo

atio al ha ges i VWF, the e is likel to e a poi t of esista e that VWF o e o es to

engage in self-association. Recent pulling experiments have identified that a strong interaction
occurs between the D4 domains of VWF dimers (requiring forces of ~50pN to unfold, in comparison
to ~

pN to u fold the VWF A do ai

a d

ai tai s VWF i a losed o fo

atio
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(Figure 1-

4C). It could be inferred that after this interaction is overcome, exposed regions of the C-terminal tail
could engage in lateral self-association (Figure 1-6C).

1.5 In vivo model of VWF function in haemostasis
In the low shear environment of a healthy vessel (Table 1-2), VWF has minimal sustained
interactions with platelets, due in part to the regulated ADAMTS13 proteolysis of VWF multimers
(Figure 1-7A). Conformational activation of VWF multimers (exposing the VWF A1 domain and hence
platelet interaction) does occur under low shear conditions, perhaps during the constitutive
secretion of ULVWF from endothelial cells. At sites of VWF secretion from endothelial cells, as a
result of tethering to the surface through P-selectin158, VWF extends and moves in the direction of
flo . Tethe ed VWF st i gs can bind platelets but are also rapidly proteolysed by ADAMTS13,
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releasing VWF (including ULVWF) into the circulation 141,159. There is no defined MW ascribed to
ULVWF. However, its p ese e i du es the fo

atio of spo ta eous o ds to GpI α u de lo

shear conditions160. The large size of ULVWF induces conformational activation of regions of VWF
due to the intra-multimer tensile forces generated with the increased number of VWF subunits 14. As
well as exposing the VWF A1 domain, the tensile forces present in ULVWF also propagate the
unfolding of VWF A2 domain. Consequently ADAMTS13 proteolyses ULVWF, thus reducing the large
size and alleviating the tensile force imparted on the ULVWF multimer, preventing conformational
activation. The cleavage of ULVWF may also be enhanced due to the binding of platelets. Bound
platelets increases the tensile force applied across VWF, causing local unfolding of the VWF A2
domain facilitating ADAMTS13 proteolysis161,162.
Upon vessel injury the nature of the endothelium changes and this may stimulate the release of
ULVWF from the WPBs of endothelial cells 163. Smooth muscle contraction causes vasoconstriction of
the vessel, increasing shear forces, activating VWF14 and soluble VWF binds to the exposed collagens
in the ECM. A combination of these factors results in a network of VWF fibres that recruit platelets
to the site of vessel injury142,164. Fast moving platelets roll over the VWF-rich surface until stable
adhesion, a d su se ue t platelet agg egatio o u s. A ti ated platelets se ete VWF f o

thei α-

granules that further aid recruitment of platelets to and stabilisation of the growing platelet plug
(Figure 1-7B).
The increased forces applied to VWF upon incorporation into ULVWF multimers or at elevated shear
rates, stimulate conformational change leading to high-affinity interaction with platelets. The same
forces also induce the unfolding of the VWF A2 domain, which are predicted to downregulate the
adhesiveness of VWF through proteolysis by ADAMTS13 165. Within the low shear environment of a
healthy vessel, ADAMTS13 proteolysis effectively prevents platelet capture through the cleavage of
conformationally activated ULVWF. An estimate of the time it takes ADAMTS13 to bind to and cleave
the unfolded VWF A2 domain in vivo is ~200s, whereas the critical haemostatic event of VWF A1
do ai

i di g to GpI α o u s i < s 83. In the shorter period and fast moving environment of

essel da age, the VWF A ·GpI α i te a tio

ill do i ate. Othe fa to s that i flue e i

eased

haemostatic function of VWF in damaged vessels include the presence of ADAMTS13 resistant VWF
fibres166. Increased shear rates may also result in higher platelet concentration at the wall of the
vessel, through rebounding collisions with red blood cells, further promoting interaction with VWF
and collagens167,168. Pathological conditions arise when this balance is disturbed, such as by genetic
mutations to VWF, ADAMTS

o GpI α, as

ell as o -genetic factors such as the implantation of

mechanical devices and developing cardiovascular diseases.
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Figure 1-7: Model of VWF haemostatic function
The depiction of a healthy, A, and injured, B, vessel. Regio s of VWF ulti e s ≥ o o e , ot d a to s ale a e ep ese ted
olou ed i les. Black
indicates the region of VWF that is in the conformationally inactive state. Force-induced conformational activation results in regions of VWF exposing the
platelet e epto GpI α i ding site in the VWF A1 domain (blue) and unfolding of the VWF A2 domain exposing the ADAMTS13 binding site, red. It is likely
that egio s of VWF ill ha e oth the e posed GpI α i di g site a d a u folded VWF A do ai
ot depi ted . G ee i les represent VWF that can
participate in self-association. (A) Under low shear conditions, VWF has minimal interaction with platelets and ADAMTS13, A-i. Conformational activation in
VWF occurs under low shear conditions due to the intramultimer tensile force in ULVWF and the tethering of VWF to endothelial cells at the sites of
secretion. ADAMTS13 proteolysis reduces the size of the VWF multimer thus alleviating the increased tensile forces and tethering. Furthermore, platelet
binding to VWF is also likely to stimulate VWF A2 domain unfolding, ensuring minimal platelet interaction under low shear conditions, A-i+ii.
(B) Vessel injury results in vasoconstriction causing an increase in shear forces, B-i. The damage causes endothelial cell activation leading to the secretion of
large volumes of ULVWF from WPBs, combined with increased shear forces, resulting in the self-association of VWF in large fibres which capture circulating
platelets, B-ii. VWF adhe es to the e posed ollage s i the ECM e uiti g platelets to the site of essel i ju . The fast o ate of the VWF A · GpI α
interaction resulting in platelets rolling across VWF until stable adhesion occurs through platelet interaction with the ECM, B-iii. Platelet activation occurs
afte i itial adhesio , a ti ated platelets se ete VWF f o thei α-granules which aid stabilisation of the platelet plug, B-iv. ADAMTS13 trims VWF at the
edge of the growing platelet plug, preventing thrombus growth through further platelet capture, B-v. Loosely adapted from84,132.
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1.6 Von Willebrand Disease
VWD is one of the most common inherited bleeding disorders and is present in ~1% of the
population. VWD is divided into three categories: type 1, type 2 and type 3169. Type 1 and 3 VWD are
quantitative defects where, on the molecular level, the haemostatic interactions of the protein are
not largely affected by genetic defects, but the synthesis and secretion of the protein are reduced.
Type 2 VWD is defined as qualitative defects in VWF where the secretion and synthesis are generally
not affected, but missense mutations affect the structure and function of VWF.
Laboratory tests to determine the phenotypic characteristics of VWD 170 include measuring VWF
antigen levels by ELISA and VWF multimer analysis to determine the MW distribution by gel
electrophoresis. Antigen levels and multimeric composition are affected by the secretion, clearance
and ADAMTS13 proteolysis of VWF. Ristocetin is an antibiotic that induces a conformational change
in VWF, exposing the VWF A1 domain for platelet binding. Ristocetin is used in a concentrationdependent manner to test VWF platelet binding function and platelet aggregation, which are
se siti e to high MW VWF a d

utatio s affe ted A

i di g to GpI α. VWF i di g to ollage s

surfaces is also measured. VWF interaction with collagens is influenced by VWF multimer size and
mutations that may affect the collagen-binding sites within VWF. Also, FVIII coagulant activity is also
tested, as VWF stabilises FVIII in circulation and reduction in VWF levels (or mutations that affect
VWF·FVIII binding) will lead to a reduction in FVIII levels and hence activity.
Type 1 VWD is the most commonly diagnosed, accounting for ~70-80% of cases. The genetic causes
of type 1 VWD arises from mutations occurring within the VWF gene, in the VWF transcriptional
regulatory region as well as in other loci outside of the VWF gene (such as those for ABO blood
groups)171. The levels of VWF in type 1 VWD patients lie between 5-50% of the normal VWF level.
The normal level is defined as 1IU/ml which equates to ~10µg/ml VWF. Levels within the healthy
population vary between 0.5-1.5IU/ml, and VWF levels below 0.3IU/ml are considered to be
potentially pathological172. Type 3 VWD is the most severe, with very low (<0.05IU) levels of VWF.
The virtual absence of VWF also leads to a deficiency in FVIII due to the chaperoning role of VWF 173.
The disruption of intracellular VWF (typical in VWD type 1 and type 3) have also been shown to
affect endothelial cell function, particularly in regards to angiogenesis 174-176.
Type 2 VWD occurs due to qualitative defects in VWF. These commonly arise from missense
mutations which do not affect the overall antigen level of VWF. Type 2 VWD is further divided into
four sub-types: Type 2A, 2B, 2M and 2N. VWD Type 2A is diagnosed by a reduction in high MW
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multimers causing a decrease in platelet interactions. Type2A is further divided into two sub-groups:
group I, where the reduction in high MW VWF is due to a secretion defect and group II where
reduction results from enhanced ADAMTS13 proteolysis 177 (discussed further in Chapters 5 and 6).
Type 2B VWD is also defined by a loss of high MW VWF multimers. The loss of these multimers
results from gain-of-fu tio

utatio s that ause e ha ed i te a tio

ith the GpI α e epto o

platelets155. Paradoxically, the increased platelet interaction results in bleeding due to the clearance
of the high MW VWF/platelet complexes which can lead to thrombocytopenia 178. Very similar to
VWD type2B is platelet-type VWD (PT-VWD . Mutatio s i the GpI α ge e esult in the same highaffinity interaction caused by VWD type 2B: distinguishing between the two diseases requires
genetic studies179. A further mechanism of disease for VWD type 2B/PT-VWD could result from
enhanced ADAMTS13 proteolysis due to a conformational change induced in VWF (discussed in
section 6.1). Type 2M mutations result in a decreased affinity for platelets and/or collagens. VWF
multimer levels are similar to normal, but a substantial reduction in the Ristocetin cofactor platelet
aggregation assays is observed180. Finally, type 2N VWD is a disorder that can often be confused with
mild Haemophilia A. Confusion arises due to Type 2N mutations preventing the chaperoning role of
VWF with FVIII, thus reducing the half-life and function of FVIII181. A further type of VWD is the
acquired von Willebrand syndrome (AVWS) which is a non-inherited. AVWS arises due to functionblocking autoantibodies towards VWF, as well aberrant conformational activation resulting in
increased ADAMTS13 proteolysis. Increased shear forces are applied to VWF due to adherence to
transformed cells/platelets, aortic valve stenosis (Table 1-2), and continuous-flow left ventricular
assist devices182-184.
Treatment of VWD may involve the administration of 1-deamino-8-D-arginine vasopressin (DDAVP
or desmopressin). DDAVP acts on the endothelium, inducing secretion of VWF from the WPBs
through activation of the vasopressin V2R receptor185. DDAVP is ineffective when treating type 3
VWD patients, as they lack endogenous VWF. It is also ineffective in certain kinds of Type2A and 2B
due to the functional defects in the protein. An alternative to DDVAP is the administration of
plasma-derived VWF/FVIII concentrates and recombinant VWF186.
Identification of the functional defects caused by VWD combined with sequencing of the VWF gene
has been a critical tool and helping to investigate and understand the function of VWF and its
domains1.
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1.7 ADAMTS13
ADAMTS13 is a metalloprotease and belongs to the ADAMTS (A Disintegrin and Metalloprotease
with ThromboSpondin type 1 repeats) family of enzymes, which share a similar domain
structure187,188. ADAMTS13 is primarily synthesised in the liver by hepatic stellate cells189 and has also
been identified in endothelial cells 190 and megakaryocytes191. ADAMTS13 does not appear to colocalise with VWF intracellularly. ADAMTS13 is constitutively secreted into the blood192 as a nonzymogenic active enzyme, with a concentration of ~1µg/ml (5nM) and a half-life of 2-3days193.
ADAMTS13 is a multidomain protein with signal peptide (SP), propeptide (PP), metalloprotease (MP)
domain, a disintegrin-like domain (Dis), a fi st th o

ospo di t pe

epeat TSP ,

(Cys-rich) domain, spacer domain, seven additional TSP1 repeats (TSP2C /C s, Uegf, B p

a d t o

stei e-rich
o ple e t

CUB do ai s. ADAMTS13 contains 9 N-linked glycosylation sites and 6 O-

linked glycans194 (Table 1-3 and Figure 1-8A). Glycosylation primarily functions to ensure the
successful secretion of ADAMTS13, rather than influence proteolytic activity 195,196. The ADAMTS
fa il of p oteases sha e the o

o

o e of sig al peptide to spa e domain 197. ADAMTS13

differs from other members in that it has a shortened propeptide and two additional CUB domains.
These differences may help explain how the proteases are regulated, the longer propeptide in other
ADAMTS family members maintains the enzyme in a latent state198, whereas the CUB domains of
ADAMTS13 have recently been proposed to participate in conformational down-regulation of
proteolytic activity through an intramolecular interaction with the spacer domain 199,200 (Figure 1-8Ai). Using EM, the disruption of the spacer-CUB interaction (achieved through mutagenesis of the
spacer domain, termed gain-of-function (GoF) ADAMTS13201) was observed to cause a change in
morphology of the ADAMTS13 domains from a

losed to a

ope

o fo

atio

199

. The GoF-

ADAMTS13 variant has enhanced proteolytic activity towards VWF substrates.
As previously mentioned, ADAMTS13 cleaves VWF at the Y1605-M1606 bond that resides within the
VWF A2 domain. The regulation of proteolysis is controlled by the conformation of the VWF A2
domain, with the scissile bond normally buried within the core of the domain and inaccessible to
ADAMTS13. The exosite interactions that occur once the unfolded/partially unfolded VWF A2
domain is presented have been well defined. The initial interaction of ADAMTS13 with VWF is likely
to occur outside of VWF A2 domain, the C-terminal CUB domains/TSP2-8 region binds to globular
VWF, with the potential binding site lying within the D4-CK region of VWF118,202. This interaction does
not facilitate proteolysis, unless the VWF A2 domain is unfolded, but acts to localise ADAMTS13 with
VWF and relieve conformational auto-inhibition by disrupting the intramolecular interaction of the
ADAMTS13

CUB

domains

with

the

spacer
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domain199,200

(Figure

1-8A-i

and

8B-i-iii).
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4.2
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6.2

7.2

4.3

1072--1131
TSP8-CUB1 loop 1132--1191

60
60

4.2
4.2

S1087

6.6
6.1

7.6
6.1

4.5
3.6

CUB 1 1192--1298
CUB 2 1299--1427
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7.5

N1235

11.8

13.8

8.2

129

9.0

N1354

14.2

16.2

9.5

SP
PP
MP
Dis
TSP1
Cys
spacer
TSP2
TSP3
TSP4
TSP4-5 loop

TSP5
TSP6
TSP7
TSP8

O-linked
glycosylation

%
mature
peptide

amino
acids

Domain name

N-linked
glycosylation

predicted
MW (kDa) +
glycan*

N142, N146

N828?

predicted
MW (kDa)

Table 1-3: ADAMTS13 domain boundaries
Adapted from: (http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/Q76LX8). *N-li ked gl a s MW arbitrarily assigned as 2kDa and O-linked as 1kDa.
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The ope

a d

o e a ti e GoF-ADAMTS13 conformation is likely to mimic the changes induced

through the initial binding of ADAMTS13 CUB domains to the D4-CK region of VWF. A low
stoichiometry (1:250 ADAMTS13/VWF) and a low percentage (~3%) of total ADAMTS13 has been
identified to be in complex with VWF in plasma202. The low avidity of the interaction is due to the
low affinity of the interaction of ADAMTS13 with glo ula VWF i a ti e

ulti e s 118 or the

possibility that only a small portion of monomers within globular VWF may present a binding site to
ADAMTS13. Following the initial unfolding of the VWF A2 domain, the avidity increases with a higher
affinity binding site at the C-terminal region of the VWF A2 exposed. This region of VWF (G1660R

fo

s the α-6 helix of the VWF A2 domain and precedes the vicinal disulphide bond (C1669-

C1670). It is likely to form the initial point of the unravelling of the folded A2 domain upon exposure
to shear forces52. Residues in the ADAMTS13 spacer domain (R568, R660, Y661 and Y665) bind to the
C-terminal region of the VWF A2 domain, increasing the affinity of the interaction between
ADAMTS13 and VWF as well as orientating ADAMTS13 towards the scissile bond 203-208. Proximate to
the spacer domain of ADAMTS13 is the Cys-rich domain which further interacts with the unfolded
VWF A do ai . A h d opho i po ket

ithi the Cys-rich domain (comprising of residues in the

region of G471 to V474) interacts with hydrophobic residues exposed within the VWF A2 domain
(I1642, W1644, I1649, L1650, and I1651)209. Preceding engagement of the MP domain with the
scissile bond region, the R349/L350/V352 residues of the Disintegrin-like domain bind to D1614 of
VWF preparing ADAMTS13 for efficient catalysis of VWF210 (Figure 1-8B-iv). The MP domain of
ADAMTS13 makes three key contacts with VWF. These undoubtedly involve the P1- P

esidues of

the scissile bond (Y1605-M1606) as well as the P3 L1603 residue of VWF211,212. The P3 L1603 residue
is the main residue of VWF that has been identified to interact with ADAMTS13 that is N-terminal to
the cleavage site. As no molecular structure of the ADAMTS13 MP domain has been published to
date, the residues within ADAMTS13 that are involved in positioning the scissile bond into place and
catalysing its proteolysis have been inferred from mutagenesis studies of ADAMTS13 and models
based on the crystal structure of MP domains of other ADAMTS family members 84. MP residues
L151 and V195 form the binding site for the P1 residue of VWF (Y1605), the region of D252-P256
form the P1 docking site (M1606) and L198, L232 and L274 form the P3 binding pocket 211,212. The
catalytic MP domains of the ADAMTS family require a zinc ion (Zn 2+) co-ordinated by a reprolysin-like
Zn2+ binding motif involving three conserved histidine residues197,213. ADAMTS13 further requires
calcium ions (Ca2+) to function, with Ca2+ coordination sites identified within the MP domain of
ADAMTS13214,215. The active site of ADAMTS13 is E225; E225 acts in concert with the coordinated
zinc ion to hydrolyse the Y1605-M1606 bond through nucleophilic attack216,217 (Figure 1-8B-v). The
mutation E225A renders ADAMTS13 inactive towards VWF substrates202.
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Figure 1-8: ADAMTS13 structure and interaction with VWF
(A) Domain annotation of ADAMTS13 is shown. The metalloprotease (MP) domain is shown in red,
the thrombospondin type 1 repeat (TSP) domains are represented by green diamonds and
numbered. The regions that bind to the unfolded VWF A2 domain are shaded blue: a disintegrin-like
domain (Dis), cysteine-rich (Cys) domain and spacer domain. The C-terminal CUB domains are
numbered and shaded grey. Experimentally confirmed glycosylation sites194 are displayed for Nlinked glycans (closed lollipops) and O-linked glycans (open lollipops). ADAMTS13 circulates in a
closed formation that is maintained by an intramolecular interaction between the CUB and spacer
domains199, A-i. (B) Binding of the CUB domains converts ADAMTS13 into a more open and active
conformation and positions ADAMTS13 to interact with the unfolded VWF A2 domain, B-i-iii. Upon
unfolding of the VWF A2 domain, ADAMTS13 progressively binds to the VWF A2 domain until the
scissile bond region is aligned with the MP domain, B-iv+v. Once proteolysis occurs, ADAMTS13 must
disengage the distal interactions with the unfolded VWF A2 domain and presumably recycles into a
closed conformation, B-vi. Loosely adapted from84,199.

The regions of ADAMTS13 that interact with VWF and the mechanism by which ADAMTS13 binds to
a peptide resembling the unfolded VWF A2 domain have therefore been fairly well defined. A recent
high-throughput phage display library has further clarified the substrate recognition landscape of
ADAMTS13218, confirming many of the critical residues within a 73 aa peptide of the VWF A2 that
had previously been determined through site-directed mutagenesis (mentioned above). Little is
known about how ADAMTS13 recycles after proteolysis. The rate limiting steps for substrate
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cleavage has been shown, in certain cases, to be product release219 and the cleavage product of
other matrix metalloproteases has been observed to remain coordinated to the Zn2+ in a pHdependent manner220. The majority of the interactions that facilitate proteolysis of VWF by
ADAMTS13 lie away from the MP domain and occur with high affinty118; conceivably these would not
be ablated upon proteolysis. Whether the cleaved VWF is actively dissociated through
conformational changes in ADAMTS13, the VWF A2 domain recoils after proteolysis or simply the
effect of applied rheological forces reduce the bond lifetimes to propagate the dissociation, has yet
to be defined (Figure 1-8B-Vi).

1.8 TTP
The importance of VWF proteolysis by ADAMTS13 is highlighted by the thrombotic condition TTP.
The symptoms of TTP include reduced platelet count (<20x10 9/L, thrombocytopenic),
microangiopathic hemolytic anaemia and renal abnormalities221. ADAMTS13 function is commonly
diagnosed using a short 73aa peptide of VWF that resembles the unfolded VWF A2 domain 222.
Synthesis of the peptide allows insertion of small chemical fluorophores either side of the Y1605M1606 bond, allowing proteolysis to be quickly and easily quantified using the principle of
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)222. The measured ADAMTS13 activity in TTP patients
is <5-10% of normal proteolytic activity towards VWF223. The main form of TTP is acquired and arises
through the generation of autoantibodies towards ADAMTS13. Less frequently TTP is caused by
mutations within the ADAMTS13 gene224. The majority of autoantibodies identified in acquired TTP
bind to the MP to spacer domain region of ADAMTS13 225. The epitopes of a selection of these
antibodies overlap with the principal interaction sites of the ADAMTS13 spacer domain with the
unfolded VWF A2 domain226. TTP is treated through plasma exchange to provide active ADAMTS13
and immunosuppressive therapy to target the autoimmune component227,228. Administration of
recombinant WT and variant ADAMTS13 are also potential treatments for TTP201,229. Other proteases
have been identified to cleave VWF including plasmin 230, thrombin231, granzyme B232 and leucocyteproteases233 with some of these enzymes targeting the Y1605-M1606 scissile bond region234. The
physiological role of VWF cleavage by these proteases is not clear, as they do not seem sufficient to
bypass the symptoms of depleted ADAMTS13 function in the human disease TTP.
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1.9 The VWF A2 domain structure and unfolding
The VWF A2 domain is unique within VWF as it is the only domain that lacks a domain spanning
(observed in the VWF A1 and A3 domains) or multiple intradomain-loop bridging (VWF type D and C
domains) disulphide bond(s)13. In the absence of a disulphide bond-reducing agent, the strong
covalent disulphide bond formed between two cysteine residues is resistant to forces >200pN, which
is much larger than those normally experienced in vivo235. The disulphide bridges effectively protect
the tertiary fold and function of the VWF domains under rheological forces. The VWF A2 domain
contains a rare vicinal disulphide bond, C1669-C1670 (VicCC), at its C-terminus. When identified in
proteins, vicinal disulphide bonds have a functional relevance, either through stabilising a local
conformation or acting as a redox switch236. The VicCC of the VWF A2 domain will not maintain the
tertiary structure of the domain to the extent that a domain spanning disulphide bond would. The
lack of bridging disulphide provides the VWF A2 domain with flexibility, as well as the ability to adapt
conformation in response to local forces, leading to the unfolding of the domain (upon application of
sufficient force) and proteolysis by ADAMTS1383. The exact nature of VWF A2 domain unfolding, the
factors that regulate the force at which the domain unfolds and the consequence of unfolding on the
function of the neighbouring VWF domains are not fully understood. The structural differences
between the VWF A domains is highlighted by the ~12-year gap from the first published crystal
structures of the homologous VWF A151 and A353 domains to that of the VWF A2 domain52. Following
on from the initial structure of the VWF A2 domain, two further crystal structures were
published85,145. All three of the structures contain differences arising either through the expression
system used, point mutations or the crystallisation process (Figure 1-9A-C) and also differ from the
two pre-crystal homology-based models of the VWF A2 structure237,238. Collectively, these three
structures highlight the important aspects of the native fold of the VWF A2 domain. They illustrate
how structural specialisations influence the domain transition between a folded and an unfolded
state, regulating proteolysis by ADAMTS13.
The crystal structures52,85,145 confirm that firstly, the VWF A2 domain adopts the Rossman-type fold
which is observed with all VWA type domains79. The e t al β-sheets are surrounded on either side
α-helices. The e t al β-sheets of the VWF A2 domain form two distinct halves (illustrated earlier
in Figure 1-3B). The N-te

i al lo e is fo

helices (M1495 to L1592), with the C-te
to the α heli a d Vi CC N

to C

ed of the β to β sheets su ou ded

the α to α

i al lo e o p ised of the β to β sheets, α -less loop
. The scissile bond of VWF (Y1605-M1606) is buried

within the core of the domain, forming part of the β sheet, and inaccessible to ADAMTS13 in the
native folded state.
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Figure 1-9: VWF A2 domain structures
The three published crystal structures of the VWF A2 domain are depicted: 3GXB52 (A), 3PPV85 (B)
and 3ZQK145 (C). Below the structures is a summary of the cell type used to produce the protein and
the sequence variations present in the structure. N1493C/C1670S replaces the VicCC (C1669-C1670)
with a domain spanning disulphide bond (C1493-C1669) in 3PPV85 and the V1565L polymorphism
present in 3ZQK to allows for tighter packing of the domain structure145. The proteins expressed in
mammalian cells contain the initial N-acetylglucosamine (NAG) to asparagine linkage for the
predicted N-linked glycosylation sites, N1515 and N1574, and are shaded purple. The scissile bond
(Y1605-M1606), cysteine residues, calcium binding site and ion are shaded in yellow, black and
orange respectively. D The β sheet M
-S
a d β -β loop to β sheet L
-G1609)
regions are displayed for the unbound (3GXB) and Ca2+ bound (3ZQK) VWF A2 domains. The binding
of Ca2+ appears to reduce the presence of rotamers at residues L1603, Y1605 and M1606 as well as
ha gi g the o pholog of the β -β egio a d o i g the D
esidue
Å145. (E) The
interaction of the VicCC with the hydrophobic core of the VWF A domain, the hydrophobic residues
that interact with the VicCC52 (M1495, M1528, I1535, L1603 and Y1605) are indicated.
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The formation of the VicCC is confirmed by the structures, with the two cysteine residues forming an
eight-membered ring. The VicCC sits within a hydrophobic pocket at the core of the domain,
i te a ti g

ith β sheet esidues L

a dY

, indicating that L1603 and Y1605 participate in

both maintaining the folded VWF A2 domain structure and facilitating the interaction with P3 and P1
regions in the ADAMTS13 MP domain. The VicCC also interacts with residues in the N-terminal half
of VWF (M1495, M1528 and I1535) that further comprise the hydrophobic pocket at the core of the
domain (Figure 1-9E). Comparison of the VWF A2 structure to that of the VWF A1 and A3 indicates
that the VWF A2 domain lacks a α helix that is commonly observed in the Rossman type fold.
I stead, the VWF A do ai

o tai s a egio te

ed the α -less loop . The α -less loop lacks

secondary structure, is highly flexible adopting multiple conformations and only comprises five
residues (E1615-L1619). In contrast, the homologous regions in the VWF A1 and A3 domains form a
o e sta le α-helices, comprising of 9 to 14 residues 52. The α -less loop runs parallel to the scissile
o d o tai i g β sheet, fo

i g i te a tio s

esidue of the α -less loop i te a ts

ith P

,

ith M

th ough I

esidue. The R

hi h lies i the α -β loop. P1645 is unusual in

that it forms a cis-peptide bond with Y1644, a proline residue is in a conserved position in both VWF
A1 and A3 domains but the more common trans-peptide bond is present. The conversion of the VWF
A2 cis-proline to trans- may act to perturb the structure and folding transitions of the domain 52. The
VWF A2 domain structure co-ordinates a Ca2+ ion. The Ca2+ ion was not detected in the first structure
of the domain (Figure 1-9A) or the predicted homology models. The Ca2+ ion predominantly interacts
ith the β -β loop egio ,

hi h is positio ed at the i te fa e of the two lobes of the VWF A2

domain and immediately precedes the scissile bond containing region. Comparison of the unbound
to bound- Ca2+ structures, indicates that the Ca2+ ion reduces the extended conformation and
fle i ilit of the β -β loop Figu e 1-9D). The Ca2+ ion is coordinated by the R-groups of D1596 and
N

,

hi h lie i the β -β loop egio , as

ell as the N-te

i al β sheet esidue D

85,145

.

Finally, the crystal structures determined from mammalian expressed proteins confirm the initial
attachment of carbohydrate chains at the two N-linked glycosylation sites, N1515 and N1574
(complex glycans were not observed due to expression in a GnT-/- cell line239 and/or EndoH
treatment).
As discussed previously, force induces a conformational change in the VWF A2 domain. Different
techniques have been applied to VWF in vitro to understand how the VWF A2 domain unfolds. One
of the clear consequences of VWF A2 domain unfolding is the interaction with and proteolysis by
ADAMTS13. Even before the discovery of ADAMTS13, it was shown that chaotropic agents such as
urea and guanidine-hydrochloride (as a surrogate for shear forces) had to be applied to plasma-
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derived VWF in vitro fo the VWF- lea i g p otease to fu tio

4,240,241

. More recently, individual

mutation of the VicCC58, Ca2+ binding site85,145 (CBS) and N-linked glycans242 (in particular N1574)
have been shown to enhance the urea-induced proteolysis of FLVWF (not demonstrated for CBS)
and the isolated VWF A2 domain. In the absence of urea, a minimal enhancement of VWF
proteolysis was observed, indicating that the mutations alone only induce partial or incomplete
unfolding of the VWF A2 under static conditions.
To determine the unfolded state of the VWF A2 domain, without using ADAMTS13 binding or
proteolysis as an end point, requires the use of more sophisticated biochemical and biophysical
techniques. One of the first studies used increasing concentrations of urea and circular dichroism
(CD) to induce and monitor the unfolding of the three VWF A domains. The VWF A2 domain had
reduced secondary structure (which could be attributed to the α -less loop) and was the least stable
of the three domains243. A caveat to this observation is that the VWF A2 domain was truncated to
R1668 and produced in bacterial cells, hence lacked the VicCC and N-linked glycans. The VWF
A1A2A3 fragment that was studied was produced in mammalian cells and was more stable than the
isolated VWF A2 domain243, indicative of a possible stabilising role of the VicCC and N-glycans. Using
temperature-induced unfolding and CD, it was determined that the VicCC stabilised the VWF A2
domain58. The stabilisation provided by the VicCC is likely to manifest through the observed
interaction of the VicCC with the hydrophobic core of the domain (Figure 1-9E). The bound Ca2+ ion
has also been shown to stabilise the VWF A2 domain, the stabilising effect observable in the change
i the β -β loop of the u

ou d to bound-Ca2+ VWF A2 structures (Figure 1-9D). Using differential

scanning fluorimetry244 (DSF) it was demonstrated that Ca2+ stabilises the VWF A2 domain against
temperature-induced unfolding, the stabilising effect diminishing in the presence of divalent-ionchelating chemical EDTA and mutation of N1602A within the CBS 145. The thermo-stabilisation of the
VWF A2 domain by Ca2+ was further explored by CD, while a Kd of 3.8µM was determined by
isothermal titration calorimetry146 (compare this to Kd(app) of 0.2µM determined by DSF145). The
physiological concentration of Ca2+ is ~2.5mM in serum245. Both the VicCC and CBS have been
individually demonstrated to influence the stability of the VWF A2 domain, as determined by the
calculated transition midpoint (Tm) of spectroscopy/fluorimetry measured thermal unfolding (Table
1-4), and susceptibility to urea-induced ADAMTS13 proteolysis.
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Title of publication

Date

VWF A2 domain

Technique Variant

[Ca2+]

Tm (°C)

The importance of vicinal cysteines, C1669
and C1670, for von Willebrand factor A2
domain function58

Jun-10

M1473-C1670

CD

WT
ΔCC (M1 7 -R1668)
CC1 (N1493C/C1669G)
CC2 (N1493C/C1670G)
WT
WT
D1596A
D1596A
N1602A
N1602A

trace
trace
trace
trace
EDTA
5mM
EDTA
5mM
EDTA
5mM

61.5
53.7
66.3
65.2
45.3
64.3
61.4
61.3
44.4
44.2

WT

EDTA

56.7 ± 0.1

WT

5mM

69.1 ± 0.1

WT
WT
R1597W
R1597W
M1528V
M1528V
E1638K
E1638K

EDTA
1.25mM
EDTA
1.25mM
EDTA
1.25mM
EDTA
1.25mM

56.7
67.7
51.5
53.9
42.6
57.9
N/A
50.2

Calcium modulates force sensing by the
von Willebrand factor A2 domain 145

Calcium stabilizes the von Willebrand
factor A2 domain by promoting
refolding146
Mechanisms by which von Willebrand
Disease Mutations Destabilize the A2
Domain246

Jul-11

Dec-11

Jan-13

V1478-G1674

DSF

P1480-P1678

CD

P1480-P1678

CD

Table 1-4: Summary of thermal unfolding of the VWF A2 domain
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± 0.4
± 0.3
± 0.3
± 0.3
± 0.7
± 0.7
± 0.7
± 0.4
± 0.6
± 0.8

± 0.1
± 0.1
± 0.1
± 0.1
± 0.2
± 0.1
± 0.1

As all of the thermal unfolding studies of the VWF A2 domain have been performed with mammalian
expressed VWF A2 domain constructs (summarised in Table 1-4), it is unclear whether the N-linked
glycans of the VWF A2 domain influence thermostability. The glycan attached at N1574 has been
shown to protect the VWF A2 domain from ADAMTS13 proteolysis, with speculation that the glycan
may sterically hinder the interaction242. It is difficult to predict from the crystal structures of the VWF
A2 domain what impact the glycan may have, due to the truncation of the glycan structures required
for successful crystallisation.
The enhanced ADAMTS13 proteolysis observed with the engineered mutations to the VicCC, CBS and
glycans of the VWF A2 domain, reflect the phenotype observed with VWD type2A group II mutations
that cluster in the VWF A2 domain177,247. Consistent with the relationship between stability and
ADAMTS13 proteolysis of the VWF A2 domain, the introduction of VWD type2A mutations M1528V,
R1597W and E1638K into the recombinant VWF A2 domain fragment caused a reduction in
thermostability246 (Table 1-4). The VWD type2A mutations can potentially disrupt the hydrophobic
pocket the VicCC interacts with (M1528V), the CBS (R1597W) and the potential stabilising
i te a tio s of the α less loop E

K.

Molecular dynamic simulation (MD) has been used to investigate unfolding of the VWF A2 domain.
These studies have been valuable in addressing the manner in which the domain unfolds. The MD of
the crystal structures of the VWF A2 domain predicts that unfolding begins with peeling away of the
VicCC at the C-terminal of the VWF A2 domain87,248. Unfolding will also be determined by the
resistance provided by the CBS85 and the disruption due to type2A mutations 249. A limitation of the
MD models is the variation in the starting point crystal structures of the VWF A2 domain (Figure 1-9),
as well as an incomplete understanding of the effect of N-linked glycosylation on the stability and
unfolding of the VWF A2 domain. Further to this, MD predicts that temperature-induced unfolding
of the VWF A domains occurs through a different mechanism to force induced unfolding particularly
in regards to the increased disruption of disulphide bonds by temperaure 248,250.
Single molecule experiments have been utilised to apply defined mechanical force to the VWF A2
domain. Using an optical trap (OT), the VWF domain was tethered between two beads, force applied
through a micropipette and tethered extension measured by a laser trap 83. At forces of 10-20pN an
abrupt discontinuity in tether extension was measured, indicative of VWF A2 unfolding and
providing a measurement of the contour length extension of the domain 83. Further single molecule
unfolding experiments with the VWF A2 domain, as well as larger fragments of VWF, have been
reported145-148,246,251. Mechanical unfolding of the VWF A2 domain at the single molecule level has
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identified the potential presence of an unfolded intermediate in the VWF A2 domain unfolding
pathway. The intermediate was not observed in all studies, which may in part be due to differences
in the experimental set up252. Measurement of the contour length of the unfolded intermediate
suggests that either 40% or 60% of the domain has unfolded. Assuming a length of 175aa for the
VWF A2 domain (M1495 to C1670), this would predict the boundary of the intermediate lies in the
region of R1565 or A1600. One could speculate that a stabilising effect of the N-linked glycan
(N1574) or CBS (D1596 and N1602A) may be the underlying cause for the observed intermediate.
The majority of in vitro VWF A2 domain studies have focussed on how the domain transitions from
an unfolded state to a folded state. Potentially of functional importance is the ability of the VWF A2
domain to refold and transition back to a folded state, as highlighted by the demonstration that Ca2+
promotes the refolding of the domain146. The in vivo frequency of which the VWF A2 domain
transitions from folded to an unfolded state under rheological forces is not known. Furthermore,
whether VWD type2A mutations would perturb the dynamic balance of unfolding and refolding is
yet to be fully defined.
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1.10 Aims of thesis
The conformation of VWF is critical to controlling its haemostatic functions and an important domain
determining the function and fate of VWF is the VW A2 domain. In this thesis, I will focus largely on
the structure and function of VWF A2 domain. The main experimental aims of my thesis are:
(1) To determine the roles of the structural elements VicCC and CBS, both alone and in
combination. To achieve this aim, mutations will be introduced into both the isolated VWF A2
domain and FLVWF. Structural and functional studies will then be performed.
- It is known that both the VicCC and CBS individually stabilise the VWF A2 domain and influence
susceptibility ADAMTS13 proteolysis. It is not clear whether these elements act synergistically.

(2) To determine the role of the N-linked glycans in the stability of the VWF A2 domain, in order
to determine the mechanism by which they influence ADAMTS13 proteolysis.
- The N1574 glycan has been demonstrated to enhance the susceptibility of VWF to ADAMTS13
proteolysis. It is not known if the N-linked glycan stabilises the domain in a similar manner to the
VicCC and CBS.

(3) To clarify the influence and likely importance of 34 previously identified point mutations
suspected of causing VWD type2A disease. This will be achieved by introducing these mutations
into the isolated VWF A2 domain (with and without the VicCC) and also into FLVWF. The
functional consequences of the mutations will then be determined using functional assays.
- The phenotype of VWD type2A (a reduction in high MW VWF multimers) arises due to secretion
defects, VWD type2A group I, or enhanced ADAMTS13 proteolysis, VWD type2A group II. The in vitro
analysis of the mutations will further define the subtypes of VWD type2A and the mechanism by
which the mutations cause disease.
These aims three major will be investigated through the use of molecular biology to produce
recombinant VWF variants, followed by the expression of the proteins, their purification and
quantification. Functional assays will be developed/performed to determine the thermostability of
the isolated VWF A2 domain variants and the interaction with and proteolysis by ADAMTS13 of both
FLVWF and the isolated VWF A2 domain.
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2 Methods
2.1 Recombinant DNA
2.1.1 Available plasmids
Plasmids

available

to

me

in

the

lab

were:

pcDNA3.1_WT_FLVWF242,

pcDNA3.1_C1669G/C1670G_FLVWF (VicGG)58, PCEP_A2VicCC (VWF residues M1495-C1670G)58,
PCEP_A2DelCC (VWF residues M1495-R1668)58, pcDNA3.1_WT_VWFA1A2A3 (VWF residues E1258S1873), pcDNA3.1_WT_ADAMTS1358 and pcDNA3.1_E225A_ADAMTS13. A full list of the VWF
constructs and mutations are presented in the appendix (Chapter 9).
The backbone of the commercially available pcDNA3.1 and PCEP vectors contains suitable enhancepromoter genes for high-level mammalian expression, episomal replication and resistance towards
antibiotics. The pcDNA3.1_FLVWF and pcDNA3.1_ADAMTS13 vectors contain the signal peptide
region of the protein, which promotes extracellular secretion of the proteins. The inserted gene
region of the truncated VWF constructs is preceded by the VWF signal peptide (M1-C22) to promote
extracellular secretion. All of the inserted genes, except WT and VicGG FLVWF, have a MycHis-tag
fused to the C-terminus (EQKLISEEDLHHHHHH*) which precedes the stop codon(*) and facilities
protein purification and identification.

2.1.2 Modification of plasmids
To introduce point mutations into the expression vectors, site-directed mutagenesis (SDM) was
performed. The principle of SDM is that a short oligonucleotide is designed and synthesised, the
oligonucleotide contains the desired mutation, but the surrounding nucleotides are complementary
to the original sequence. During a PCR reaction DNA polymerase amplifies the plasmid vector DNA
using the designed oligonucleotide as a primer, hence the mutated or mismatched base(s) is
incorporated into the newly synthesised strands. The new PCR generated plasmids differ from the
o igi al plas id as the

o tai a

i k

et ee the fi st a d last i o po ated ases, and lack

methylation (as no methylases are present in the PCR reaction). After sufficient amplification of the
newly synthesised mutated plasmid by PCR (Novagen KOD hot start DNA polymerase #71086), the
original methylated plasmids are digested by the DpnI restriction enzyme (NEB product #R0176S)
before transformation into competent bacterial e.coli cells (Stratagene XL10 gold #200314 or NEB
Turbo #C2984H) usi g

a ufa tu e s i st u tio s. After transformation, the cells are inoculated on

Agar (Sigma L2897) plates containing 100µg/ml Ampicillin (Sigma A9518). The bacterial cells
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successfully transformed with the expression vector (which contains an Ampicillin resistance gene
ithi the a k o e epai the

i k , epli ate a d

eth late the e l synthesised DNA plasmids.

Further copies, or clones, of the plasmid are produced as the bacterial cell divides. Unsuccessful PCR
reactions (most likely due to the inefficient annealing of the short oligonucleotide primer) will not
produce complete and un-methylated plasmids. Thus, the competent bacterial cells transformed
with the DpnI treated-unsuccessful PCR reaction will not be resistant to Ampicillin and thereby will
not be able to replicate.
Initially, PrimerX online software (http://www.bioinformatics.org/primerx/) was used to generate
sense and antisense primers which both contain the mismatched base(s). PrimerX was used to
design the 34 sets of primers to introduce the VWD Type2A mutations into the VWF expression
vectors (designed by Dr B Luken). The inclusion of the mismatched base in both the sense and
antisense primers, plus the online software not being allied to an associated brand of PCR product,
lead to a reduced efficiency from primer design to successfully transformed competent cell. To
increase the effectiveness of changing bases within the expression plasmids, future primers were
designed using NEB base-changer online software (http://nebasechanger.neb.com/) and allied Q5
PCR master mix (NEB #M0492S)/KLD (kinase, ligase and DpnI) mix (NEB #E05545). The NEB software
was also used to design primers that deleted bases from the expression vectors.
To create the PCEP_VWFA2_FRET expression plasmid (Section 6.2), the NEB HiFi assembly kit was
used. The construct relies on the PCEP_A2VicCC expression plasmid with the sequence for the green
fluorescent protein (GFP) clover and red fluorescent protein (RFP) mRuby2 inserted before or after
the VWF A2 domain residues. Expression plasmids for clover (https://www.addgene.org/40259/)
and mRuby2 (https://www.addgene.org/40260/) were purchased from Addgene. NEB HiFi assembly
is based on the principle of Gibson clip assembly253. The primers needed to assemble the
PCEP_VWFA2_FRET expression plasmid were designed using the NEB builder online software
(http://nebuilder.neb.com/). The primers amplified fragments of PCEP_A2VicCC, pcDNA3.1_clover
and pcDNA3.1 ruby with specific overhangs, to guide recombination of the fragments. After the PCR
reaction, the products were run on a 1% Agarose (Sigma # A9539) gel. The PCR generated fragments
were excised from the gel and DNA product isolated using a gel extraction kit (Qiagen #28704). The
DNA f ag e ts

e e asse

led usi g

a ufa tu e s i st u tio s NEBuilde HiFi DNA Asse

l

Master Mix #E2621S), and the subsequent product was transformed into competent bacterial cells.
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2.1.3 DNA isolation and sequencing
Colonies formed from successful DNA modification procedures were picked from the agar plates and
individually grown further in 5-7mls of LB Broth (Sigma #L3022) containing 100µg/ml Ampicillin
overnight at 37°C with shaking. The following day, the bacterial cells were pelleted by centrifugation
at 4000rpm for 10 minutes. The bacterial pellet was then lysed and plasmid DNA isolated using a
i i-p ep kit a o di g to

a ufa tu e s i st u tio s Qiage #

. The o e t atio of the

a od op usi g the

isolated DNA plasmid was optically determined

a ufa tu e s i st u tio s

for nucleic acid (Thermo Scientific NanoDrop 2000 Spectrophotometer). When appropriate, the
purified plasmid DNA was run on a 1% agarose gel along with a DNA base pair ladder (NEB # N0468S)
and visualised with SYBR safe stain (Thermo #S33102), to ensure purity and the correct base pair size
of the isolated plasmid DNA. Finally, the quantified plasmid DNA was sequenced. Sequencing was
performed using short synthetic oligonucleotide primers (between 18-20 base pairs) that specifically
anneal to a region of the plasmid DNA either up or downstream of the region to be sequenced. DNA
sequencing was performed at the Imperial College-MRC Genetics Core Facility using an ABI 3700
DNA analyser (Perkin-Elmer). The .ab1 output files from the sequencing reactions were aligned to
the original or desi ed e to se ue e usi g the CLC

ai

ok e h

soft a e.

Once the desired mutation or DNA assembly had been validated (and that no copy errors were
present) by sequencing, the mini-prepped DNA was transformed into competent bacterial cells and
plated on agar plates containing 100µg/ml Ampicillin. An individual colony was picked, grown in LB
broth supplemented with 100µg/ml Ampicillin for 5-10hours at 37°C with shaking before being
inoculated into a larger volume of LB broth (50-250mls) and grown overnight at 37°C with shaking.
The following day, the bacterial cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 4000rpm for 10 minutes. The
bacterial pellet was then lysed a d plas id DNA isolated usi g a

idi- or maxi-p ep kit a o di g to

a ufa tu e s i st uctions (EZNA Plasmid Midi/Maxi Kit #D6922). The concentration of the isolated
DNA plasmid was optically determined by

a od op a d the p ese e of the o e t

odifi atio

confirmed by sequencing, in preparation for transfection into mammalian cells.

2.2 Mammalian cell culture and transfection
2.2.1 Maintenance of mammalian cells
Cell lines available to me in the lab were: HEK293 cells, HEK293-EBNA cells and HEK293 GnT-/- cells239
(a kind gift to the lab from Dr P Reeves, University of Essex). The HEK293 cells differ from HEK293EBNA (or HEK293T cells) as they have not been stably transfected with the EBNA-1 gene (HEK293
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EBNA) or the SV40 large T antigen (HEK293T). HEK293-EBNA and HEK293T cells are more efficient in
the production of transiently expressed proteins than HEK293 cells. It is known that HEK293T (or
HEK293EBNA) are less effective at fo

i g pseudo-WPBs upo

t a sfe tio

ith VWF, i

comparison to HEK293 cells254-256. Hence, all FLVWF expression plasmids were transfected into
HEK293 cells, and all other vectors were transfected into HEK293EBNA or HEK293 GnT-/- (for altered
glycosylation).
All cell lines were handled in a class II flow cabinet (FASTER BHG 2004, JENCONS-PLS) using aseptic
technique and grown in humidified incubators (BIOHIT, Biological Instrumentation Service,
Lancashire, UK) at 37°C, in 5% CO2. Cells were cultured in complete media: Minimal Essential
Medium (MEM) (Sigma #M2279) supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (Biosera), 5mM
Penicillin/Streptomycin (Sigma #P4333), 5mM L-Glutamine (Sigma #G7513) and 1x non-essential
amino acids (Sigma #M7145). Cells stocks were stored in liquid nitrogen, supplemented with 10%
DMSO (Sigma #D4540) during storage. To revive cells, the stock was thawed, 5-10ml of complete
media were added and then centrifuged at 1200rpm for 5 minutes to pellet the cells. The cells were
re-suspended in 5ml of complete media and seeded into a 25cm 2 tissue culture flask (VWR) and
placed into the incubator. 24 hours laters, after the cells had adhered to the flask, the cells were
detached from the flask using 1ml of Tryple Express (Invitrogen), 5-10ml of complete media was
added followed by centrifugation at 1200rpm for 5 minutes. The cells were then re-suspended in an
appropriate volume of complete media for the tissue culture flask (5ml for 25cm2 flask, 15ml for
70cm2 flask, 25ml for 175cm2 flask and 75ml for 500cm2 flask: all VWR), re-seeded and placed into
the incubator and allowed to grow to confluence (24-120 hours). The cells were then further
expanded or used for protein expression.

2.2.2 Transient transfection of mammalian cells using Polyethylenimine (PEI)
After sufficient growth of mammalian cells (cells were visually checked via a light microscope), they
were prepared for transient transfection of the prepared DNA expression plasmids using the wellestablished system of PEI transfection257-259. The PEI transfection reagent (Polyethylenimine HCl
MAX, Linear, MW 40000: Polysciences #24765) was dissolved to 1mg/ml in distilled H20 and adjusted
to pH7.0 before being be sterilised by passing through a 0.2µm filter (VWF #514-0061) in a tissue
culture hood. 24 hours before transfection, cells were seeded at 60% confluence in an appropriate
tissue culture flask. The amount of DNA transfected was determined by the size of the flask, with
0.25µg DNA/1cm2 being used (i.e. 6.25µg in a 25cm2 flask, 125µg in 500cm2, et …). The DNA was
diluted in an appropriate volume of autoclaved 150mM NaCl before being mixed in a 3:1 PEI:DNA
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ratio of PEI in autoclaved 150mM NaCl and allowed to incubate at room temperature for 15-30
minutes. The complete media was removed and the prepared cells washed with PBS and/or
Optimem (Invitrogen # 51985-042). The DNA/PEI mix was added to an appropriate volume of
Optimem (supplemented with 20nM CuSO4 for FLVWF expression) before being added to the
prepared cells and left in the incubator for 3-5 days. After the incubation period, the cells and/or
media were harvested in preparation for further analysis or purification.

2.2.3 Stable transfection of mammalian cells using Lipofectamine
Generally, sufficient protein for functional studies of VWF and its truncated variants could be
obtained by transient transfection. Stably expressing HEK293 lines of WT and E225A ADAMTS13
were already available to me in the lab. Stably transfected HEK293 cell lines (with
pcDNA3.1_WT_FLVWF,

pcDNA3.1_N1602A_FLVWF,

pcDNA3.1_C1669G/C1670G_FLVWF,

pcDNA3.1_C1669G/C1670G/N1602A_FLVWF) were generated using lipofectamine according to
a ufa tu e s i st u tio s

I it oge

#11668030) in preparation for larger scale FLVWF

production, but were not used for any functional studies included in this thesis.

2.3 Preparation of mammalian expressed proteins for functional
studies/analysis
2.3.1 VWF A2, VWF A1A2A3 and VWFA2 FRET fragments
3-5 days after transient transfection of the WT or variant PCEP_A2VicCC, PCEP_A2DelCC,
pcDNA3.1_VWFA1A2A3 or PCEP_VWFA2_FRET expression plasmids in HEK293-EBNA or HEK293GnT/-

cells, the cell media (Optimem) were collected and any detached cells were pelleted by

centrifugation at 4000rpm for 10 minutes and discarded. When appropriate, the remaining adhered
cells were washed with PBS (Sigma #P4417) before being detached from the tissue culture surface
and lysed (by vortex) with 1% Ipegal (Sigma #I3021). The lysate was then centrifuged at 12000rpm
for 10 minutes to pellet cell membranes: the supernatant was used to analyse intracellular protein.
Functional analysis of the VWF domain fragments requires the proteins to be in a concentrated,
monomeric and largely pure state. Before purification of the VWF domain fragments, the harvested
cell media was dialysed twice i a ≥

olu e of

M NaCl,

M T is pH . usi g s akeski

dialysis membrane with 10kDa pores (Thermo Scientific #68100) for 12-24hours. The VWF domain
fragments were then purified via their C-terminal fused 6xHis tag by Ni2+ affinity chromatography
using a 1ml HiTrap chelating HP column (VWR #17-0408-01) attached to an AKTA FPLC machine (GE
Healthcare). The HiTrap columns were prepared and charged with 0.1M NiSO4 according to
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a ufa tu e s i st u tio s before being equilibrated in loading buffer (150mM NaCl, 20mM Tris
pH7.8). 75-300ml of the dialysed expression media, containing the VWF fragments, was filtered
through a 0.45µM filter (VWR #514-0062) before being loaded into the FPLC and then passed
through the column. Varying concentrations of Imidazole (Sigma #56749) were used to elute, weakly
bound non-specific proteins, monomeric VWF fragments and aggregated VWF fragments (for
example, see Figure 3-4). The eluted fractions containing monomeric VWF were then twice dialysed
i to ≥

olu e

M NaCl,

M T is pH . using snakeskin dialysis membrane with 10kDa

pores for 12-24hours to remove Imidazole. The protein concentration of the eluted fractions was
determined by a Bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay kit (Thermo #23227 a o di g to

a ufa tu e

instructions. The purified, quantified and dialysed proteins were further analysed using appropriate
techniques.

2.3.2 FLVWF
3-5 days after transient transfection of the WT or variant pcDNA3.1_FLVWF expression plasmids in
HEK293 cells, the cell media (Optimem) was collected, and any detached cells were pelleted by
centrifugation at 4000rpm for 10 minutes and discarded. When appropriate, the remaining adhered
cells were washed with PBS before lysis buffer (20mM Tris, 150mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 1% Triton X100, pH7.5) was added, at a 0.5x volume of the cell media, to disrupt the cell membranes and WPBs
with incubation for 10 minutes at room temperature. The cells and lysis buffer were collected,
vortexed, incubated on ice for 20 minutes before centrifugation at 12000rpm for 10 minutes to
pellet the disrupted cell membranes: the supernatant was used to analyse intracellular protein. Due
to the hete oge eit i MW of the se eted VWF p otei

a gi g f o

kDa to ≥

,

kDa , o

direct purification procedure was performed. The expressed cell media was dialysed three times into
a≥

volume of 150mM NaCl, 20mM Tris pH7.8 using snakeskin dialysis membrane with 10kDa

pores for 12-24hours. When necessary, the dialysed cell media was concentrated using 100kDa
(Millipore #UFC910024) or 1000kDa (Sigma #Z629499) cut-off spin concentrators according to
manufacturers i st u tio s. The p o ess of o e t atio

th ough the

kDa o e t ato

increased the purity of VWF, as the majority of HEK293 extracellular proteins have a MW <1000kDa.
The concentrations of the dialysed (and concentrated) VWF proteins were then determined by VWF
ELISA, see below.
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2.3.3 VWF ELISA
To determine the antigen concentration of the transiently expressed FLVWF variants, an enzymelinked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) was performed using 96 well MaxiSorp plates (Nunc #442404).
Firstly, 100µl per well of a polyclonal rabbit-antibody towards VWF (Dako #A0082) was coated at
1:1000 with coating buffer (20mM Na2CO3, 50mM NaHCO3 pH9.6) overnight at 4°C. The following
day, the wells were washed 3x with PBS Tween 0.1% (PBST), then 200µl of 3% BSA (Sigma #A7030)
PBST was added and incubated at room temperature with shaking for 1-2hours. Following the
incubation, wells were washed 3x with PBS Tween 0.1% (PBST). A standard curve was generated
using normal human plasma (Technoclone #5015007 [VWF concentration 10µg/ml or 40nM]). The
plasma was diluted in 1%BSA PBST and 100µl of varying concentrations of VWF (over the range 0125ng/ml) were added to the wells in duplicate. The recombinant VWF samples were appropriately
diluted in 1%BSA PBST and samples added in duplicate to the plate. The VWF standards and
recombinant VWF samples were incubated at room temperature for 1-2hours with shaking.
Following the incubation, wells were washed 3x with PBST and a 100µl per well of a polyclonal-Horse
Radish Peroxidase (HRP) linked rabbit-antibody towards VWF (Dako #P0226) diluted 1:1000 in
1%BSA PBST was added and incubated at room temperature for 1-2hours with shaking. Following
the incubation, wells were washed 3x with PBST and OPD (Sigma #P9187) was prepared following
a ufa tu e

i st u tio s.

µl pe

ell of OPD was added at 10 second intervals. After a 4-

10minute incubation 50µl of 2M H2SO4 was added to the wells at 10 second intervals to stop the
reaction between HRP and OPD substrate. Absorbance was then read at 492nm using a BioTek
µQuant plate reader. The VWF concentration of samples was determined from the standard curve
using the one-site binding (hyperbola) equation (Graphpad Prism).

2.3.4 WT ADAMTS13
The stably transfected HEK293 pcDNA3.1_WT_ADAMTS13 cell line was used to produce WT
ADAMTS13 protein. The cell line was grown and maintained as described in Section 2.2.1.
ADAMTS13 is produced in lower quantities than VWF and a much larger volume of cells was
therefore required. The HEK293 pcDNA3.1_WT_ADAMTS13 cell line was grown to a density of
~10,000cm2 (20x 500cm2 tissue flasks) in complete medium. As ADAMTS13 in a Zn 2+ dependent
enzyme, purification using HiTrap chelating columns disrupts the proteolytic function of the enzyme.
Thus, no direct purification procedure was performed on WT ADAMTS13.
To prepare WT ADAMTS13 protein for functional assays, the complete medium was removed, cells
washed with PBS and an appropriate volume of Optimem added. After 2-5 days growth in Optimem,
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the media was harvested, and any detached cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 4000rpm for 10
minutes and discarded. The harvested cell media (~1.5L of Optimem) was concentrated by ~30x
using Tangential Flow Filtration (TFF) on a Millipore Labscale TFF system with a 10kDa filter attached
(Millipore PLCGC 10), a o di g to

a ufa tu e i st u tio s. The o e t ated

edia ~

l was

dialysed 3-5x in 100x excess of 150mM NaCl, 20mM Tris pH7.8 using snakeskin dialysis membrane
with 10kDa pores for 12-24hours, before the concentration of WT ADAMTS13 was determined by
ELISA, see below.

2.3.5 Inactive (E225A) ADAMTS13
The stably transfected HEK293 pcDNA3.1_E225A_ADAMTS13 cell line was used to produce inactive
ADAMTS13 (iADAMTS13) protein. 1.5L of expressed cell media was produced in a similar manner to
WT ADAMTS13. As the proteolytic activity of iADAMTS13 is already disrupted by the mutation of the
active site residue, E225A, iADAMTS13 was purified and concentrated via the C-terminal His-tag.
Purification of iADAMTS13 was carried out essentially as described for the VWF fragments (Section
2.3.1) except a single step elution performed with 500nM Imidazole. The eluted fractions containing
iADAMTS13 were then dialysed twice i to ≥

olu e

M NaCl,

M T is pH . using

snakeskin dialysis membrane with 1kDa pores for 12-24hours to remove Imidazole, before the
concentration of iADAMTS13 was determined by ELISA, see below.

2.3.6 ADAMTS13 ELISA
To determine the antigen concentration of the stably expressed WT and iADAMTS13 an ELISA was
performed using 96 well MaxiSorp plates. Firstly, 100µl per well of a polyclonal rabbit-antibody
towards ADAMTS13 (TSP2-4 depleted, custom antibody available in the lab) was coated at 5µg/ml in
coating buffer overnight at 4°C. The following day, the wells were washed 3x with PBST, 200µl of 3%
BSA (Sigma #A7030) PBST was added and incubated at room temperature for 1-2hours with shaking.
Following the incubation, wells were washed 3x with PBST. A standard curve was generated using
known concentrations of ADAMTS13. Normal human plasma (Technoclone #5015007), ADAMTS13
concentration 0.9µg/ml or 5nM,was diluted in 1%BSA PBST and 100µl of a range concentrations of
ADAMTS13 (0-108ng/ml) were added to the wells in duplicate. The unknown recombinant
ADAMTS13 samples were appropriately diluted in 1%BSA PBST and samples added in duplicate to
the plate. ADAMTS13 standards and recombinant ADAMTS13 samples were incubated at room
temperature for 1-2hours with shaking. Following the incubation, wells were washed 3x with PBST
and 100µl per well of a polyclonal-biotin linked rabbit-antibody towards ADAMTS13 (anti-TSR2-4,
custom antibody available in the lab) at a concentration of 0.2g/ml in 1%BSA PBST was added and
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incubated at room temperature for 1-2hours with shaking. Following the incubation, wells washed
3x with PBST and a Streptavidin-HRP conjugated antibody (GE Healthcare#RPN1231V) was diluted
1:1000 in 1% BSA PBST and 100µl added to each well and incubated at room temperature for 12hours with shaking. Following the incubation, wells were washed 3x with PBST. OPD was prepared,
and 150µl per well was added at 10 second intervals. After a 4-10minute incubation, 50µl of 2M
H2SO4 was added to the wells at 10 second intervals to stop the reaction between HRP and OPD
substrate. Absorbance was then read at 492nm using a BioTek µQuant plate reader. The ADAMTS13
concentration of samples was determined from the standard curve using the one-site binding
(hyperbola) equation (GraphPad Prism).

2.4 Analytical and functional assays
2.4.1 SDS-PAGE
Sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) separates proteins by
molecular weight. SDS is an anionic detergent which denatures proteins to their primary structure
and confers a negative charge on them. The composition of the gel determines the nature of the
separation. When appropriate, 4-12% Bis-Tris (Invitrogen #NP0321) or 3-8% Tris-acetate gels
(Invitrogen #EA03785) were used a o di g to

a ufa tu e i structions. To prepare and denature

samples, loading buffer (Invitrogen #NP0007) was added and samples boiled at 95°C for 10minutes
before loading onto the gel. All samples were run in parallel with a pre-stained molecular weight
marker (NEB #P7712). After the gels had been run, proteins were either stained directly with
SimplyBlue SafeStain (Invitrogen #LC6060 a o di g to

a ufa tu e i st u tio s, sil e stai or

prepared for western blot.

2.4.2 Silver stain
Silver staining was performed when protein concentrations were below the threshold that could be
detected by SimplyBlue SafeStain. Before the staining of the Gel, six different solutions were
prepared at 50ml per gel: A: 50% methanol, 10% glacial acetic acid; B: 5% methanol; C: 0.2g/L
Na2S2O3.5H20; D: 0.2g/100ml AgNO3; E: 1.5g/50ml Na2CO3

μl/

l

% HCOH a d

l solution C;

F: 14g/L = 1.4g/100ml Na2EDTA. The following steps were then performed with gentle shaking:
fixing: 30 minutes solution A; sensitising: 15 minutes solution B; washing: 3 x 5 minutes distilled H2O;
sensitising: 2 minutes solution C; washing again; Silver staining: 25 minutes solution D; washing
again; developing: 2-10 minutes solution E; stopping: solution F.
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2.4.3 Western blot
After SDS-PAGE, proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes (Amersham Pharmacia, UK)
using transfer buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl, 192 mM glycine, 20%methanol) at an appropriate voltage and
a wet transfer system (Invitrogen). After transfer, membranes were incubated in blocking buffer
containing 5% non-fat milk powder (AppliChem #A0830) 3% BSA in PBST for 1-24 hours. Membranes
were then incubated with the appropriate antibody (see Results section) for 1-2hours and, if not HRP
conjugated, a subsequent incubation with an appropriate secondary HRP-conjugated antibody. All
antibodies were diluted in blocking buffer and membranes washed three times (5-10 minutes) with
PBST in between incubations. Bound HRP-conjugated antibodies were detected with an Immobilon
ECL chemiluminescence kit (Merck Millipore #WBKLS0500). Equal amounts of solutions A and B (25ml) were mixed and applied to the membrane for 5 minutes. The membrane was then exposed to
Hyper-Film (Amersham Pharmacia ECL) and developed.

2.4.4 VWF multimer analysis
Due to the large MW range of VWF, analysis of the protein cannot be performed on standard SDSPAGE gels. 2% SeaKem HGT(P) Agarose (Lonza #50050) gels were made by dissolving the agarose in
gel buffer (100mM Glycine 200mM Tris 20% SDS pH9.0). After the agarose had fully dissolved, gels
were cast using Biorad 1.5mm spacer and short plates with 10 or 15 well combs. Gels were left to set
for 30-

i utes efo e ei g
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a d laid flat i the f idge fo ≥

da s efo e

use. FLVWF samples were diluted to 500-1000ng/ml before a further 1:2 dilution with loading buffer
(10mM Tris 2mM EDTA 0.3% SDS 10% glycerol) and heated at 60°C for 30 minutes before loading
onto the gels. The 2% agarose gels were immersed in cold running buffer (100mM Tris 150mM
Glycine 0.3% SDS pH8.45) in the appropriate Biorad gel electrophoresis tank. After loading, samples
were run at 50amps for 10-15 minutes (to allow samples to enter the gel) followed by 25amps for
300-400 minutes. During electrophoresis, the tank was kept cold by alternating between immersion
in an ice bucket and room temperature every 60 minutes. After the gels had run, a western blot was
performed as described above. Transfer to nitrocellulose membrane was carried out at 35V for
120minutes and VWF polyclonal-HRP antibody (Dako) was used at a concentration of 1:10000.

2.4.5 Differential scanning fluorimetry to determine VWF A2 domain stability
Differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF), also termed thermal shift assay, is a well-established
technique to determine buffer conditions or small ligands that increase protein stability. DSF is often
used to optimise buffer conditions for protein crystallisation or long term storage of protein
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therapeutics260. DSF measurements are based on fluorescent dyes that are quenched in aqueous
solution but are highly fluorescent in a non-polar environment, such as the hydrophobic sites on
proteins. One of the most efficient and commonly used dyes for DSF is SyproOrange 244. During DSF,
increased temperature exposes previously hidden hydrophobic regions to which SyproOrange
interacts, thereby increasing the fluorescence intensity (and the measured fluorescence unit (FU)
signal) and providing a quantitative measure of the fraction of protein in its unfolded state. After the
protein has fully unfolded, it starts to aggregate causing a reduction in the FU signal 244.
When the buffer composition is maintained, the introduction of amino acids changes into the
protein structure will perturb the nature of interactions at a localised site which, in turn, will
influence the overall stability of the protein261. The stability of a protein is related to its Gibbs free
energy of unfolding, which is temperature dependent261,262. With increased temperature, the
stability of a protein decreases and the Gibbs free energy of unfolding increases. At a temperature
where an equilibrium between the folded and unfolded state is reached, the Gibbs free energy of
unfolding is zero and is termed the melting temperature or transition midpoint (Tm). Further
thermodynamic models can be applied if a protein unfolds reversibly in a two-fold state manner263.
Due to the inherent limitations of DSF (which are the indirect measure of unfolding via dye
fluorescence, using the SyproOrange dye which has an undisclosed structure), the thermodynamics
of VWF A2 domain unfolding/folding were not directly studied. Previous application of the DSF
method to the thermal unfolding of the VWF A2 domain145 yielded Tm values that were in agreement
with the more direct measurements of thermal unfolding determined by circular dichroism58,146.
The FU increase brought about by unfolding of the purified VWF A2 domain variants was monitored
using the high-resolution melting analysis (HRM, excitation 460nm detection 510nm) setting using
on Rotor-Gene Q real-time PCR instrument (Qiagen), the initial maximum fluorescence gain was set
to 30. Samples contained 1.5-2µg of purified VWF A2 domain, 5× SyproOrange dye (Invitrogen
#S6650), 1mM EDTA or 5mM CaCl2, 20mM Tris (pH 7.8), 50mM NaCl in a total volume of 60µl. Assays
were performed over a temperature range of 25°C to 80°C using a ramp of 1°C min−1 in steps of 1°C.
Derivation of Tm values are described in Section 3.4.1.

2.4.6 SE-HPLC
Size exclusion high-performance liquid chromatography (SE-HPLC) was performed using a Amersham
Pharmacia Biotech HPLC with PolyHydroxyethyl A 300Å column (PolyLC Inc.). Before the analyses of
samples, the column was equilibrated in 50 mM KH2PO4 100 mM NaCl pH 7.8 for at least 4 hours.
50µl of the samples was passed through the column and 100-200µl of buffer was run as blank in65

between samples. The elution peaks were compared to the MW of the known standards (see
Section 3.4.2).

2.4.7 ADAMTS13 proteolysis of VWF
To determine the exposure and proteolysis of the scissile bond in FLVWF or domain fragments of
VWF, WT ADAMTS13 was incubated with VWF under static conditions. To mimic the rheological
forces that propagate conformational change in the VWF domains, 1.5-2M of urea was added to
disrupt the tertiary and/or quaternary structure of VWF. Appropriate concentrations of WT
ADAMTS13 and VWF were separately pre-incubated in 20mM Tris (pH7.8), 150mM NaCl, 5mM CaCl 2
±1.5-2M urea for 45 minutes at 37°C. Appropriate volumes of ADAMTS13 and VWF were then
combined to initiate the proteolysis reaction. Reactions were terminated by the addition of EDTA to
a final concentration of 50-100mM at specific time points. FLVWF samples were analysed by VWF
multimer gel or collagen binding ELISA (see below). Prior to analysis by SDS-PAGE, FLVWF samples
were reduced by the addition of 5% beta-mercaptoethanol or sample reducing agent (Invitrogen
#B0009), to break the disulphide bonded multimeric structure of VWF down to individual
monomers. ADAMTS13 reactions with recombinant fragments of VWF were directly analysed by
SDS-PAGE.

2.4.8 VWF collagen binding ELISA
The binding of VWF multimers to collagen is more efficient as its multimeric size increases. Collagen
binding therefore can be used as an alternative to VWF multimer gel analysis. The VWF collagen
binding ELISA was essentially performed in a similar manner to the VWF ELISA (section 2.3.3), with
the modification that collagen was used to initially capture VWF rather than a polyclonal VWF
antibody.
Human type III collagen from placenta (Sigma C-4407) was dissolved to 5mg/ml for 16h at 4°C in
50mM acetic acid with stirring. 100µl/well of 10µg/ml Collagen type III was coated onto Immulon
4HBX 96-well high-binding plate (Nunc) overnight in coating buffer. The following day, the plate was
washed and blocked as per the VWF ELISA. A standard curve was generated using the Technozym
VWF:CBA Calibration Set (Technoclone #5450310) with known VWF:CBA values. Technozym
VWF:CBA Calibration samples were diluted 1:40 in 1% BSA PBST before 100µl were added to the
wells in duplicate. VWF samples were diluted to 200-400ng/ml in 1% BSA PBST (maximum urea
concentration of 0.3M) before 100µl were added to the well in duplicate. The samples were then
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incubated at room temperature for 2 hours. Subsequent washing, detection steps and analysis was
performed as per the VWF ELISA.
The standards used to calculate the VWF:CBA U/ml values use the assumption that the
concentration of VWF is 10µg/ml (1U/ml). To adapt the assays for the recombinant VWF samples,
the VWF:Ag (by VWF ELISA) and VWF:CB are measured simultaneously for each sample. The factor
increase required for the measured concentration of the recombinant FLVWF sample (VWF:Ag) to
equal 10µg/ml, was used to calculate the VWF:CBA U/ml.

2.4.9 ADAMTS13 competition binding assay
To assess the solution interaction (in the absence of proteolysis) between ADAMTS13 and the VWF
A2 domain variants, a competition-based assay was performed. Variations of this assay had
previously been conducted in the lab58,118. The principle of the assay is that when VWF is coated and
immobilised onto a microtiter plate, the VWF A2 domain unfolds and exposes the ADAMTS13
binding sites. Inactive(ated) ADAMTS13 will bind to the immobilised VWF A2 domain forming a
complex. Bound ADAMTS13 can then be detected in a similar manner to the ADAMTS13 ELISA using
a specific antibody (Section 2.3.6). If inactive(ated) ADAMTS13 is separately pre-incubated with VWF
in solution, a complex will form that will prevent ADAMTS13 binding to the immobilised VWF. Buffer
conditions and/or mutations in the VWF A2 domain that enhance the solution binding, will therefore
reduce the amount of ADAMTS13 detected. The use of appropriate controls allows the indirect
determination of solution binding.
The previous variations of the assay had used 10mM EDTA to inactivate ADAMTS13. EDTA will also
chelate the integral stabilising Ca2+ ion from the VWF A2 domain. To circumvent this problem,
inactive ADAMTS13 (E225A, iADAMTS13) was used. To ensure that iADAMTS13/WT ADAMTS13
bound in a similar manner to the immobilised VWF A2 domain in both EDTA and CaCl2 and that
mutations to the VWF A2 domain did not disrupt any ADAMTS13 binding sites, non-competition
assays were first performed (see Section 4.4). Similar binding between immobilised VWF A2 variants
and ADAMTS13 were observed under all conditions, with the exception of WT ADAMTS13 in the
presence of CaCl2 (where proteolysis of the immobilised VWF A2 presumably occurs). This Indicated
that divalent cations, the active site of ADAMTS13 and mutations to the structural elements of the
VWF A2 domain do not influence the binding interaction between immobilised VWF A2 and
ADAMTS13.
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Purified WT VWF A2VicCC was diluted to 50nM in coating buffer and 100µl was coated on a 96-well
Maxisorp plate (Nunc) at 4°C. The following day, 30nM iADAMTS13 was separately pre-incubated
with varying concentrations of VWF A2 variants (0-500nM) in the presence of 5mM CaCl2 or 1mM
EDTA at 37°C for 1 hour. After blocking (Tris-buffered saline [20nM Tris pH 7.8, 150nM NaCl, TBS],
0.1% Tween, 3% BSA), the plates were washed with an appropriate buffer (TBS, 0.1% Tween, 5mM
CaCl2 or TBS, 0.1% Tween, 1mM EDTA) and the pre-incubated VWF A2/iADAMTS13 added to the
plate for 1-2 hours. After subsequent wash steps, bound iADAMTS13 was detected using a
biotinylated antibody to ADAMTS13, as previously described for the ADAMTS13 ELISA. Appropriate
controls were used to determine the solution binding of iADAMTS13 to the VWF A2 domain variants
during the pre-incubation step. The 100% solution binding control contained 0 nM iADAMTS13 and
0nM VWF A2, whereas the 0% solution binding control contained 0nM VWF A2 and 30nM
iADAMTS13. The percentage solution binding of VWF A2 titrations were derived from the known
optical density values of 0% and 100% controls using a linear equation, and subsequent binding
curves were fitted using the 1-site binding equation (GraphPad Prism).

2.4.10 GpIbα binding ELISA
To examine the binding between VWF and the platelet surface receptor GpI α, a ELISA

as

performed, the design of which was based on a previously published assay264. To ensure the correct
p ese tatio of GpI α, a capture antibody was first coated onto 96-well microtiter plate. Polyclonal
GpI α a ti od

CD

N-19), SantaCruz #sc-7071) was diluted 1:500 in coating buffer and 100µl

added per well overnight. The following day, the plate was washed 3x with PBST and blocked with
3% BSA PBST for 1-2hours at room temperature with shaking. Following a subsequent wash, 100µl of
2.5µg/ml recombinant N-te

i al f ag e t of GpI α fused to

altose inding protein (a kind gift to

the lab from Prof Jonas Emsley, University of Nottingham) was added to the plate for 1-2hours at
room temperature with shaking. Following a subsequent wash, varying concentrations of FLVWF or
VWFA1A2A3 were added to the plate ± varying concentrations of ristocetin (Helena Bioscience) for
1-2hours at room temperature with shaking. Bound VWF was detected as described for VWF ELISA
(see Section 2.3.3).

2.4.11 Fluorescence resonance energy transfer
To measure the Förster/Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) between clover and mRuby2
in the VWFA2 FRET fragments, a Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer (Agilent
Technologies) was used (access kindly provided by Prof David Rueda, Imperial College London). The
settings were cont olled usi g the Ca
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Appli atio

soft a e. The 335-620nm

excitation and 430-1100nm emission filters (with excitation/emission slits of 5nm) and a
temperature of 37°C were used for all scans. Measurements were made using a quartz cuvette
(Starna Scientific #16.100-F/Q/10/Z15) containing a volume of 120-175µl of the FRET constructs.
Emission scans (excitation: 485nm or 505nm) contained 50nM VWF A2 FRET constructs with a PMT
detector voltage of 775v. Due to the lower quantum yield of mRuby2265, excitation scans (emission:
650nm) contained 250nM VWF A2 FRET constructs with a PMT detector voltage of 950v. The highest
absorbance values in the excitation and emission scans were normalised to 1 to allow comparison
between different conditions and observed FRET value were calculated. For time course
e pe i e ts,

le

ode

as sele ted a d a total of

s a s

e e take e e

the o se ed FRET alculated for each time point (see Section 6.2).
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3 The functional roles of the vicinal disulphide bond and the
calcium binding site of the VWF A2 domain
3.1 Introduction
The crystal structures of the VWF A2 domain identified the presence of the VicCC (C1669-C1670) at
the C-terminus of the VWF A2 domain, with the VicCC sitting within a hydrophobic pocket at the
core of the domain52,145 (Figure 1-9E). The VicCC is adjacent to a high-affinity binding site (VWF
residues 1660-1668) for the ADAMTS13 spacer domain. Deletion (or chemical reduction) of the
VicCC, does not affect the secretion, global secondary structure or ADAMTS13 binding to the
immobilised (hence fully unfolded) VWF A2 domain58. These results indicate that the VicCC does not
have a major influence on the orientation and presentation of the ADAMTS13 spacer domain binding
site or the overall fold of the VWF A2 domain. The removal of the VicCC by mutagenesis was found
to enhance the solution interaction of the VWF A2 domain with ADAMTS13 in the presence of EDTA.
Removal of VicCC was also shown to reduce the thermostability of the VWF A2 domain. Mutation of
the VicCC within FLVWF (C1669G/C1670G, VicGG) resulted in a substantial enhancement of the
ADAMTS13 proteolysis of VWF in the presence of urea, although minimal enhancement was
observed in the absence of the denaturant58.
The presence of a Ca2+ ion bound to the VWF A2 domain was shown in 2 of the 3 VWF A2 domain
crystal structures. The Ca2+ io

odulates the o fo

atio of the α -β loop. The positio of the

D1596 residue appears particularly sensitive to the presence of Ca 2+ (Figure 1-9A-D). The Ca2+ is
coordinated by the side- hai

a o l of the β sheet residue D1498, the side-chain carboxyl of

D1596, the main chain carbonyls of Arg1597 and Ala1600, the side-chain carbonyl of Asn1602 and a
water molecule85,145(Figure 3-1). Other VWA-type domains are known to contain a metal iondependent adhesion site (MIDAS) motif, which facilitates PPIs and commonly involves the coordination of a Mg2+ ion79. The class II Ca2+ binding site266 identified within the VWF A2 domain does
not resemble the MIDAS motif and has not been predicted or identified to modulate any PPIs of
VWF. The Ca2+ ion has been shown to stabilise the VWF A2 domain thermodynamically as well as
provide resistance to mechanical unfolding145 and accelerate refolding146. The role of the Ca2+ ion
appears to be to prevent electrostatic repulsion between the CBS residues D1498 and D1596. The
electrostatic repulsion can be diminished through the mutation D1596A, negating the need for Ca 2+
coordination to stabilise the domain145. Conflicting results have been published for the effect of
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mutation of the CBS residues (D1498A, D1596A and N1602A) on the secretion and ADAMTS13
proteolysis of the isolated VWF A2 domain (also see Discussion).
Both the VicCC and CBS have been demonstrated to stabilise thermodynamically the VWF A2
domain and influence susceptibility to ADAMTS13 proteolysis. To further elucidate the functional
role of these two features in both the isolated VWF A2 domain and FLVWF, I introduced mutations
into the VicCC and the CBS and studied the consequence of these.

Figure 3-1: Coordination of the Ca2+
ion by VWF A2 domain residues
The aa residues that coordinate the Ca2+
ion through their R-groups are highlighted
in red (D1498, D1596 and N1602A). The aa
residues that coordinate the Ca2+ ion
through their main chain carbonyls are
displayed in black (R1597 and A1600). The
surrounding residues that do not
participate in directly ligating the Ca2+ ion
are numbered and the aa structure is not
displayed. The water molecule that
completes the octahedral coordination
geometry is also not shown.

3.2 Expression of VicCC and CBS mutants in the VWF A2 domain
The recombinant VWF A2 domain PCEP vector with (A2VicCC WT) and without (A2DelCC WT) the
VicCC, along with the single, double and triple CBS site mutants (D1498A, D1596A, N1602A) were
transiently transfected into HEK293 EBNA cells (Figure 3-2).
All of the A2VicCC CBS variants were expressed with a similar efficiency to A2VicCC WT, evidenced
by the ~38kDa band present in the media. The A2DelCC WT, D1596A and D1596A/N1602A variants
were also expressed with a similar efficiency. The A2DelCC D1498A, N1602A, D1498A/D1596A,
D1498A/N1602A and D1498A/D1596A/N1602A variants were not detected in the media. The
absence of these variants is indicative of misfolding, as the

a

alia ER p oof- eads

e l

267

synthesised proteins and retains/targets for degradation misfolded proteins . Also of note is the
presence of a doublet band in the lysates of the D1596A and D1596A/N1602A variants, present in
both A2VicCC and A2DelCC.
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Figure 3-2: Expression of VWF A2 domain VicCC and CBS variants
The VWF A2 VicCC and CBS variants were transiently transfected in HEK293 EBNA cells. After 3-5
days, the media was collected, cells washed with PBS and then lysed with 1% ipegal. Media and
lysate samples were boiled in loading buffer (Invitrogen) before being run on a 4-12% Bis-tris gel.
After transfer and blocking, samples were detected on a western blot using an antibody against the
C-terminal myc-tag (Santa Cruz #9E10).
The lower band was confirmed as an intracellularly retained unglycosylated peptide by EndoH
digestion (Figure 3-3). The cause of the doublet is unknown, but was not considered important for
my investigation as only the secreted proteins were used for further purification and functional
studies.

Figure 3-3: EndoH digestion of VWF
A2DelCC CBS variant lysate
The VWF A2DelCC variants were transiently
transfected in HEK293 EBNA cells. After 3-5
days, the media was removed, cells washed
with PBS and then lysed with 1% ipegal.
Samples were incubated o/n with or without
EndoH (NEB) at 37°C. The following day
lysate samples were boiled in loading buffer
(Invitrogen) before being run on a 4-12% Bistris gel. After transfer and blocking, samples
were detected on a western blot using an
antibody against the C-terminal myc-tag.
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3.3 Purification of VicCC and CBS mutants of the VWF A2 domain
Utilising the C-terminal fused His-tag (six histidine residues) on the VWF A2 domain variants, the
successfully secreted VWF A2 domain variants were purified by Ni 2+ affinity chromatography (see
Methods). Following dialysis, the expression media containing the His-tagged recombinant VWF A2
domain was passed through a Ni2+ charged column. Proteins that were non-specifically and weakly
bound to the column were eluted with a concentration of 40mM Imidazole, with a large peak
identifiable in the purification chromatogram (125-130mls, Figure 3-4A). Monomeric VWF A2
domains containing a single his-tag eluted at a concentration of 100mM Imidazole.

Figure 3-4: Purification of VWF A2 domain variants
(A) Representative chromatogram of the purification of A2DelCC WT. The UV (280nm) absorbance in
milliAbsorbance Units (mAU) is displayed on the left axis (solid red line), and Imidazole concentration
is displayed on the right axis (green dashed line). (B) Elution volume is displayed for selected VWF A2
domain variants after an increase of Imidazole concentration to 100mM. Monomeric proteins elute
at 100mM Imidazole and aggregates after the increase to 500mM.
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Aggregated VWF A2 domains resulted in tighter binding to the Ni 2+ charged column, due to the
increased histidine content of the aggregate, and eluted at a concentration of 500mM Imidazole
(Figure 3-4A). After loading of media and 40mM Imidazole wash, all of the expressed VWF A2
domain VicCC and CBS variants eluted a monomeric peak in the presence of 100mM Imidazole
(truncated chromatograms representing the elution of 6 out of the 11 expressed VWF A2 variants
are displayed in Figure 3-4B). The majority of the VWF A2VicCC variants displayed no or a very small
peak in the presence of 500mM Imidazole. A much larger peak was observed for the A2DelCC WT in
the presence of 500mM Imidazole, indicating aggregation of the VWF A2DelCC domain either during
the purification process (room temperature), dialysis (4°C) or in the expressed cell media (37°C). A
large peak was still observable in the monomeric 100mM Imidazole elution of the A2DelCC WT
(Figure 3-4B).
500-1500cm2 of transiently transfected HEK293-EBNA cells per VWF A2 domain variant yielded
sufficient purified monomeric protein for functional analysis (0.5-6µM, Table 3-1).

A2VicCC WT
A2VicCC D1498A
A2VicCC D1596A
A2VicCC N1602A
A2VicCC WT D1498A/D1596A
A2VicCC WT D1498A/N1602A
A2VicCC WT D1596A/N1602A
A2VicCC WT D1498A/D1596A/N1602A
A2DelCC WT
A2DelCC D1596A
A2DelCC D1596A/N1602A

µg/ml

µM

157.9
19.0
180.4
220.0
136.4
90.2
213.2
67.6
198.5
187.2
222.2

4.2
0.5
4.8
5.8
3.6
2.4
5.6
1.8
5.2
4.9
5.9

Table 3-1: Concentration of purified monomeric protein for VWF A2 domain variants
Values were determined using BCA assay (see Methods) and a molecular weight of 38kDa.
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3.4 Differential scanning fluorimetry as a measure of VWF A2 domain
unfolding
3.4.1 Determining the melting temperature/transition midpoint of unfolding
The purified VWF A2 domains (A2VicCC WT and A2DelCC WT) were subjected to differential
scanning fluorimetry (DSF) assays to assess their thermostability. After a review of the literature (see
Methods), DSF was carried out to determine the effect of the VicCC and Ca 2+ on the melting
temperature/transition midpoint (Tm) of the isolated VWF A2 domain.

Figure 3-5: DSF to determine Tm of VWF A2 domains
DSF measurements with the A2VicCC WT (VicCC) and A2DelCC WT (DelCC) domains were carried out
in the presence of 5mM CaCl2 (Ca) or 1mM EDTA (EDTA). Measurements were taken every 1°C (with
a ramp of 1°C min-1) over a temperature range of 25-80°C. Representative curves for the four
different variants/conditions are displayed after buffer subtraction, A. Each data point has been
individually normalised to the initial FU value (taken at 25°C, 0%) and the maximal FU value (100%)
for each curve, B. Curves were truncated after the maximal value and minimal values constrained to
0, non-linear regression curves were generated using the Boltzmann equation and the V50 (or T m)
calculated using Graphpad, C and D. The shift in Tm Δ°C due to the p ese e of the Vi CC o Ca2+
ions is indicated in red, D.
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Calculation of the Tm of the purified VWF A2 domain variants required several steps of normalisation
of the raw data. Firstly the subtraction of the baseline buffer alone fluorescent unit (FU) values, after
which the temperature-induced unfolding curves for A2VicCC WT and A2DelCC WT in the presence
of 5mM CaCl2 or 1mM EDTA were determined (Figure 3-5A). The maximal FU value obtained for
A2VicCC WT 5mM CaCl2 is lower than the other variants; this is likely due to the reduced efficiency of
the SyproOrange dye at higher temperatures. Secondly, to derive the Tm from the initial baseline
subtracted FU reading, requires further normalisation of the data points. The first data point at 25°C
was set as the minimal value, 0%, and the maximal FU value as 100% (Figure 3-5B). After
normalisation, the data points were truncated after the maximum value and the minimum values
constrained to 0. The curve was generated using the non-linear Boltzmann equation and the
generated V50 (or Tm) calculated using GraphPad (Figure 3-5C and D). The calculated Tm values for
the VWF A2 domain containing the VicCC is consistent with the previously published results
(determined by DSF145 and CD146, see Table 1-4) in both the presence of saturating concentrations of
CaCl2 and EDTA. The calculated Tm values for the VWF A2DelCC in the presence of saturating
concentrations of CaCl2 and EDTA cannot be directly compared with the previous CD determined 58
Tm, due to trace level of Ca2+ present in the assays. To confirm that the VWF A2 domain lacking the
VicCC (A2DelCC WT) was stabilised by Ca2+, concentrations of EDTA and CaCl2 were titrated in the
DSF assays, and Tms calculated (Figure 3-6).

Figure 3-6: Titration of EDTA and CaCl2
in DSF
DSF assays were carried out as described
in Figure 3-5. The calculated Tm (Y-axis)
was plotted against the concentration of
EDTA (left X axis) or CaCl2 (right X axis).
Inset tables show concentrations and
calculated Tms.

The observed trends, increase in Tm with increased concentrations of CaCl2 and decrease with
increased concentrations of EDTA for both A2VicCC and A2DelCC, confirmed that the VWF A2
domain was still able to coordinate Ca2+ in a concentration-dependent manner in the absence of the
VicCC. I could not determine, using DSF, if the removal of the VicCC from the VWF A2 domain caused
an allosteric change in the coordination of the Ca2+ ion or the affinity of binding. A larger shift in Tm
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occurred in the presence of Ca2+ for the A2DelCC WT (23.9°C) in comparison to the A2VicCC (17.9°C,
Figure 3-5D). The larger shift observed may have been due to uncooperative unfolding disrupting the
fit of the curve for the A2DelCC WT EDTA variant. Sigmoidal curves, indicative of cooperative
unfolding, occur in the presence of the VicCC and CaCl2. The uncooperative unfolding curve was
likely due to the presence of aggregated species within the unstable, Ca 2+-chelated, A2DelCC WT
domain.

3.4.2 SE-HPLC to determine the condition and temperature specific aggregation
of the VWF A2 domain
To address the uncooperative temperature-induced unfolding observed for the VWF A2 domain
without the VicCC and in the absence of Ca 2+ (A2DelCC WT EDTA, Figure 3-5) and to confirm the
purity and homogeneity of the purified VWF A2 domains, size exclusion high performance liquid
chromatography (SE-HPLC) was performed (Figure 3-7).
Both the VWF A2VicCC WT and A2DelCC WT domain fragments eluted at the predicted MW of
38kDa in both 5mM CaCl2 and 1mM EDTA (Figure 3-7A+B). A distinct peak was detected in the
presence of 1mM EDTA, with a MW in the range of 1.35-17kDa, in both buffer alone and with the
VWF A2 domains (~10mls, Figure 3-7B). As the peak is observed in buffer alone, it is unlikely to arise
from an impurity in the VWF A2 domain purification. The peaks are likely to represent EDTA in
complex with trace metal ions present in the buffer (20mM Tris, 50mM NaCl).
As no aggregated species appeared present in the room temperature (RT) chromatograms for the
SE-HPLC of the VWF A2 domains, excessive heat was applied to induce aggregation. The VWF
A2VicCC WT was heated to 80°C for 10mins and 3hours before being passed through the SE-HPLC
column. Now, a second larger species could be observed for the VWF A2 domain with the intensity
of the peak increasing with prolonged incubation time, indicative of aggregation (5-7mins, Figure 37C). The initial inflexion point of the uncooperative unfolding curve for the A2DelCC EDTA variants
occurs with the range of 35-45°C (Figure 3-5). To assess whether a second aggregated species could
be induced within this temperature range, the VWF A2 domain proteins were heated at 40°C for
10mins before loading on the SE-HPLC column. A characteristic second peak was detected for the
VWF A2DelCC WT in the presence of 1mM EDTA indicative of aggregation (6-7mls, Figure 3-7Dii
inset). The confirmation of aggregates within the unstable A2DelCC WT in the presence of 1mM
EDTA at low temperatures provides an explanation for the uncooperative unfolding observed in the
DSF experiments.
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Figure 3-7: SE‐HPLC to dete t te pe atu e‐i du ed agg egatio of the VWF A do ai
SE‐HPLC as ali ated ith a
dilutio of BioRad Gel Filt atio Standards, the labelled peaks (in
Pa els A a d B ep ese t: ‐ Th oglo uli MW
kDa , ‐ γ‐glo uli MW
kDa , ‐
O al u i
kDa , ‐ M oglo i MW kDa a d ‐ Vita i B
MW . kDa . μL of
0.5mg/ml purified VWF A2 domains, A2DelCC WT and A2VicCC WT, were loaded in the presence of
5mM CaCl2, A, and 1mM EDTA, B (where a distinct peak is observed at 10mins which is likely to be
EDTA in complex with trace cations, as it was also present when buffer without protein was loaded).
(C) Induced aggregation of A Vi CC as pe fo ed heati g μL of . g/ l of pu ified VWF A
at 80°C for 10mins and 3hours, in a PCR machine just prior to loadi g o to the SE‐HPLC olu . D
1mM EDTA and 5mM CaCl2 were added to . g/ l VWF A ΔCC a d A Vi CC a d after incubation
at oo te pe atu e RT
μL as loaded o the olu . Mo o e i peaks were observed for
oth p otei o st u ts i oth o ditio s D‐i . Afte i u atio at °C fo
i s, a s all et
distinct aggregation peak was observed (inset) for A DelCC i
M EDTA D‐ii .
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3.4.3 DSF with VicCC and CBS variants
Following purification of the expressed VicCC and CBS variants, DSF assays were performed. The
normalised unfolding curves were then analysed using the Boltzmann equation (Figure 3-8) and Tm
values calculated (Table 3-2).

Figure 3-8: DSF with VicCC and CBS variants
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Figure 3-8: DSF with VicCC and CBS variants
DSF assays were carried out with the purified VWF A2 domain fragments containing the VicCC
(A2VicCC, abbreviated to V-), without the VicCC (A2DelCC, abbreviated to D-) and mutations to the
CBS (D1498A, D1596A, N1602A and combinations thereof) in the presence of 1mM EDTA (EDTA,
dashed line and open circles) or 5mM CaCl2 (Ca, solid line and filled circles). Unfolding curves are
shown for (A) The A2VicCC WT (black) and A2DelCC WT (grey). (B) A2VicCC D1498A (red) and
A2VicCC D1596A (green). (C) A2VicCC N1602A (blue) and A2VicCC D1596A/N1602A (cyan). (D)
A2VicCC D1498A/D1596A (orange), A2VicCC D1498A/N1602A (magenta) and A2VicCC
D1498A/D1596A/N1602A (abbreviated as Triple, brown). (E) A2DelCC D1596A (dark green) and (F)
A2DelCC D1596A/N1602A (teal). Results are mean ± SEM of at least 3 independent experiments.

Tm (°C)
A2VicCC

A2DelCC

1mM EDTA 5mM CaCl2 1mM EDTA 5mM CaCl2
WT
D1498A
D1596A
N1602A
D1498A/D1596A
D1498A/N1602A
D1596A/N1602A
D1498A/D1596A/N1602A

47.1
49.7
62.1
48.1
51.3
49.7
60.6
50.6

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.10
0.05
0.14
0.05
0.07
0.07
0.08
0.06

65.0
49.6
62.5
50.3
50.6
49.1
61.6
49.8

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.22 35.2 ± 0.38 59.1 ± 0.17
0.06
N/A
N/A
0.16 55.5 ± 0.06 56.1 ± 0.08
0.09
N/A
N/A
0.06
N/A
N/A
0.05
N/A
N/A
0.05 54.6 ± 0.06 54.9 ± 0.06
0.06
N/A
N/A

Table 3-2: Tm of VWF A2VicCC and A2DelCC variants determined by DSF
Results are presented as mean ± SEM from at least 3 independent experiments

The effect of Ca2+ stabilisation can be seen for both the A2VicCC WT, with a 17.9°C shift in T m from
47.1±0.10°C (1mM EDTA) to 65.0±0.22°C (5mM CaCl 2), and the A2DelCC WT with a 23.9°C shift in T m
from 35.2±0.38°C (1mM EDTA) to 59.1±0.17°C (5mM CaCl 2) indicating that stabilising effect of Ca2+ is
not dependent on the formation of the VicCC. Similarly, the stabilisation of the VWF A2 domain by
the VicCC is not dependent on the binding of Ca2+ to the domain (Figure 3-8A). A shift in Tm of 11.9°C
is seen in the absence of Ca2+ (compare A2DelCC WT EDTA, 35.2±0.38°C, to A2VicCC WT EDTA,
47.1±0.10°C) and the presence (compare A2DelCC WT CaCl 2, 59.1±0.17°C, to A2VicCC WT CaCl2,
65.0±0.22°C). Thus, it is evident that both the VicCC and CBS independently stabilise the domain, but
also have an additive stabilising influence.
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To further investigate the role of the CBS residues in the stabilisation provided by Ca2+, the three
residues that coordinate Ca2+ through their R-group (Figure 3-1) were mutated to the inert aa
alanine. All of the CBS variants were secreted with a similar efficiency to WT in the presence of the
VicCC (Figure 3-2). As expected the mutations to the CBS nullified the effect of Ca 2+ on the VWF A2
domain. The Tm values of each variant were similar in both 1mM EDTA and 5mM CaCl 2 (Table 3-2).
Confirming and extending on previous findings 145, the A2VicCC N1602A variant displayed a Tm
comparable to the A2VicCC WT in the absence of Ca2+ (1mM EDTA, 47.1±0.10°C, Figure 3-8C) in both
1mM EDTA and 5mM CaCl2, 49.7±0.05°C and 49.6±0.06°C, respectfully. The lack of Tm shift for the
A2VicCC N1602A variant in the presence of Ca2+ confirming the disruption of the CBS. Also, the
A2VicCC D1596A variant displayed a Tm comparable to the A2VicCC in the presence of Ca2+
(65.0±0.22°C) in both 1mM EDTA and 5mM CaCl2, 62.1±0.14°C and 62.5±0.16°C respectfully (Figure
3-8B). The stabilisation of the CBS in the A2VicCC D1596A variant is in agreement with published
findings, where the mutation of D1596 prevents the electrostatic repulsion within the CBS in the
absence of the Ca2+ ion145. Intriguingly, the combination mutation in the A2VicCC D1596A/N1602A
variant also displayed a similar Tm to the WT in both 1mM EDTA and 5mM CaCl2 (60.6±0.08°C and
61.6±0.05°C, Figure 3-8C). This further supports the hypothesis that mutation of D1596A prevents
electrostatic repulsion, and also indicates that N1602 does not participate in further structural
interactions outside of Ca2+ coordination. The A2VicCC D1498A variant caused destabilisation of the
VWF A2 domain through disruption of the CBS. In contrast to N1602A, the stabilisation could not be
recovered by negating the electrostatic repulsion within the CBS observed with the D1498A/D1596A
variant (Figure 3-8D). All of the A2VicCC variants containing the D1498A mutation displayed a T m
within the range of 49.1-51.3°C, in both 1mM EDTA and 5mM CaCl2 (Figure 3-8B+D and Table 3-2). As
well as participating in Ca2+ coordination, the D1498 residue appears therefore to form other
stabilising interactions within the VWF A2 domain outside of Ca2+ coordination145.
The stabilisation of the CBS, by removing the electrostatic repulsion through mutation D1596A and
D1596A/N1602A is supported by the DSF results with the A2 domain lacking the VicCC. The
sta ilised A DelCC D
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A2DelCC WT in the presence of 5mM CaCl 2 (A2DelCC, Figure 3-8D+E and Table 3-2). Indeed, the
large loss of stability observed for the VWF A2 domain lacking the VicCC and a stabilised CBS may be
the underlying reason for the ineffective secretion of the VWF A2DelCC variants (Figure 3-2).
Furthermore, the low stability is the likely cause of the uncooperative unfolding and aggregated
species present with the A2DelCC WT variant in the presence of EDTA (Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-7).
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3.5 ADAMTS13 proteolysis of VWF A2 domain variants
To further characterise the role of the VicCC and CBS in the function of the VWF A2 domain,
proteolysis assays were performed with ADAMTS13. The assays were carried out in the presence of
1.5M urea. Urea is a chaotropic agent that denatures the tertiary/quaternary structure of proteins
and has been commonly used in static assays of VWF proteolysis to mimic increased shear forces
and induce the unfolding of the VWF A2 domain. To activate the recombinant ADAMTS13 (see
Methods for a description of ADAMTS13 expression) and to facilitate urea-induced folding of VWF,
ADAMTS13 and the VWF A2 domain variants were separately pre-incubated with 5mM CaCl2 and
1.5M urea for 45mins at 37°C before being combined to initiate the proteolysis reactions.

Figure 3-9: ADAMTS13 proteolysis of VWF A2 domain variants
After pre-incubation with 5mM CaCl2 and 1.5M urea, 500nM VWF A2 variants VicCC WT, VicCC
D1498A, VicCC D1596A, VicCC N1602A, A2DelCC WT, and A2DelCC D1596A were mixed with a final
concentration of 20nM ADAMTS13 for 0, 30 and 120mins, reactions were terminated by addition of
100mM EDTA . The samples were then run on a 4-12% Bis-Tris gel. After transfer and blocking,
samples were detected on a western blot using a polyclonal VWF antibody (Dako).

The appearance of a 7kDa band after 120 minutes indicated that the VWF A2 domain variants were
proteolysed by ADAMTS13 in the presence of urea. Mutation of the CBS residue D1498A and
removal of the VicCC (DelCC WT and DelCC D1596A) resulted in enhanced proteolysis by ADAMTS13
in comparison to VicCC WT, indicated by the appearance of the 7kDa proteolysis product after the
shorter incubation period of 30 minutes.
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3.6 Characterisation of VicCC and CBS variants in FLVWF
To address the effect of the VicCC and CBS beyond the context of the isolated VWF A2 domain, the
mutations that were previously expressed in the VWF A2 domains were then introduced into FLVWF
(using pcDNA3.1-VWF and pcDNA3.1-VicGG-VWF). All of the variants were transiently transfected
into HEK293 cells, due to the similarities in their biosynthesis of VWF to the native endothelial cell,
including the formation of pseudo-WPBs254-256. After 3-5 days, media was collected, cells washed
with PBS and then lysed with 1% Triton X-100, 1mM EDTA, 20mM Tris, 150mM NaCl pH7.8 to assess
the secretion and intracellular retention of FLVWF through measurement of VWF antigen level
(VWF:Ag) by ELISA (Table 3-3).

FLVWF
WT
D1498A
D1596A
N1602A
D1498A/D1596A
D1498A/N1602A
D1596A/N1602A
Triple
VicGG
GG-D1498A
GG-D1596A
GG-N1602A
GG-D1498A/D1596A
GG-D1498A/N1602A
GG-D1596A/N1602A
GG-Triple

Medium (µg/ml) Lysate (µg/ml) Ratio M/L
1061.2 ± 465.6
928.6 ± 340.4
1.1
805.3 ± 457.3
744.0 ± 316.7
1.1
764.6 ± 406.8
1.1
878.8 ± 545.8
775.8 ± 363.0
755.3 ± 271.2
1.0
547.3 ± 278.5
1.2
682.2 ± 439.3
991.3 ± 539.7
708.3 ± 347.8
1.4
964.7 ± 344.8
1.2
1189.9 ± 713.4
1136.0 ± 678.2
792.1 ± 348.7
1.4
1042.8 ± 253.2
464.2 ± 196.6
1006.7 ± 607.3
490.6 ± 230.3
522.2 ± 380.9
462.9 ± 277.6
125.3 ± 87.4
303.7 ± 267.0

799.1 ±
679.5 ±
950.1 ±
737.0 ±
690.0 ±
707.5 ±
742.2 ±
588.5 ±

251.8
296.4
318.3
287.1
354.2
430.0
318.2
415.7

1.3
0.7
1.1
0.7
0.8
0.7
0.2
0.5

Table 3-3: Expression levels of VicCC and CBS variants in FLVWF
FLVWF variants containing the VicCC or without the VicCC (VicGG or GG-, C1669G/C1670G) and
mutation of the CBS residues (D1498A, D1596A, N1602A and combination thereof), were transiently
transfected into HEK293 cells. After 3 days, media and lysate were harvested. Levels of VWF antigen
in the medium and lysate were determined by VWF ELISA using polyclonal antibodies for
immobilisation and detection (Dako). Results are the mean of 3 separate transfections ±SD.
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The FLVWF WT displayed a media to lysate ratio (M/L ratio) of ~1, indicative of the regulated storage
and secretion of VWF from the pseudo-WPBs. All of the other variants, except VicGG
D1596A/N1602A and VicGG D1498A/D1596A/N1602A (GG-Triple), were expressed efficiently with a
ratio of ≥ . .
To determine further the functional consequence of the VicCC and CBS in the context of FLVWF, only
the single point mutations to the CBS alone and combination with the VicGG mutation
(C1669G/C1670G) were studied. Firstly, the effect of the mutations on the critical aspect of VWF
multimeric structure was determined by gel electrophoresis (Figure 3-10).
A full range of multimeric bands was observable for WT VWF, from VWF dimer (lowest band), 4-mer,
6-mer up to species contai i g ≥

o o e i su u its. The full a ge of VWF

ulti e i st u tu e

was observed for all variants, except VicGG D1498A and VicGG N1602A. A reduction of the highest
MW multimers was seen for these variants that lacked the VicCC and a stabilised CBS. These
desta ilised

a ia ts

a ha e ee i t a ellula l

etai ed o

a ha e ee so e hat

oe

prone to degradation by intra/extracellular proteases as evidenced by the smearing of the bands. Of
note, is the recovery of secretion for the VicGG D1498A and VicGG N1602A destabilised variants
when compared to the intracellular retention of similar mutations in the isolated VWF A2 domain
(A2DelCC D1498A and A2DelCC N1602A, Figure 3-2).

Figure 3-10: VWF multimer analysis of
VicCC and CBS variants
FLVWF containing single point mutations of the
CBS alone or in combination with VicGG were
expressed in HEK293 cells. Expression media
was collected and concentrated 10-fold using
Ultracell 100 kDa cut-off spin filters (Millipore)
and dialysed into 20 mM Tris (pH 7.8), 50mM
NaCl. 50ng of each VWF variant was
electrophoresed on a 2% HGTP agarose (Lonza)
gel and Western blots probed with an antiVWF-HRP polyclonal antibody (Dako) to assess
VWF multimer formation.
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3.7 ADAMTS13 proteolysis of FLVWF
To investigate the functional influence of the VicCC and CBS on the interaction of FLVWF with
ADAMTS13, proteolysis assays were performed. The assays were carried out in the presence or
absence of 1.5M urea. Recombinant ADAMTS13 and the FLVWF variants were separately preincubated with 5mM CaCl2 ±1.5M urea for 45mins at 37°C before being combined to initiate the
proteolysis reactions.

Figure 3-11: ADAMTS13 proteolysis of FLVWF variants
After pre-incubation with 5mM CaCl2 ±1.5M urea, 6nM (1.5µg/ml) FLVWF variants WT, D1498A,
D1596A, VicGG, VicGG D1498A and VicGG D1596A were mixed with a final concentration of 2nM
ADAMTS13 for 0 and 16 hours in the presence (+) or absence (-) of 1.5M urea, reactions were
terminated by addition of 100mM EDTA . The samples were either directly run on a 1.4% HGTP
agarose (Lonza) gel (upper panel) or the disulphide bonded multimeric structure was reduced by
addition of 5% beta-mercaptoethanol, heating for 30mins at 70°C and then ran on a 3-8% Trisacetate gel (lower panel). After transfer and blocking, samples were detected for both gels on a
western blot using a polyclonal VWF antibody (Dako). Plasma-derived (pdVWF, Technoclone) was
added to the gels a point of reference.

Under these particular conditions, no proteolysis was observed after 16 hours for the FLVWF WT in
both the presence and absence of urea (Figure 3-11A). Similarly to the WT, no proteolysis was
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detected for the D1596A variant (Figure 3-11C). However, partial proteolysis was observed for the
D1498A variant in the absence of urea after a 16-hour incubation, indicated by the loss of high MW
multimers (Figure 3-11B, upper panel) and the appearance of a 170kDa cleavage fragment of VWF
upon disulphide bond reduction (Figure 3-11B, lower panel). The addition of urea resulted in the
complete proteolysis of the D1498A variant. Disruption of the VicCC in the previously un-proteolysed
WT and D1596A variants (VicGG, Figure 3-11D and VicGG D1596A, Figure 3-11F) now resulted in
complete proteolysis in the presence of urea. Intriguingly, complete proteolysis was observed for the
VicGG D1498A variant in both the absence and presence of urea (Figure 3-11E), indicating that
ADAMTS13 can access the scissile bond of the VicGG D1498A variant even in the absence of ureainduced unfolding. To further characterise the ADAMTS13 proteolysis of the VicCC and CBS variants
in FLVWF, in particular the desta ilised Vi GG D
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ee

carried out at shorter time points, 15 minutes and 3 hours (Figure 3-12).

Figure 3-12: ADAMTS13 proteolysis of FLVWF variants after 15 and 180 minutes
After pre-incubation with 5mM CaCl2 ±1.5M urea, 4nM (1µg/ml) FLVWF variants WT, D1498A,
D1596A, N1602A, VicGG (abbreviated to GG-), GG-D1498A, GG-D1596A and GG-N1602A were
mixed with a final concentration of 5nM ADAMTS13 for 0, 15 and 180 minutes in the presence (+) or
absence (-) of 1.5M urea, reactions were terminated by addition of 100mM EDTA. The samples were
reduced by addition of 5% beta-mercaptoethanol, heated for 30mins at 70°C and then ran on a 3-8%
Tris-acetate gel. After transfer and blocking, samples were detected on a western blot using a
polyclonal VWF antibody (Dako).

Consistent with what was observed with longer incubations (Figure 3-11), no proteolysis of the WT
or D1596A variants were observed under these particular conditions. During the shorter incubation
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period, no proteolysis of the D1498A or N1602A variants was detected in the absence of urea. In the
presence of urea, partial proteolysis could be observed after 15 mins with complete proteolysis
occurring with 180 mins for both D1498A and N1602A (Figure 3-12, upper panel). Again, removal of
the VicCC from the un-proteolysed WT and D1596A variants enhanced the proteolysis in the
presence of urea. The most notable result was the rapid cleavage of the VicGG D1498A and VicGG
N1602A variants, with complete proteolysis occurring within 180 mins in the absence of urea and
almost complete proteolysis within 15mins for the VicGG N1602A variant in the presence of urea
(Figure 3-12, lower panel).

3.8 Characterisation of FLVWF variants using collagen binding
To further characterise the effect of the VicCC and CBS variants on VWF function and susceptibility
to ADAMTS13 proteolysis, collagen binding assays were performed. The collagen binding assay is
adapted from the commercially available Technozyme kit (see Methods). The collagen binding assay
is sensitive to high MW VWF multimers, as these bind collagen with higher affinity and thus have a
higher collagen binding activity (CBA). The unit used to describe collagen binding is VWF:CBA U/ml,
the normal range is 0.4–2.5 U/ml for a healthy individual.

Figure 3-13: Collagen binding activity of FLVWF variants
To determine the VWF:CBA U/ml of the FLVWF variants, three separate experiments were
conducted where the VWF:Ag and VWF:CB were simultaneously measured. The measured VWF:CB
was multiplied by the factor required to normalise the VWF:Ag to 10µg/ml. VWF:CBA U/ml is
expressed as mean ±SD
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The VWF:CBA values determined for the FLVWF variants are consistent with the observed
multimeric structures (Figure 3-10). The loss of high MW multimers observed for the VicGG D1498A
and VicGG N1602A variants by gel electrophoresis is reflected by the lower VWF:CBA values,
0.39±0.06 U/ml and 0.47±0.11 respectively (Figure 3-13).
To examine the functional consequences of the enhanced proteolysis observed with the VicCC and
CBS variants (Figure 3-12), proteolysis assays were repeated and the VWF:CBA of the proteolysis
reactions were determined (see Methods). To assess the effect of ADAMTS13 on proteolysis (and to
account for any variation) on each of the FLVWF variants, the VWF:CBA value at time point 0 was
regarded as 100% CBA with the subsequent time point values normalised to this value. In the
absence of urea, up to 3 hours incubation with ADAMTS13 did not alter CBA of WT or D1596A. The
N1602A and D1498A variants displayed a 30-50% reduction in CBA after 3 hours incubation (Figure
3-14A). In the presence of urea, ADAMTS13 proteolysis caused a ~30% reduction in VWF:CBA for the
WT. Whereas the VWF:CBA of N1602A and D1498A variants was completely ablated after 3 hours. In
contrast, the FLVWF D1596A variant retained its collagen binding ability in the presence of urea
(Figure 3-14B).
When ADAMTS13 was incubated with the VicGG and the GG-D1596A variants, a modest reduction in
VWF:CBA was detected (Figure 3-14C).

However, the GG-N1602A and GG-D1498A mutations

resulted in near complete loss of VWF:CBA, even in the absence of urea as an unfolding agent
(Figure 3-14C). Predictably, the addition of urea to these VicGG variants also resulted in the
complete loss of collagen binding (Figure 3-14D).
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Figure 3-14: VWF:CBA results following proteolysis of FLVWF variants with ADAMTS13
After pre-incubation, 4nM (1µg/ml, no urea) or 28nM (7µg/ml, plus urea) of the FLVWF variants WT,
D1498A, D1596A, N1602A (A and B) as well as VicGG (abbreviated to GG-), GG-D1498A, GG-D1596A
and GG-N1602A (C and D) were mixed with a final concentration of 5nM ADAMTS13 for 0, 15 and
180 mins the reactions were terminated by addition of 100mM EDTA. To analyse the functional
consequences of proteolysis VWF:CBA was determined. For each variant the results at the
designated time points were normalised against the VWF:CBA U/ml value determined at the start of
the assay, time point 0 was set to 100%. VWF concentrations in assays with urea (B+D) contained
7ug/ml VWF hence samples could be diluted further and urea no longer interfered with the assay.
Results are the mean of 3 separate experiments ±SD
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3.9 The influence of VicCC and CBS mutations on the VWFA1·GpIbα
interaction
To examine the effects of the VicCC and CBS mutations on the interaction of the neighbouring VWF
A do ai

ith the platelet e epto GpI α, a GpI α i di g ELISA
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pti
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ed see Methods).
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domain is exposed (see section 1.4). Ristocetin is an agent that is known to induce the exposure of
the VWF A

i di g site a d fa ilitate the i te a tio

ith GpI α, in a concentration-dependant

manner264. Ristocetin has also been shown to induce proteolysis of VWF by ADAMTS13 268.

Figure 3-15: Ristocetin dependent i di g of FLVWF a ia ts to GpI α
(A+B) 500ng/ml of FLVWF variants WT, D1498A, D1596A and N1602A (A) as well as VicGG, GGD1498A, GG-D1596 and GG-N1602A (B) were pre-incubated with varying concentrations of ristocetin
(0, 100, 250 and 1000µg/ml). (C+D) Selected FLVWF variants (WT, N1602A, VicGG and GG-N1602A)
at a concentration of 40, 200 and 1000µg/ml were pre-incubated with (C) or without (D) 760µg/ml
ristocetin. All samples were added to an ELISA plate coated with 2.5µg/ml of a recombinant
fragment of GpI α. After washing samples were detected with an HRP-anti VWF antibody (Dako) and
OPD. Optical density (OD) was measured at 492nm.
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FLVWF (Figure 3-
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D1498A and GG-D1596A variants. The reduction is likely to be attributable to the loss of high MW
multimers observed for these destabilised variants (Figure 3-10), rather than any conformational
change induced by the mutations.

3.10 Discussion
From observations of the crystal structures, the vicinal disulphide bond (VicCC, C1669-C1670) and
CBS (comprising residues D1498, D1596 and N1602) are suitably placed to maintain the folded
structure and protect the scissile bond (Y1605-M1606) of VWF A2 domain (Figure 1-9). The VicCC
interacts with Y1605 and is thought to be the initial point of unfolding of the VWF A2 domain. The
CBS is proximate to the scissile bond and strengthens the interaction of the scissile bond containingβ sheet ith the β sheet at the o e of the do ai , i

easi g the fo e e ui ed fo the β sheet

to be pulled away from the core of the domain. The importance of the VicCC and CBS features in
maintaining the folded structure of the VWF A2 domain has been further validated by precise
measurements of the unfolding of the domain. Individual disruption of these features has been used
to reduce the thermostability of the isolated VWF A2 domain 58,145,146 and reduce the force required
to unfolded the domain. Experimentally, this was achieved by single molecule pulling
experiments145,146 and molecular dynamic simulations85. When the effect of the individual disruption
of the VicCC or CBS is assessed by ADAMTS13 proteolysis, no significant proteolysis (hence
unfolding) is observed unless the VWF A2 domain structure is further disrupted by the addition of
chaotropic agents such as urea58,85,145.
The VicCC and CBS are located in proximity to each other within the VWF A2 domain crystal
structure, ~13Å apart. Here I present the first study of their functional interplay. Firstly, the role of
the VicCC and CBS in the VWF A2 domain was investigated using the VWF A2 domain expression
vectors that contained the VicCC (PCEP-A2VicCC, M1473-C1670) or lacked the VicCC (PCEP-A2DelCC,
M1473-R1668), that had already been published58 and were available in my lab. At the time of the
previous publication58, the stabilising role of the CBS had not been identified. DSF assays were used
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to probe the structural stability of the VWF A2 domain with and without the VicCC in the presence or
absence of Ca2+, using 5mM CaCl2 to provide an excess of Ca2+ and 1mM EDTA to chelate trace Ca2+
ions. The DSF results show that the VicCC was able to stabilise the domain in the absence of Ca 2+ and
vice-versa, demonstrating that both the VicCC and CBS can independently stabilise the VWF A2
domain and have an additive effect (Figure 3-5). The synergy between the VicCC and CBS is
highlighted by the least stable condition being the A2DelCC+1mM EDTA (T m 35.2±0.38°C) and the
most stable A2VicCC+5mM CaCl2 (Tm 65.0±0.22°C, Table 3-2).
To further investigate the role of the CBS, the residues that coordinate Ca 2+ through their R-group
were mutated (D1498A, D1596A and N1602A) in both A2VicCC and A2DelCC vectors as single and
composite mutants. All of the CBS variants in the A2VicCC vector were successfully secreted and
purified as monomeric proteins. The secretion of all of the CBS variants is in contrast to other
published findings145, where the D1498A variant was intracellularly retained. The disparity may be
due to the N-terminal length of the recombinant VWF A2 domains (V1478-G1674 in145 and M1473C1670 in this study and58). O-linked glycosylation sites have been identified at residues S1486 and
T1487 within FLVWF12, it is plausible that the presence of these glycans in the larger N-terminal
region of the VWF A2 domain (expressed here) may facilitate the correct intracellular folding of the
domain in the presence of the D1498A mutation. Ultimately, when the WT, D1596A and N1602A
variants were subjected to DSF assays (in145 and this study), the derived Tm values were consistent
regardless of the VWF A2 domain construct boundaries (Table 1-4 and Table 3-2). The DSF results
(Figure 3-8 and Table 3-
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electrostatic repulsion between residues D1498 and D1596. The electrostatic repulsion is usually
prevented by the coordination of the Ca2+ ion in the WT.
When the CBS variants were expressed in the VWF A2 domain lacking the VicCC (PCEP-A2DelCC),
only the A2DelCC D1596A and D1596A/N1602A variants were successfully secreted at a comparable
level to the WT. The D
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electrostatic repulsion that occurs in the absence of Ca 2+, in both the VWF A2VicCC and A2DelCC
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A2DelCC domain was intracellularly retained, indicative of misfolding 267. The almost inconspicuous
observation that the VWF A2DelCC domain is secreted with the stabilised CBS mutations, but not
with the destabilising mutations (Figure 3-2), provides an insight into the importance of the
stabilising effect of the VicCC and CBS on maintaining a correctly folded VWF A2 domain.
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Assays were carried out in the presence of urea to confirm that the mutations to the VicCC and CBS
did not disrupt the mechanism of ADAMTS13 proteolysis of the VWF A2 domain. ADAMTS13
proteolysis was observed for all of the CBS single point mutants of the A2VicCC domain and the
A2DelCC domains (Figure 3-9). Published studies on the effect of mutation of the scissile bondproximate CBS residue, N1602, on the ADAMTS13 proteolysis are conflicting. It had been shown that
the N1602A mutation resulted in resistance to ADAMTS13 proteolysis in both the isolated VWF A2
domain and a VWF73 peptide85. This observed resistance to proteolysis due to the N1602A mutation
conflicts with other studies, where proteolysis was observed for an N1602A variant in both VWF73
and the isolated VWF A2 domain145,211. My demonstration of successful proteolysis of the N1602A
variant in both the VWF A2 domain (Figure 3-9) and FLVWF (Figure 3-12), confirm that the N1602
residue is not directly involved in the mechanism of ADAMTS13 proteolysis of VWF.
To further characterise the individual and combined effect of the VicCC and CBS on the ADAMTS13
proteolysis of VWF, the mutations of the CBS were introduced into the FLVWF vector with the VicCC
(pcDNA3.1-VWF242) and with the VicCC mutated to C1669G/C1670G (pcDNA3.1-VWF-VicGG58): both
of these vectors were available to me in the lab. Firstly, to ensure that mutation of the VicCC and
CBS did not disrupt the biosynthesis of VWF, the FLVWF variants were transiently transfected into
HEK293 cells which are known to form pseudo-WPBs. After buffer dialysis and protein concentration
of selected VWF variants, the multimeric structures of the secreted proteins were analysed. All of
the single point mutants of the CBS, alone and in combination with the C1669G/C1670G (VicGG)
mutation, did not disrupt the biosynthesis of VWF (Table 3-3). The full range of multimeric bands
were observed, with the exception of the desta ilised CBS i

o

i atio

ith Vi GG GG-D1498A

and GG-N1602A) where a reduction in the highest MW multimers was seen (Figure 3-10). The
successful expression of these composite mutants in FLVWF (where both the VicCC and CBS are
disrupted) is in contrast to the retention of the similar mutations in the isolated VWF A2 domain
(Figure 3-2). Presumably, the surrounding stable domains of FLVWF circumvent the quality control
mechanism of the ER267 allowing the destabilised VWF A2 domain variants to be secreted in FLVWF.
To determine the susceptibility of proteolysis of the selected FLVWF variants, they were subjected to
ADAMTS13 proteolysis assays in both the presence and absence of urea. The proteolysis was
analysed by gel electrophoresis (both for the determination of the native multimeric structures and
for the subsequent disulphide-bond reduced fragments) and also by collagen binding assay. The
effects of the differing CBS and VicCC mutations on ADAMTS13 proteolysis of FLVWF were
conclusive across all forms of analysis (Figures 3-11, 12 and 14). The D1596A variant, which stabilises
the CBS (as shown earlier by DSF), displayed a similar lack of susceptibility to proteolysis as the WT:
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no proteolysis was observed in the absence or presence of 1.5M urea. Removal of the VicCC from
these variants, VicGG WT and VicGG D1596A, did not appreciably enhance the proteolysis of VWF in
the absence of urea, but a sharp increase in proteolysis was detected upon urea-induced unfolding.
Whe the CBS

as desta ilised D
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o app e ia le e ha e e t of

proteolysis was observed in the absence of urea, but a large increase in proteolysis was detected
upon urea-induced unfolding. When the composite variants, in which both the VicCC and CBS were
disrupted (GG-D1498A and GG-N1602A), were incubated with ADAMTS13, substantial and rapid
proteolysis was detected even in the absence of urea-induced unfolding. This indicated that
combined VicCC removal and CBS disruption induces spontaneous unfolding of the VWF A2 domain,
allowing ADAMTS13 access to the scissile bond in the absence of any chemical or shear-driven
unfolding.
The novel FLVWF variants, which bypass the need for force induced unfolding of the VWF A2
domain, were studied with respect to another conformationally-dependant VWF function, that of
the i di g of the VWF A do ai to GpI α. As previously described (chapter 1-4), it is not clear
whether the shear-d i e

o fo

atio al ha ges that fa ilitate ADAMTS

p oteol sis a d Gpl α

he platelet e epto GpI α

binding occur simultaneously. Evidence does suggest, however, that

binds to the VWF A1 domain, this stimulates unfolding and hence ADAMTS13 proteolysis of the VWF
A2 domain161,269. Further support for coupled exposure of the VWF A ·GpI α a d VWFA ·ADAMTS
binding sites in VWF, is the finding that the antibiotic ristocetin (that is used to induce the
i te a tio

of GpI α

ith the VWF A1 domain) can also facilitate the proteolysis of VWF by

ADAMTS13 in the absence of shear268. When the interaction of the VicCC and CBS FLVWF variants
ith a e o

i a t f ag e t of GpI α

as e a i ed, o i di g

as dete ted i the a se e of

ristocetin. When ristocetin was added, the FLVWF a ia ts ou d to GpI α i a si ila

a

e to

the WT (Figure 3-15), indicating that the mutations that cause spontaneous unfolding of the VWF A2
domain (and ADAMTS13 proteolysis) do not influence the conformation of the VWF A1 domain.
Published results suggest that mutations in the VWF A1 domain, associated with VWD type2B, that
invoke spontaneous binding of VWF to GpI α, also i du e ADAMTS
urea270,271. The
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driven conformational changes in the VWF A1 and A2 domains have yet to be fully defined.
The FLVWF VicGG N1602A variant that induces VWF A2 domain unfolding in the absence of urea will
provide a useful tool in assessing VWF function and interactions. Indeed, the variant has been used
to evaluate the structure and function of engineered ADAMTS13 variants on FLVWF proteolysis,
without the need of using chaotropic agents such as urea to disrupt the protein structures209.
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4 The functional role of N-linked glycans on the VWF A2
domain
4.1 Introduction
VWF contains 17 N-linked glycans, two of which are located within the VWF A2 domain (N1515 and
N1574, Table 1-1). Analysis of the N-glycome of VWF indicates a high amount of complexity within
the compositions of the glycans, with ~300 distinct structures identified in pooled plasma VWF 11. The
majority of the variations occur in the complex region of the N-linked glycan structure, after the
uniform tri-mannose core (Figure 4-2). A feature of VWF glycans is that they can carry the ABO(H)
group antigens272, which are formed from a different combination of monosaccharides within the
complex region of N-glycan structure273. Differences in ABO blood group have been demonstrated to
influence the plasma levels of VWF274,275, as well as susceptibility to ADAMTS13 proteolysis276. In
vitro analysis of recombinant FLVWF through mutation of the N-linked glycans attachment site,
indicates that the glycans of VWF are important for both multimerisation and secretion of VWF277
and the interaction with ADAMTS13242. In particular, the removal of the glycan attached at N1574
(N1574Q) enhanced the proteolysis of VWF by ADAMTS13. Complete enzymatic removal of all
glycans from VWF (by treatment with the enzyme PNGase) caused increased proteolysis when
compared to N1574Q alone242.
Of note, from the previous study of the effect of N1574Q on ADAMTS13 proteolysis of VWF under
static conditions, was the slight enhancement of cleavage observed in the absence of urea but
appreciable cleavage in the presence of urea242. This finding resembles the effect of the single
mutation of either the VicCC or to CBS presented in the previous chapter (Figure 3-14: VicGG,
D1498A and N1602A). No defined mechanism exists for the role of the N1574 glycan in regulating
the cleavage of the VWF A2 domain. It has been speculated that it may either be a steric or
conformation stabilising effect. To address the role of the N-linked glycans within the VWF A2
domain, I have studied in this chapter the thermostability and ADAMTS13 interactions of VWF A2
domain variants where either the glycan structure was modified or the glycan attachment site was
mutated.
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4.2 Characterisation of VWF A2 domain glycan variants
Mutations to both N-linked glycosylation sites, alone and in combination, were introduced into the
VWF A2 domain constructs with and without the VicCC (using the PCEP-A2VicCC and A2DelCC
constructs). The constructs were transfected and proteins purified as previously described in chapter
3. The purified proteins were then run on a 4-12% Bis-Tris gel to confirm removal of the glycans.

Figure 4-1: Expression of VWF A2 domain glycan
variants
The VWF A2 VicCC and glycan variants
N
Q/N
Q a otated as dou le were
transiently transfected in HEK293 EBNA cells. After 3-5
days, the media was collected and purified as
previously described. The purified samples were run
on a 4-12% Bis-tris gel followed by coomassie staining.

Expression was detected and protein successfully purified for all of the VWF A2VicCC variants. The
shift in MW of the single and double glycan variants confirmed the prevention of glycan attachment.
Of the A2DelCC variants only the A2DelCC N1515Q variant was successfully secreted and purified.
The A2DelCC N1574Q and N1515Q/N1574Q variants were not secreted, indicative of their
misfolding (Figure 4-1).
To further modulate the large and bulky structure of the VWF glycans, inhibition of complex glycans
to the tri-mannose core (by expression in HEK GnT-/- cells239), as well as selective enzymatic
trimming (with EndoH and PNGase) of the structures was performed. Successful removal/trimming
of the VWF A2 domain variants is clearly demonstrated by the reduction of MW of the VWF A2VicCC
variants (Figure 4-2).
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Figure 4-2: Modulation of VWF A2 domain glycan structure
(A) A representation of N-linked glycan structure with asparagine backbone attachment motif and
carbohydrate structure shown in black (N-acetylglucosamine abbreviated to GlcNAc). Enzymatic
cleavage sites (PNGase and EndoH) and inhibition of complex sugars (GnT-/-) shown by red dashed
lines with approximate MWs displayed. (B) VWF A2 domain fragments with full glycosylation (WT),
mutated asparagine attachment site(s) (N1515, N1574Q, N1515/N1574Q) or truncated glycan
structures (GnT-/-, EndoH, PNGase) after expression ± enzymatic treatment and purification were
run on a 4-12% Bis-Tris gel followed by silver staining to determine changes in MW/glycan structure.

4.3 DSF using the VWF A2 domain glycan variants
To assess the thermostability of the purified VWF A2 domain variants, DSF assays were performed as
described in the previous chapter.
Mutation of the most N-terminal glycan, N1515Q, caused no apparent loss in stability when
compared to the WT in both 1mM EDTA and 5mM CaCl 2 (Figure 4-3A). In contrast, mutation of
N1574Q caused a reduction in Tm in both 1mM EDTA and 5mM CaCl2, 38.2±0.17°C and 57.5±0.07°C
respectfully (Table 4-1). A similar effect was seen with the composite mutation of the VWF A2
glycans (N1515Q/N1574Q), where a reduction in T m of ~10°C was observed in 5mM CaCl2 and ~7°C in
1mM EDTA (Figure 4-3B). Only the N1515Q mutation could be studied using the VWF A2 domain
lacking the VicCC (Figure 4-1). Consistent with the A2ViCC N1515Q variant, the A2DelCC N1574Q
variant displayed a similar thermostability to the fully glycosylated VWF A2 domain, A2DelCC WT
(Figure 4-3C). These results indicate that a stabilising effect is imparted by the N1574-glycan on the
VWF A2 domain. The stabilising effect occurs independently of the previously characterised
stabilisation provided by the VicCC and CBS, but is additive to their effects. Similar characteristics of
reduction in thermostability (Tables 3-2 and 4-1), loss of secretion of composite mutants (Figures 3-2
and 4-1) and uncooperative unfolding curves in the presence of EDTA (Figures 3-8A and 4-3A) were
observed when comparing disruption the VicCC, CBS and N1574-glycan.
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Figure 4-3: DSF with VWF A2 glycan variants
DSF assays were carried out with the purified VWF A2 domain (A2VicCC) fragments. Where indicated
the VicCC has been removed (A2DelCC), mutations and truncation of the N-linked glycans have been
introduced in the presence of 1mM EDTA (EDTA, dashed line and open circles) or 5mM CaCl 2 (Ca,
solid line and filled circles). Unfolding curves are displayed with the A2VicCC WT (grey) as a
reference. (A) A2VicCC N1515 (black) and A2VicCC N1574Q (red). (B) A2VicCC N1515Q/N1574Q
(purple). (C) A2DelCC WT (grey), A2DelCC N1515Q (brown). (D) A2VicCC GnT -/- (green) and A2VicCC
EndoH (blue) (F) A2VicCC PNGase (orange). Results are mean ± SEM of at least three independent
experiments.
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To examine which regions of the glycan structure impart the stabilising effect, the structure was
truncated and trimmed (Figure 4-2). The truncated glycosylation variants (termed GnT -/-, EndoH
and PNGase after their means of preparation) were subjected to DSF assays. Truncation of the
glycan structure to the tri-mannose core (GnT-/-) and selective trimming to the first GlcNAc sugar
(EndoH) resulted in a similar stability to the fully glycosylated WT VWF A2 (Figure 4-3D and Table 41). Whereas, complete enzymatic removal of glycosylation (PNGase) resulted in a reduction in Tm in
both 1mM EDTA and 5mM CaCl2 (Figure 4-E), 40.4±0.11°C and 58.3±0.07°C. Therefore, it is evident
that the complex glycans of the VWF A2 domain are not essential for domain stabilisation. The key
component of N-linked glycosylation for the stability of the VWF A2 domain appears to be the initial
N1574-GlcNAc residue, which is retained on the EndoH treated variant.
To investigate the consequences of stability changes determined by DSF, solution binding of the
VWF A2 domain to ADAMTS13 was performed. My aim was to determine whether the N1574GlcNAc linkage is the minimal glycan structure required to stabilise the folded state of the VWF A2
domain and thereby prevent its interaction with ADAMTS13.

WT
N1515Q
N1574Q
N1515Q/N1574Q
A2DelCC WT
A2DelCC N1515Q
GnT-/EndoH
PNGase

Tm (°C)
1mM EDTA 5mM CaCl2
48.2 ± 0.05 64.3 ± 0.13
48.0 ± 0.04 63.1 ± 0.07
38.2 ± 0.17 57.5 ± 0.07
37.3 ± 0.23 57.5 ± 0.05
36.6 ± 0.18 56.8 ± 0.09
34.2 ± 0.26 55.6 ± 0.10
47.5 ± 0.04 64.3 ± 0.07
45.5 ± 0.04 63.0 ± 0.08
40.4 ± 0.11 58.3 ± 0.07

Table 4-1: Tm of VWF A2 glycan variants determined by DSF
Results are mean ± SEM of at least three independent experiments
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4.4 Interaction of VWF A2 domain glycan variants with ADAMTS13
To examine the solution interaction of the VWF A2 domain glycan variants with ADAMTS13, a
competition-based assay was used (see Methods). Variations of the competition based assay had
previously been utilised in the lab58,118 where EDTA was used to ensure that the Zn 2+ and Ca2+
dependent metalloprotease ADAMTS13 formed a stable complex with VWF, rather than cleaving
VWF and recycling. The VWF A2 domain, however, requires Ca2+ for stabilisation. To avoid the use of
EDTA, inactive ADAMTS13 (iADAMTS13, E225A) was used. To ensure iADAMTS13 bound to the VWF
A2 domain in a similar manner to the WT ADAMTS13 and that the VWF A2 glycan variants did not
disrupt any ADAMTS13 binding sites, preliminary studies were performed.

Figure 4-4: Preliminary evaluation of a solution binding assay between ADAMTS13 and VWF
A2
(A+B) 50nm of purified VWF A2 domain (A2VicCC WT, A, and A2DelCC WT, B) were coated onto a
microtiter plate overnight. WT ADAMTS13 or inactive ADAMTS13 (iADAMTS13, E225A) in the
presence of 1mM EDTA (EDTA) or 5mM CaCl2 (Ca) were titrated (0-200nM) against immobilised VWF
A2 domains. (C) 50nM of the VWF A2 domain glycan variants were coated onto a microtiter plate
overnight. iADAMTS13 + 5mM CaCl2 was titrated (0-300nM) against the immobilised VWF A2
domains. After washing, bound ADAMTS13 was detected using a biotinylated anti-TSP2-4 polyclonal
antibody followed by streptavidin-HRP , OPD and absorbance was read at 492nm. Results were fitted
using the one-site binding model (GraphPad). Results are expressed as mean ±SEM, n=2.
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iADAMTS13, when added in the presence of 1mM EDTA or 5mM CaCl 2, bound to the immobilised
VWF A2 domains (A2VicCC WT or A2DelCC WT) in a similar manner to WT ADAMTS13 in the
presence of 1mM EDTA. Minimal binding was observed for WT ADAMTS13 in the presence of 5mM
CaCl2, presumably due to the proteolysis of the immobilised VWF A2 domains followed by
detachment of binding and recycling of the protease (Figure 4-4A+B). The VWF A2 domain glycan
variants do not disrupt any ADAMTS13 binding sites, indicated by the similar binding observed for
the A2VicCC WT and the variants with iADAMTS13 in 5mM CaCl 2 (Figure 4C).
To examine the solution interaction of the VWF A2 domain glycan variants with iADAMTS13,
increasing concentrations of VWF A2 domain (0-500nM) were pre-incubated with 30nM iADAMTS13,
both in 1mM EDTA and in 5mM CaCl2. During this pre-incubation period, if sufficient VWF A2 domain
unfolding had occurred, a stable complex between the VWF A2 domain and ADAMTS13 would form
in solution and thus prevent iADAMTS13 from binding to the immobilised VWF A2 domain. After
incubation, the VWF A2·iADAMTS13 mixture was added to a microtiter plate where 50nM of
A2VicCC WT was immobilised and bound ADAMTS13 detected. Controls were added to the assay in
order that % binding could be calculated (see Methods).
At saturating concentrations (500nM), the A2ViCC WT in the presence of 1mM EDTA displayed a
~2.5 fold enhancement of solution binding in the competition assay in comparison to incubation in
5mM CaCl2, indicating that Ca2+ stabilises the VWF A2 domain and protects against solution binding
of ADAMTS13 (Figure 4-5, grey lines). Mutation of the stabilising glycan attachment residue
(N1574Q) and complete removal of glycosylation by PNGase resulted in enhancement of solution
binding compared to WT, in both 1mM EDTA and 5mM CaCl 2 (Figure 4-5A+B). Truncation of N-linked
glycosylation to the tri-mannose core (with the GnT-/- variant) had minimal effect on the solution
interaction of the VWF A2 domain with ADAMTS13 (Figure 3C). While enzymatic trimming to the first
GlcNAc sugar (the EndoH variant) shows a similar effect on the solution binding in the presence of
5mM CaCl2 to that of WT, some enhancement of binding was observed in 1mM EDTA (Figure 4D).
Nevertheless, at concentrations lower than saturating and in the equimolar range (i.e. between 0100nM), A2VicCC EndoH displayed similar binding curves to that of A2VicCC WT (Figure 4-5D, inset).
Use of the methods of DSF and ADAMTS13 solution binding, reveals that N-linked glycosylation does
not prevent ADAMTS13 interaction through steric hindrance, but rather through a stabilising
interaction mediated largely through the N1574-GlcNAc linkage. To further define how the N1574GlcNAc stabilises the VWF A2 domain, next I visualised the N1574 residue and its attached glycan
residues on the VWF A2 domain crystal structures.
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Figure 4-5: Solution competition assay of iADAMTS13 with VWF A2 domain glycan variants.
A2VicCC WT domain (50nM) was immobilised on a microtiter plate. 30nM of iADAMTS13 (inactive,
E225A) was separately pre-incubated with varying concentration of the VWF A2 domain glycan
variants (0-500nM): N1574Q (A), PNGase (B), GnT-/- (C) and EndoH (D) in the presence of 1mM EDTA
or 5mM CaCl2 for 1 hour at 37°C. The pre-incubated VWF A2/ADAMTS13 was added to the microtiter
plate for 1-2hours, where the pre-incubated VWF A2 domain variants competed with the
immobilised WT VWF A2 domain for binding to the iADAMTS13. After washing, iADAMTS13 bound
to the immobilised VWF A2 domain was detected by a biotinylated anti-TSP2-4 polyclonal antibody,
followed by streptavidin-HRP and OPD. Pre-incubation controls containing 0nM VWF A2, 30nM
iADAMTS13 represented 0% solution binding of the VWF A2 domain to iADAMTS13 and 0nM VWF
A2, 0nM iADAMTS13 represented 100% solution binding of VWF A2 to ADAMTS13. Results were
plotted as % solution binding against the pre-incubation concentration of the VWF A2 domain
variant and fitted using the one-site binding model (GraphPad). Results are means ±SEM of at least
three independent experiments.
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4.5 Visualisation of N1574-GlcNAc on the VWF A2 domain structure
Three crystal structures of the VWF A2 domain have been published to date. Two of these structures
were of VWF A2 domain protein expressed in mammalian cells (either in HEK293 GnT -/- or treated
with EndoH before crystallisation process) so contain the VWF-GlcNAc linkage, but lack complex
glycans (Figure 1-9). N1574-GlcNAc is positioned in the N-terminal half of the VWF A2 domain fold
and orientated away from the scissile bond. In the structural coordinates of the VWF A2 domains
from the PDB (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do), the covalent linkage between the R-group
of the asparagine residues and the GlcNAc sugar does not form part of the backbone. Instead, the
Gl NA
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, the

interaction of the N1574-NAG was visualised on the 3ZQK chain C structure using a pre-set function
within PYMOL (https://www.pymol.org/) (Figure 4-6).

Figure 4-6: Visualisation of the N1754-NAG interacting with VWF A2 domain structure
(A) The VWF A2 domain structure of 3ZQK chain C is displayed with glycans (N1515 and N1574), Nacetylglucosamine (NAG) and scissile bond (Y1605-M1606) labelled. (B) Using the preset>ligand
sites>transparent (better) function within PYMOL, the interaction of NAG with the N1574 region of
the VWF A2 domain is displayed. Residues shown to interact with NAG are labelled (Y1544, N1574
and R1575), H20 molecules and polar contacts indicated (red spheres and yellow dashed lines).
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Viewing the N1574-NAG as a ligand within the VWF A2 3ZQK chain C domain structure highlights the
expected interaction with residues near NAG: N1574 and R1575. More interestingly, an interaction
occurs with Y1544 which is positioned at the apex of a class : β-hairpin turn278 et ee the β -β
sheets of the VWF A2 domain. To further quantify the ligand-like interactions of the NAGs present
within

the

VWF

A2

domain

structures,

the

PDB

ligand

explorer

software

(www.rcsb.org/pdb/staticHelp.do?p=help/viewers/ligandExplorer_viewer.html) was used to analyse
all of the chains in the VWF A2 domains structures (3GXB: chains A and B, 3ZQK: chains A, B and C).
The packing of the three glycosylated VWF A2 domains within the crystal structure of 3ZQK slightly
perturbs the study of the intradomain interactions of NAG, as interactions occur between protein
backbones and asparagine attached-NAGs of chains A and B (Figure 4-7A and Table 4-2). The 3ZQK
chain C provides a better model of the position of N-linked glycans as they are oriented away from
the other two chains (Figure 4-7A). No glycan-mediated inter-chain interactions occur in 3GXB
(Figure 4-7B and Table 4-3). A potential issue with this structure is the absence of a bound Ca 2+ ion
and hence likely destabilisation of the domain. The interchain interactions (3ZQK chains A and B) and
loss of Ca2+-mediated stability (3GXB chains A and B), may be the underlying reasons for the
rotamers observed for N1574-NAG and Y1544 (Figure 4-7C). No rotamers are observed for the Ca2+
stabilised and glycan-unperturbed VWF A2 domain structure (3ZQK chain C, Figure 4-7C).
Analysis of the interactions of the NAG structures with the protein backbone of the VWF A2 domains
indicates that predominantly hydrophobic interactions occur (Tables 4-2 and 4-3). The N1515-NAG is
predicted to interact with residues within the VWF domain, but as mutation of N1515 does not
affect the thermostability the domain (Table 4-1), these interactions can be ruled out as regulating
the unfolding of the VWF A2 domain. Analysis of the relevant N1574-NAG shows that the highest
numbers of hydrophobic interactions are made with the Y1544 residue in both 3ZQK and 3GXB
(Table 4-3). As expected, the NAG interacts with the N1574 attachment site. Only one interaction
with the neighbouring R1575 residue is observed in this analysis, which is within 3ZQK chain B (Table
4-2).
These analyses strongly suggest that the stabilising and ADAMTS13 protective effect of N-linked
glycosylation of the VWF A2 domain is mediated by a hydrophobic intradomain interaction between
N1574-GlcNAc and Y1544. To further examine and strengthen this conjecture, mutation of the
N1574 and Y1544 regions were planned using the homologous VWF A1 domain as a reference
structure.
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Figure 4-7: Positioning of VWF A2 domain glycans within the crystal structures of 3ZQK and
3GXB
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Figure 4-7: Positioning of VWF A2 domain glycans within the crystal structures of 3ZQK and
3GXB
(A) The crystal structure of the mammalian VWF A2 domain (3ZQK) is depicted. 3ZQK contains three
identical chains of the VWFA2 domain, in the unmodified structure, interactions occur between the
glycans and protein backbones of chains A+B. Whereas the glycans of 3ZQK chain C are not
interacting with another chain. (B) The crystal structure of the mammalian VWF A2 domain (3GXB) is
depicted. 3GXB contains two identical chains, and the glycans are not interacting with the backbone
of another chain (note that this structure is that the domain does not include the stabilising calcium
ion). (C) The ~1430-1480 region of the individual mammalian VWF A2 chains is displayed, motility of
the N1574-GlcNAc is observed in 3ZQK:B and mobility of the Y1544 residue in 3GZB:A+B.

NAG attachment
site
Chain

Residue

A: N1515

A: N1574

B: N1515

B: N1574

C: N1515

C: N1574

Interacting residue
Chain Residue
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
A
B
B
B
B
B
A
B
B
B
A
B
A
B
A
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

N1515
R1569
Q1511
A1512
water
Q1511
Y1544
N1574
R1569
water
R1569
N1515
Q1511
A1512
water
water
Q1511
N1574
Y1544
Q1554
R1575
water
water
V1548
N1515
water
Y1570
I1568
Y1544
N1574
water
N1574

Type

# observed

Hydrophobic
Hydrophobic
Hydrophobic
Hydrophobic
Bridged H-Bond
Bridged H-Bond
Hydrophobic
Hydrophobic
Hydrophobic
Bridged H-Bond
Hydrogen Bond
Hydrophobic
Hydrophobic
Hydrophobic
Bridged H-Bond
Bridged H-Bond
Hydrogen Bond
Hydrophobic
Hydrophobic
Hydrophobic
Hydrophobic
Bridged H-Bond
Bridged H-Bond
Bridged H-Bond
Hydrophobic
Bridged H-Bond
Bridged H-Bond
Bridged H-Bond
Hydrophobic
Hydrophobic
Bridged H-Bond
Bridged H-Bond

3
1
1
1
5
1
10
3
3
5
2
3
2
2
4
1
1
11
8
1
1
2
2
1
3
1
1
1
12
3
3
1

Table 4-2: PDB ligand explorer analysis of 3ZQK
Summary of the analysis of the NAG ligands of 3ZQK is shown. Interchain interactions arising due to
the packing of the crystal structures (seen in Figure 4-7) are highlighted in red.
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Interacting residue

NAG
Chain

Residue Chain
A
A
A: N1515
A
A
A
A: N1574
A
A
B
B
B: N1515
B
B
B
B: N1574
B

Residue
N1515
A1512
water
N1574
Y1544
water
N1574
N1515
A1512
Q1511
Y1544
N1574
water

Type
# observed
Hydrophobic
3
Hydrophobic
2
Bridged H-Bond
4
Hydrophobic
3
Hydrophobic
3
Bridged H-Bond
3
Bridged H-Bond
1
Hydrophobic
3
Hydrophobic
2
Hydrogen Bond
1
Hydrophobic
8
Hydrophobic
3
Bridged H-Bond
2

Table 4-3: PDB ligand explorer analysis of 3GXB
Summary of the analysis of the NAG ligands of 3GXB is shown. No Interchain interactions were
detected.

3ZQK
3GXB
Interacting residue
Interacting residue
NAG attachment site Residue Interaction type # observed Residue Interaction type # observed
N1515-NAG
N1515
Hydrophobic
9
N1515
Hydrophobic
6

N1574-NAG

A1512
Q1511
R1569
Q1511
Y1570
I1568

Hydrophobic
Hydrophobic
Hydrophobic
Bridged H-Bond
Bridged H-Bond
Bridged H-Bond

3
3
1
2
1
1

Y1544
N1574
R1575
N1574

Hydrophobic
Hydrophobic
Hydrophobic
Bridged H-Bond

30
17
1
1

A1512

Hydrophobic

4

Q1511

Bridged H-Bond

1

Y1544
N1574

Hydrophobic
Hydrophobic

11
6

N1574

Bridged H-Bond

1

Table 4-4: Collated summary of PDB ligand explorer analysis
Observed water and inter-chain interactions have been removed, and cumulative totals are
displayed for the three chains in 3ZQK and two chains in 3GXB.
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4.6 Characterising the N1574-GlcNAc and Y1544 interaction
Alignment of the VWF A2 domain with the homologous unglycosylated VWF A1 domain reveals
replacement of the large hydrophobic Y1544 of the A2 domain with the negatively charged aspartic
acid in the A1 domain. The similarly charged, but unglycosylated, glutamine of the VWF A1 domain is
in the homologous position of asparagine glycan attachment site in the VWF A2 domain (Figure 48A+B). Y1544 was mutated to the homologous residue in the VWF A1 domain (the negatively
charged glutamine, Y1554D), as well as the small inert hydrophobic aa alanine (Y1544A) and arginine
(a positively charged residue, Y1544R). The Y1544A, Y1544D and Y1544R variants were also
combined with mutation of N1574Q. All of the VWF A2 domain variants were successfully secreted,
purified and were of the appropriate MW (Figure 4-8C).

Figure 4-8: Alignment of VWF A2 and A1 domains and expression of Y1544 variants
(A) Part of the crystal structures of the regions of the VWF A2 domain (3ZQK, I1535-N1577) and VWF
A1 domain (1AUQ51, V1314-S
o tai i g the β -β hairpin a d α -α loop. C Alig e t of
the VWF A2 and VWF A1 domain (adapted from52) regions containing important glycosylation site
and potential hydrophobic interaction sites. Amino acids forming secondary structures in grey and
key residues displayed in the larger bold font. (D) VWF A2 domain fragments containing mutation(s)
to glycosylation site, candidate hydrophobic interaction partner or combinations of these were
analysed on a 4-12% Bis-Tris gel followed by silver staining after expression and purification to
confirm changes in MW caused by mutation of glycan attachment sites.

The Y1544 and N1574 variants were subjected to DSF assays. Mutation of Y1544, firstly to the
smaller hydrophobic Y1544A, resulted in no loss of domain stability in comparison to the WT (Figure
4-9Ai). Interestingly, combination mutation of Y1544A/N1574Q led to an enhancement of
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thermostability compared to N1574Q alone (Table 1), with a 9.7°C and 6.1°C in 1mM EDTA and 5mM
CaCl2 (Table 4-5). This increase suggests that the aromatic tyrosine may be a source of
destabilisation. Substitution of Y1544 to aspartic acid rather than alanine in the Y1544D variants
resulted in a slight enhancement in thermostability compared to WT VWF A2 domain in both 1mM
EDTA and 5mM CaCl2, 4.2°C and 2.9°C, respectively (Figure 4-9B, Table 4-5). When the
Y1544D/N1574Q variant was compared to that of N1574Q, a much larger stabilising effect was
observed, with a 15.3°C increase in 1mM EDTA and an 11.0°C in 5mM CaCl2. Finally, the substitution
of Y1544 to the positively charged arginine (Y1544R) resulted in a minimal reduction in
thermostability in comparison to WT (Figure 4-9Ci) and was similar in this respect to the Y1544A
variant. However, a decrease in stability was observed with the Y1544R/N1574Q variant (Figure 49Cii), contrasting with the increase in stability when the Y1544 was mutated to the negatively
charged aspartic acid (Y1544D/N1574Q).

Figure 4-9: DSF with VWF A2 Y1544 variants
DSF assays were carried out with the purified VWF A2 domain (A2VicCC) fragments containing
mutations to Y1544 and N1574Q in the presence of 1mM EDTA (EDTA, dashed line and open circles)
or 5mM CaCl2 (Ca, solid line and filled circles). Where indicated, unfolding curves are displayed with
the A2VicCC WT (i- grey) or A2ViCC N1574Q (ii-grey) as a reference. (A) A2VicCC Y1544A (i-green)
and A2VicCC Y1544A/N1574Q (ii-dark green). (B) A2VicCC Y1544D (i-blue) and A2VicCC
Y1544D/N1574Q (ii-dark blue). (C) A2VicCC Y1544R (i-red), A2VicCC Y1544R/N1574Q (ii-dark red).
Results are mean ± SEM of at least three independent experiments.
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WT
N1574Q
Y1544A
Y1544A/N1574Q
Y1544D
Y1544D/N1574Q
Y1544R
N1574Q/Y1544R

Tm (°C)
1mM EDTA 5mM CaCl2
48.2 ± 0.05 64.3 ± 0.13
38.2 ± 0.17 57.5 ± 0.07
47.9 ± 0.05 63.6 ± 0.15
43.1 ± 0.07 60.8 ± 0.16
53.5 ± 0.07 68.5 ± 0.12
52.4 ± 0.07 67.2 ± 0.10
45.3 ± 0.16 63.1 ± 0.10
32.3 ± 0.52 58.8 ± 0.09

Table 4-5: Tm of VWF A2 Y1544 variants determined by DSF
Results are mean ± SEM of at least three independent experiments

To further explore the effect of modulating the interaction that occurs within the Y1544-N1574
region, where recovery of the glycan medicated stability can be achieved through mutation of
Y1544A and Y1544D, the VWF A2 variants were subjected to ADAMTS13 binding assays.
The solution competition binding of the VWF A2 Y1544 variants with iADAMTS13 was compared to
those of WT and N1574Q VWF A2 domains (Figure 4-10, grey lines). In comparison to WT, no
enhancement of binding was observed when the Y1544 was mutated (in the presence of
glycosylation at N1574) either to the uncharged (Y1544A), positively charged (Y1544R) or negatively
charged (Y1544D) residues in both 1mM EDTA and 5mM CaCl 2 (Figure 4-10A-Ci). The interaction of
the composite Y1544A/N1574Q variant with iADAMTS13 was greatly reduced when compared to
N1574Q (Figure 4-10Aii) in both EDTA and CaCl2. The binding of Y1544A/N1574Q displayed similar
characteristics to the WT and Y1544A mutations alone. Consistent with the Y1544A/N1574Q variant,
the Y1544D/N1574Q mutant showed a reduced interaction when compared to N1574Q (Figure 410Bii), although, a larger protective effect is present with the negatively charged Y1544D variants.
The Y1544R/N1574Q variant displayed an enhanced solution binding interaction when compared to
Y1544A/N1574Q and Y1544D/N1574Q: this is interpreted as due to an induced repulsive interaction
with N1574Q.
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Figure 4-10: Solution competition assay of ADAMTS13 with VWF A2 domain glycan variants.
The binding assays were conducted as described in Figure 4-5. A2VicCC WT domain (50nM) was
immobilised on a microtiter plate, and 30nM of iADAMTS13 (inactive, E225A) was separately preincubated with varying concentration of the VWF A2 domain Y1544 variants (0-500nM): Y1544A (Ai),
Y1544A/1574Q (Aii), Y1544D (Bi), Y1544D/1574Q (Bii), Y1544R (Ci) and Y1544A/1574R(Cii).

It can be concluded that the residue 1544 can influence the stability of the VWF A2 domain. It is
positioned to interact (depending on the residue Tyr, Asp or Arg) with residue 1574, which is
typically occupied by the glycan.
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4.7 ADAMTS13 proteolysis of VWF A2 domain glycan variants
To explore further the effect of the key glycan truncations and variants that had modulated
thermostability and ADAMTS13 interaction of the VWF A2 domain (Tables 4-1 and 4-5, Figures 4-5
and 4-10), proteolysis assays were carried out.

Figure 4-11: ADAMTS13 proteolysis of VWF A2 glycan variants
2µM of the VWF A2 variants (70-80µg/ml) A2VicCC WT, N1574Q, GnT-/-, EndoH and
Y1544D/N1574Q, as well as ADAMTS13 (20nM), were separately pre-incubated in 5mM CaCl2 and
2M Urea for at 37°C 45mins. Samples were combined and incubated at 37°C for proteolysis to occur.
Reactions were terminated after 0.5 and 16hours by the addition of EDTA and immediately run on a
4-12% Bis-Tris gel followed by silver stain.
Under these conditions, proteolysis was observed for the A2VicCC WT domain, indicated by the
appearance of a band of a lower MW after 16 hours. Mutation of N1574Q enhanced the proteolysis
of VWF A2 domain, with the cleavage product now visible after 0.5hours. The glycan truncations
(GnT-/- and EndoH) were cleaved at a similar rate to WT, with the cleavage product only clearly
visible after 16 hours. The Y1544D/N1574Q variant was proteolysed, albeit at a slow rate compared
with WT and N1574Q (Figure 4-11), confirming the previously observed increase of stability and
decreased ADAMTS13 solution interaction of this variant (Figure 4-9 and 4-10).
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4.8 Expression and proteolysis of N1574/Y1544 variant in FLVWF
The N1574Q, Y1544D and Y1544D/N1574Q mutations were introduced into the FLVWF expression
vector and characterised as described in the previous chapter (Table 3-3). After dialysis and
quantification, the FLVWF WT, N1574Q, Y1544D and Y1544D/N1574Q variants were digested by
PNGase treatment to examine the function of glycosylation on FLVWF. To assess the multimeric
structure of the variants, and success of PNGase treatment, the FLVWF variants were analysed by gel
electrophoresis.

Figure 4-12: VWF multimer analysis of Y1544 and N1574 variants
FLVWF containing mutations N1574Q, Y1544D and Y1544D/N1574Q (YD/NQ) were expressed in
HEK293 cells. Expression media was collected dialysed into 20 mM Tris (pH 7.8), 50mM NaCl. 800ng
of each variant was incubated with 1000U PNGase F (NEB) overnight. 50ng of each VWF variant
±PNGase treatment (-PNG) was electrophoresed on a 2% HGTP agarose (Lonza) gel and Western
blots probed with an anti-VWF-HRP polyclonal antibody (Dako) to assess VWF multimer formation.

A full range of multimeric bands was observable for all of the VWF variants, and efficient PNGase
treatment could be seen by the shift in MW for the PNGase treated samples (Figure 4-12).
ADAMTS13 proteolysis assays were carried out to study the broader consequence of the N1574Y1544 interaction in FLVWF both before and after PNGase treatment.
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Figure 4-13: ADAMTS13 proteolysis of N1574Q and Y1544D FLVWF variants
After pre-incubation with 5mM CaCl2 ±2M urea, 4nM (1µg/ml) FLVWF variants WT, N1574Q, Y1544D
and Y1544D/N1574Q were mixed with a final concentration of 20nM ADAMTS13 for 4 hours in the
presence (+) or absence (-) of 2M urea, reactions were terminated by addition of 100mM EDTA. The
samples were reduced by addition of 5% beta-mercaptoethanol, heated for 30mins at 70°C and then
run on a 3-8% Tris-acetate gel. After transfer and blocking, samples were detected on a western blot
using a polyclonal VWF antibody (Dako).
Under these conditions, partial proteolysis was observed for WT only in the presence of 2M urea,
indicated by the appearance of a faint band of a lower MW. Mutation of N1574Q enhanced the
proteolysis of FLVWF in the presence of urea, as expected. No proteolysis was observed with the
Y1544D and Y1544D/N1574Q mutations (Figure 4-13), supporting the results of reduced ADAMTS13
interaction and increased stability observed for these variants in the isolated VWF A2 domain
(Figures 4-9 and 4-10). To investigate the role of the N-linked glycans outside of the VWF A2 domain,
the PNGase treated FLVWF A2 domain variants were also subjected to ADAMTS13 proteolysis
assays.

Figure 4-14: ADAMTS13 proteolysis of N1574Q and Y1544D FLVWF variants ±PNGase treatment
After pre-incubation with 5mM CaCl2 ±2M urea, 4nM (1µg/ml) FLVWF variants WT, N1574Q, Y1544D
and Y1544D/N1574Q ± PNGase treatment were mixed with a final concentration of 20nM
ADAMTS13 for 4 hours in the presence (+) or absence (-) of 2M urea, reactions were terminated by
addition of 100mM EDTA. The samples were reduced by addition of 5% beta-mercaptoethanol,
heating for 30mins at 70°C and then run on a 3-8% Tris-acetate gel. After transfer and blocking,
samples were detected on a western blot using a polyclonal VWF antibody (Dako).
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As expected, the PNGase treatment enhanced the susceptibility to ADAMTS13 proteolysis in FLVWF
WT (Figure 4-14). The PNGase treatment appeared to enhance the susceptibility to proteolysis of the
N1574Q variant, as cleavage bands were observed in the absence of urea-induced unfolding,
indicating that N-linked glycans outside of the VWF A2 domain may also modulate the interaction
with ADAMTS13 (Figure 4-14). Although, PNGase treatment in the presence of the Y1544D
mutations did not seem to enhance proteolysis further, this may be due to the enhanced stability
and reduced ADAMTS13 interaction of these engineered variants as determined by the VWF A2
domain studies. As complete glycan removal by PNGase treatment was not fully validated and the
ADAMTS13 proteolysis of the PNGase variants is not conclusive, further study is required to confirm
a role of the N-linked glycans outside of the VWF A2 domain on modulating the interaction with
ADAMTS13.

4.9 Discussion
The majority of the structural specialisations that have been identified or predicted to influence the
unfolding of the VWF A2 domain occur within the C-terminal lobe, aa1580-1670 (VicCC, cis-P1645,
α -less loop, scissile bond and CBS)52,85,145,146. Also, all of the identified ADAMTS13 binding sites
within the VWF A2 domain occur within this region (see section 1.7). Possibly, for this reason, the
role of the VWF A2 domain N-linked glycans (N1515 and N1574) has not been extensively studied in
its unfolding. The N-linked glycans of the VWF A2 domain, particularly N1574, have though
previously been shown to modulate the interaction with ADAMTS13, as demonstrated through
proteolysis and binding assays242.
Here, I present a mechanistic study on the glycans of the VWF A2 domain, focusing on their role in
its structure and unfolding. Firstly, the glycan attachment residues were mutated individually and in
combination. Using DSF assays, it was demonstrated that mutation N1574Q causes a 6.8°C reduction
in thermostability in comparison to the WT VWF A2 domain in 5mM CaCl 2 and 10°C reduction in
1mM EDTA (Table 4-1). No effect on thermostability was detected with the N1515Q mutation,
indicating it is the N1574-glycan that imparts a stabilising effect on the VWF A2 domain and that this
is independent but additive to that of Ca2+ stabilisation.
One of the dominant features of N-linked glycosylation is the large branched carbohydrate
structures they form, which can be 3-4kDa per glycosylation site. Trimming down of the VWF A2
domain glycan structure was performed through expression in GnT -/- cells239 and by enzymatic
digestion with EndoH to the first sugar residue (GlcNAc). The resultant glycan structures show a
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substantial decrease in overall size and MW (predicted to be 75-95% reduction of the glycan, Figure
4-2A), while still maintaining covalent attachment to the protein backbone. The glycans were also
completed removed by using PNGase: the asparagine residue from which the glycan is removed is
deaminated to aspartic acid. The thermo-unfolding of the truncated GnT-/- and EndoH variants
demonstrated similar characteristics to the fully glycosylated VWF A2 domain (Figure 4-3D).
Destabilisation of the PNGase treated VWF A2 domain (N1515D/N1574D) was consistent with the
N1574Q and N1515Q/N1574Q variants (Table 4-1). Solution binding and proteolysis assays with
ADAMTS13 provided further evidence that the complex glycans are dispensable for modulating the
ADAMTS13 interaction of the VWF A2 domain (Figures 4-5 and 4-11). This evidence strongly suggests
that the mechanism of glycan influence on the ADAMTS13 interaction is not steric interference.
Rather, the glycan stabilises the domain against unfolding and the subsequent presentation of the
ADAMTS13 binding and cleavage sites. The stabilisation is primarily mediated through the initial
N1574-GlcNAc linkage.
To gain insight into the importance of the N1574-GlcNAc linkage, it was visualised within the
available crystal structures of the WT VWF A2 domain. Three crystal structures of the VWF A2
domain have been published to date, two of these having been produced in mammalian cells52,145
(using the GnT-/- cells and/or EndoH digestion) allowing for visualisation of the N1574-GlcNAc
linkage. The third structure was produced in bacterial cells85 and was therefore not glycosylated: an
engineered disulphide bond achieved stabilisation, connecting the N- and C- termini and the VWF A2
domain. Preliminary analysis of the mammalian structures revealed potential interactions of the
N1574-GlcNAc with Y1544 and R1575 (Figure 4-6). A more in-depth analysis using the PDB ligand
explorer software revealed strong evidence of interaction with Y1544 and tentative evidence for an
interaction with R1575 (Tables 4-2, 4-3 and 4-4). Y1544 is positioned in the apex of the class : βhairpin turn278 observed et ee the β -β sheets of the VWA fold. β-hairpins are suggested to be
the nucleation sites for protein folding279. Structural alignment of the VWF A2 domain (3ZQK, chain
C) to other known VWA type structures indicate that the large aromatic Y1544 is apparently
anomalous in this tight turn region (Figure 4-15). The negatively charged aspartic (D) or glutamic (E)
acids or polar uncharged serine (S), asparagine (N) or threonine (T) residues are commonly observed
at the ape of the β-hairpin turn.
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Figure 4-15: Alignment of the N-terminal region of the VWF A2 domain (3ZQK chain C) with other VWA domains
Alignment was performed using the SAS server (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/thornton-srv/databases/sas/).
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As the roles of glycans in crystal structures are often obscured by the truncated nature of the glycan
a d the snapshot of the flexible carbohydrate side chain280, more convincing biochemical evidence
of the N1574-GlcNAc interaction was sought.
Using the homologous VWF A1 domain structure (1AUQ51) as a reference, a VWF A2 Y1544D variant
was designed along with contrasting Y1544A and Y1544R variants (Figure 4-8). These variants, alone
and in combination with N1574Q, were analysed in a similar manner to the glycan truncations; by
DSF (Figure 4-9) and ADAMTS13 binding (Figure 4-10). In the presence of glycosylation at N1574, the
esidue at the ape of the β -β hai pi of the VWF A do ai

eithe Y, A, D o R

did ot

cause a noticeable change in the stability of the VWF A2 domain or interaction with ADAMTS13.
When the N1574-GlcNAc is not present, it is p edi ted that the t osi e at the ape of the β-hairpin
can no longer participate in a stabilising hydrophobic interaction. Now, the large aromatic and
h d opho i Y

is sol e t e posed

hi h is p edi ted to ause lo al desta ilisatio of the β-

hairpin, in turn reduce the stability of the VWF A2 domain and seed unfolding of the VWF A2 domain
leading to increased interaction with ADAMTS13 (N1574Q, Figure 4-9 and 4-10). When the smaller
inert Y

A is at the ape of the β-hai pi i the a se e of gl os latio , desta ilisatio of the β-

hairpin does not occur to the extent predicted with the large hydrophobic tyrosine. Thus, a recovery
in thermostability and reduced interaction with ADAMTS13 occurs for the Y1544A/N1574Q variant
(Figures 4-9 and 4-10). The Y1544D variants display an enhanced stability and a reduced interaction
in comparison to WT and Y1544A, this is predicted to occur due to ionic interactions with (the
neighbouring residue to N1574) such as R1575. The interaction between Y1544D and R1575 (or
N1574Q) bypasses the need for the interaction with the N1574-glycan. Further evidence of stabilitymodulating interactions is supported by the reduction in stability with Y1544R (Figure 4-9), where it
was anticipated that stereochemical repulsion between the two positive charged residues (Y1544R
and R1575) would occur.
Ultimately, experiments performed with mutants of Y1544 and N1574 provide evidence that
i te a tio s o u

et ee the β -β hai pi a d N

-glycan region that stabilise the domain and

prevent spontaneous interaction with ADAMTS13. These findings extend to FLVWF, where the
reduction in ADAMTS13 proteolysis of the Y1544D variants provides additive support for the
stabilising interaction occurring within the VWF A2 domain. It remains unclear how the complex Nlinked glycans and ABO(H) groups outside of the critical N1574-glycan may influence the ADAMTS13
interaction.
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The destabilisation resulting from mutation of the N1574- glycosylation site is quantitatively similar
to that observed by mutation of the vicinal disulphide bond and disruption of the calcium binding
site of the VWF A2 domain (Chapter 3). This triad (N-linked glycosylation at N1574, vicinal disulphide
bond C1669-C1670 and calcium binding site) of structural features of the VWF A2 domain have all
now been demonstrated to stabilise the VWF A2 domain thermodynamically and thereby modulate
its interaction with ADAMTS13. The influence of these three features should therefore be
considered in future models of VWF A2 domain unfolding.
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5 Preliminary investigation of pathogenic mechanisms of
von Willebrand Disease mutations in the VWF A2 domain
As previously described (see section 1.6), the pathology of VWD covers a broad spectrum. Genetic
changes in the VWF gene are associated with quantitative (Type 1 and Type 3) and qualitative (Type
2) defects in the VWF protein. The focus of this thesis is on the VWF A2 domain. Upon inspection of
the international database VWD causing mutations, it is evident that a large number of missense
mutations associated with VWD Type2A cluster within this region 56,281.
Mutations associated with VWD Type2A are both within and outside of the VWF A2 domain. Further
classification of Type2A mutations is often assigned by the predicted potential pathogenic
mechanism of the mutations, which can be anticipated from their positions within the VWF coding
region169,282. Based on this classification system, mutations in the VWF A2 domain are thought to
result in enhanced ADAMTS13 proteolysis (IIA), while mutations in the propeptide (IIC), the cysteine
knot domain (IID), or the D3 domain (IIE) are thought to result in defective intracellular assembly. To
further confuse the issue, mutations within the VWF A2 domain (Type 2A-IIA, now referred to as
Type2A) can result in both defective intracellular assembly and enhanced ADAMTS13 proteolysis.
VWD Type2A is divided into further sub-groups283,284: Group I, caused by defective intracellular
secretion and Group II where the defective VWF protein results from enhanced ADAMTS13 of
normally secreted VWF. An accurate description of the subtype of VWD Type2A is potentially
important with regard to patient treatment. Patients with VWD Type2A Group II mutations are
suitable candidates for DDAVP treatment285; although the increase in VWF function will be
shortened (due to the enhanced ADAMTS13 proteolysis), it can still be used to manage minor
events286. In contrast, Group I patients will not respond to DDAVP treatment due to the intracellular
deficiency in VWF. A recent analysis of VWD type2A mutations (located both within and outside of
the VWF A2 domain) demonstrated the intersection of these sub-groups, with certain mutations
displaying both VWF assembly/secretion defects and enhancement of ADAMTS13 proteolysis 177.
The engineered mutations to the VicCC, CBS and N1574-glycan, which I have studied in the previous
chapters, give rise to a phenotype similar to that of VWD type2A. As the majority of Type2A
mutations have not been sub-typed or well characterised, I investigated a panel of 34 VWD
mutations that occur within the VWF A2 domain using a broadly similar approach to that adopted in
chapters 3 and 4. Firstly, the 34 mutations were introduced into the FLVWF construct (pcDNA.3.1FLVWF) to assess their effects on VWF secretion. To examine their unfolding effects on the isolated
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VWF A2 domain, the panel of Type2A variants were also introduced VWF A2 domain constructs
with(PCEP-A2VicCC) and without the VicCC (PCEP-A2DelCC).

5.1 Expression of VWD Type2A variants in FLVWF
To assess initially the panel of 34 missense mutations as either potential group I or group II variants,
I introduced them into FLVWF by mutagenesis (see Methods) and performed transient transfection
in HEK293 cells. After 3-5 days, media was collected, cells washed with PBS and then lysed with 1%
Triton X-100, 1mM EDTA, 20mM Tris, 150mM NaCl pH7.8. The secretion and intracellular retention
of FLVWF was investigated through measurement of VWF antigen level (VWF:Ag) by ELISA (Table 51).
As expected, the FLVWF WT displayed a media to lysate ratio (M/L ratio) of ~1, indicative of the
regulated storage and secretion of VWF from the pseudo-WPBs. Of the 34 VWD Type2A variants, 23
te

ed

o

al e p essio

i Figu e -1) displayed comparable secretion to that of the WT (with a

medium: lysate ratio arbitrarily set at >0.75), which is characteristic of VWD Type2A group II. A total
of

of the

a ia ts had e

lo se etio

te

ed lo

e p essio

i Figu e -1), with a M/L

ratio of <0.25: these variants are consistent with the VWD Type2A group I. Just 2 of the 34 variants
(A1500E a d V

E te

ed

ode ate e p essio

i

Figu e

-1) had a medium:lysate ratio

between 0.4-0.5, and from their antigen levels alone it cannot therefore be predicted if these
variants fall into group I or group II (Figure 5-1).
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VWF:Ag ng/ml
Medium
Lysate

Mutation
WT
V1499E
A1500E
L1503Q
G1505E
G1505R
S1506L
K1518E
M1528V
V1539E
L1540P
S1543F
Q1556R
L1562P
I1568N
G1579R
L1580V
R1597W
R1597Q
V1604F
V1607D
G1609R
S1613P
D1614G
P1627H
I1628T
G1629R
V1630E
G1631D
E1638K
L1639P
P1648S
D1653V
L1657I
V1665E

Ave
600.3
59.6
233.7
778.2
427.4
94.3
62.6
450.9
523.6
16.0
31.4
35.9
607.2
514.9
466.3
597.0
482.0
579.1
522.2
325.7
3.8
288.5
259.8
791.0
768.1
396.9
881.3
6.6
540.2
580.7
4.0
655.7
737.9
739.9
201.2

S.D
193.0
12.4
41.6
99.8
142.1
45.3
40.1
94.9
270.7
3.0
12.3
19.6
193.0
148.6
169.1
30.9
134.8
226.4
194.5
158.6
3.7
124.8
119.4
157.7
155.9
145.3
513.5
3.2
277.7
180.6
4.7
266.5
243.1
300.1
34.6

Ave
664.7
396.1
450.9
824.0
488.9
445.2
468.2
536.1
593.8
342.9
439.5
372.2
480.8
491.2
386.2
414.4
448.4
605.2
456.4
287.9
344.4
213.0
278.6
705.1
618.2
345.1
579.1
479.5
464.3
426.1
358.6
508.2
567.1
633.8
532.1

S.D
231.9
95.2
26.6
248.9
5.5
83.3
81.2
146.9
235.7
4.9
165.7
201.2
85.1
120.1
90.3
61.1
137.3
213.1
81.5
147.4
154.2
71.6
109.0
78.0
165.2
116.4
253.6
74.0
153.8
55.3
20.4
91.0
95.2
61.3
100.1

Ratio
medium/
lysate
0.9
0.2
0.5
0.9
0.9
0.2
0.1
0.8
0.9
0.0
0.1
0.1
1.3
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.1
1.0
1.1
1.1
0.0
1.4
0.9
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.5
0.0
1.2
1.4
0.0
1.3
1.3
1.2
0.4

Table 5-1: Expression levels of VWD Type2A variants in FLVWF
FLVWF variants were transiently transfected into HEK293 cells. After 3-5 days, media and lysate
were harvested. Levels of VWF antigen in the medium and lysate were determined by VWF ELISA
using polyclonal antibodies for immobilisation and detection (Dako). Results are the mean±SD of
VWF:Ag level from 3 separate transfections.
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Figure 5-1: Medium:Lysate ratio of VWD Type2A variants in FLVWF
Results are the mean±SD of the medium:lysate ratio from 3 separate transfections.
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5.2 Expression of VWD Type2A variants in the VWF A2 domain
To determine the suitability of the isolated VWF A2 domain as a model to study the VWF Type2A
mutations, the panel of 34 mutations were introduced into both the PCEP-A2VicCC and PCEPA2DelCC constructs. After transient expression in HEK293-EBNA cells, the media and lysate were
analysed by dot blot due to the large number of variants. The VWF A2 domain variants were
detected by the C-terminal fused Myc-tag present in the PCEP-A2VicCC and A2DelCC vectors. Protein
was detected in the media and lysate for both A2VicCC WT and A2DelCC WT (Figure 5-2 and Table 53), consistent with previous SDS-page gel electrophoresis analysis (Figure 3-2). Analysis of the
A2DelCC VWD Type2A variants indicated that the vast majority, 30 of 34, of the variants were
intracellularly retained, indicative of misfolding. Secretion of two of these variants could not be
determined, as protein was not detected in either the media or lysate. Only the A2DelCC M1528V
and L1580V variants were successfully secreted (Figure 5-2 and Table 5-3). Using the A2VicCC
construct, a much larger proportion of the VWF Type2A variants were successfully secreted: 22 of
the 34 Type2A variants (Figure 5-2 and Table 5-3). Interestingly, the 22 VWD Type2A variants that
were secreted in the VWF A2VicCC domain correspond with the variants that displayed normal
secretion in the FLVWF construct (Figure 5-1). All of the variants that were not secreted (or could not
be determined) in the VWF A2VicCC domain also had exhibited reduced secretion in FLVWF.

Lysate Media Lysate Media Lysate Media Lysate Media Lysate Media
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

WT DelCC

DelCC V1499E

DelCC A1500E

DelCC L1503Q

DelCC G1505E

DelCC G1505R

DelCC S1506L

DelCC K1518E

DelCC M1528V

DelCC V1539E

DelCC L1540P

DelCC S1543F

DelCC Q1556R

DelCC L1562P

DelCC I1568N

DelCC G1579R

DelCC L1580V

DelCC R1597W

DelCC R1597Q

DelCC V1604F

DelCC V1607D

DelCC G1609R

DelCC S1613P

DelCC D1614G

DelCC P1627H

DelCC I1628T

DelCC G1629R

DelCC V1630E

DelCC G1631D

DelCC E1638K

DelCC L1639P

DelCC P1648S

DelCC D1653V

DelCC L1657I

DelCC V1665E

WT VicCC

VicCC V1499E

VicCC A1500E

VicCC L1503Q

VicCC G1505E

VicCC G1505R

VicCC S1506L

VicCC K1518E

VicCC M1528V

VicCC V1539E

VicCC L1540P

VicCC S1543F

VicCC Q1556R

VicCC L1562P

VicCC I1568N

VicCC G1579R

VicCC L1580V

VicCC R1597W

VicCC R1597Q

VicCC V1604F

VicCC V1607D

VicCC G1609R

VicCC S1613P

VicCC D1614G

VicCC P1627H

VicCC I1628T

VicCC G1629R

VicCC V1630E

VicCC G1631D

VicCC E1638K

VicCC L1639P

VicCC P1648S

VicCC D1653V

VicCC L1657I

VicCC V1665E

Table 5-2: VWF A2 domain dot blot set up
Grid showing location of the transiently transfected HEK293-EBNA media or lysate Figure 5-2.
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Figure 5-2: VWF A2 domain dot blot
The VWF A2VicCC and A2DelCC VWD Type2A variants were transiently transfected in HEK293 EBNA
cells. After 3-5 days, the media was collected, cells washed with PBS and then lysed with 1% ipegal. A
5µL aliquot of media or lysate was dotted onto nitrocellulose membrane and left overnight. After
blocking, samples were detected on a western blot using an antibody against the C-terminal Myctag.
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A2DelCC

A2VicCC

Mutation Lysate Medium Secreted
light
yes
yes
WT
V1499E
yes
no
no
A1500E
yes
no
no
L1503Q
yes
no
no
G1505E
yes
no
no
G1505R
yes
no
no
S1506L
yes
no
no
K1518E
yes
no
no
M1528V light
yes
yes
V1539E
light
no
no
L1540P
no
no
n/d
S1543F
yes
no
no
Q1556R
yes
no
no
L1562P
yes
no
no
I1568N
yes
no
no
G1579R
yes
no
no
L1580V
light
yes
yes
R1597W
yes
no
no
R1597Q
yes
no
no
V1604F
yes
no
no
V1607D
yes
no
no
G1609R
yes
no
no
S1613P
yes
no
no
D1614G
yes
no
no
P1627H
yes
no
no
I1628T
yes
no
no
G1629R
yes
no
no
V1630E
yes
no
no
G1631D
yes
no
no
E1638K
yes
no
no
L1639P
yes
no
no
P1648S
yes
no
no
D1653V
no
no
n/d
L1657I
yes
no
no
V1665E
yes
no
no

Mutation Lysate Medium Secreted
WT
light
yes
yes
V1499E
light
no
no
A1500E
light
no
no
L1503Q
no
yes
yes
G1505E
light
no
no
G1505R light
no
no
S1506L
light
no
no
K1518E
light
yes
yes
M1528V
no
yes
yes
V1539E
no
no
n/d
L1540P
no
no
n/d
S1543F
yes
no
no
Q1556R light
yes
yes
L1562P
light
yes
yes
I1568N
light
yes
yes
G1579R light
yes
yes
L1580V
light
yes
yes
R1597W light
light
low
R1597Q
no
yes
yes
V1604F
light
yes
yes
V1607D light
no
no
G1609R
yes
yes
yes
S1613P
light
light
low
D1614G
no
yes
yes
P1627H light
yes
yes
I1628T
light
yes
yes
G1629R light
yes
yes
V1630E
light
no
no
G1631D light
light
low
E1638K
light
yes
yes
L1639P
light
no
no
P1648S
light
yes
yes
D1653V light
yes
yes
L1657I
light
yes
yes
V1665E
light
no
no

Table 5-3: Summary of dot blot investigation of VWD Type2A variants, expressed as VWF A2
domain fragments
Analysis of Figure 5-2: the detection of protein in the transfected media or lysate is indicated by yes,
o o light if a lo le el of p otei as dete ted . Va ia ts e e s o ed es fo se etio if the
protein was detected in the media, o if the p otein was only detected i the l sate a d /d ot
determined) if the protein was absent from both the lysate and media.
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5.3 Purification of the VWF A2 domain VWD Type2A variants
The secreted VWF A2VicCC VWD Type2A variants were purified in a similar manner to the
engineered mutations of the VWF A2 domain (section 3-3). The expression media containing the Histagged recombinant VWF A2 domain was passed through a Ni2+ charged column. Proteins that were
non-specifically or weakly bound to the column were eluted with a concentration of 40mM
Imidazole. Monomeric VWF A2 domains containing a single His-tag were eluted with a concentration
of 100mM Imidazole. Aggregation of the VWF A2 domain results in tighter binding to the Ni2+
charged column, due to the increased histidine content of the aggregate. Aggregates therefore elute
at the higher concentration of 500mM Imidazole. Chromatograms displaying the elution peaks
obtained with 100mM and 500mM Imidazole are shown in Figure 5-3 for 14 of the 22 expressed
VWF A2VicCC Type2A variants.
Purification the VWD type2A variants did not produce a substantial proportion of monomeric
protein. Most of the VWD type2A variants appeared to have aggregated, indicated by the major
elution peak at 500mM Imidazole (Figure 5-3). In comparison, the A2VicCC WT (and engineered CBS
variants, Figure 3-4) displayed no or very small peak on the addition of 500mM Imidazole. An
aggregation peak was observed for A2DelCC WT, but there is also substantial monomeric protein
(Figure 5-3). Monomeric protein could be purified for a small number of the Type2A variants but, as
the majority were aggregated, the isolated VWF A2 domain does not appear to be suitable for the
study of the whole panel of Type2A variants.
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Figure 5-3: Elution peaks of VWD Type2A variants expressed as isolated VWF A2 domain
protein fragments
The elution of selected Type2A variants in the A2VicCC construct, except A2DelCC WT (labelled as
DelCC) from a Ni2+ charged column. For all variants, the elution volume was set to zero after an
increase of Imidazole concentration to 100mM to allow for comparison. Monomeric proteins eluted
at 100mM Imidazole and aggregates eluted at 500mM.

5.4 VWD Type2A expression data summary
I considered next the nature of the residue change in each variant. Its position and orientation
within the VWF A2 domain crystal structure (3ZQK 145) was evaluated along with a summary of my
expression data. On the basis of this information, a VWD type2A subgroup prediction is made.
Finally, any published results were reviewed and, when appropriate, compared to my expression
data and sub-group predication. The findings are summarised in Tables 5-4 and 5-5.
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Mutation
WT
V1499E
A1500E
L1503Q
G1505E
G1505R
S1506L
K1518E
M1528V
V1539E
L1540P
S1543F
Q1556R
L1562P
I1568N
G1579R
L1580V
R1597W
R1597Q

Position within
VWF A2
β sheet
β sheet
β sheet
loop β -α
loop β -α
loop β -α
α heli
loop α -β
β sheet
β sheet
loop β -β
loop β -α
α heli
loop α -α
α heli
α heli
loop α -β
loop α -β

R-group
orientated
towards
core
core
core
core
core
surface
surface
core
core
core
core
core
surface
core
surface
surface
surface
surface

A2VicCC

FLVWF

Secreted

Ratio
medium:lysate

Predicted
sub-group

Published results in
agreement?

yes
no
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
yes
N/D
N/D
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
N/D
yes

0.9
0.2
0.5
0.9
0.9
0.2
0.1
0.8
0.9
0.0
0.1
0.1
1.3
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.1
1.0
1.1

Group I
Group I/II
Group II
Group II
Group I
Group I
Group II
Group II
Group I
Group I
Group I
Group II
Group II
Group II
Group II
Group II
Group II
Group II

variable287
Group II288
conflicting177,289,290
Yes247
Yes247
Yes177,247
N/D291
Yes247
N/D
Yes292
N/D293,294
N/D295
N/D296
Yes177
Yes177
N/D297
Yes247,283
Yes298

Table 5-4: Summary of VWD type2A residues in N-terminal half of the VWF A2 domain
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Position within
Mutation
VWF A2
WT
V1604F
β sheet
V1607D
β sheet
G1609R
loop β -β
S1613P
loop β -β
D1614G
loop β -β
P1627H
β sheet
I1628T
β sheet
G1629R
β sheet
V1630E
β sheet
G1631D
loop β -α
E1638K
α heli
L1639P
α heli
P1648S
loop α -β
D1653V
loop β -α
L1657I
α heli
V1665E
α heli

R-group
orientated
towards
core
core
core
surface
surface
core
core
core
core
surface
core
core
surface
surface
core
core

A2VicCC

FLVWF

Secreted

Ratio
medium:lysate

Predicted
sub-group

Published results in
agreement?

yes
yes
no
yes
low
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
low
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no

0.9
1.1
0.0
1.4
0.9
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.5
0.0
1.2
1.4
0.0
1.3
1.3
1.2
0.4

Group II
Group I
Group II
Group II
Group II
Group II
Group II
Group II
Group I
Group II
Group II
Group I
Group II
Group II
Group II
Group I/II

N/D295
Yes177,247
Yes247
Yes299
N/D
N/D
Yes292
Yes247,300
N/D
247
Yes /Unclassified177
Yes247
N/D295
N/D301
N/D
Yes302
Group I298

Table 5-5: Summary of VWD type2A residues in C-terminal half of the VWF A2 domain. VWF A2 and FLVWF secretion data is coloured coded to
represent normal (green), zero to very low (red), not determined (N/D) or intermediate (yellow) levels.
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5.5 VWF multimer structure and ADAMTS13 proteolysis of
unclassified VWD type2A variants
Of the 34 VWD Type2A mutants analysed, a sub-group has not been assigned for 13 of the variants
(K1518E, V1539E, S1543F, Q1556R, L1562P, L1580V, V1604F, D1614G, P1627H, V1630E, L1639P,
P1648S and D1653V). Variable or conflicting results on sub-group assignment have been published
for two variants, V1499E and L1503Q. To further characterise these 15 variants, VWF multimer
structure and susceptibility to ADAMTS13 proteolysis was performed on FLVWF containing these
mutations (Figure 5-4).
Except for the V1539E, V1630E and L1639P variants, where VWF levels were so low no protein could
be detected, the majority of variants displayed a full range of VWF multimers similar to those of the
WT (Figure 5-4). A slight reduction in high MW multimers was observed with the S1543F variant
(Figure 5-4). After a 4 hour incubation with ADAMTS13 (in the absence of denaturant) a reduction in
VWF multimer size could be detected for some the variants, indicative of proteolysis by ADAMTS13.
Full proteolysis of VWF was detected for the V1499E and S1543F mutants, with the multimeric
structure completely ablated. Partial proteolysis of the K1518E, Q1556R, L1562P, P1627H and
P1648S variants occurred, indicated by the loss of only higher MW multimers. The WT, L1503Q,
L1580V, V1604F, D1614G and D1653V variants displayed no evidence of ADAMTS13 proteolysis
under these conditions.
The ADAMTS13 proteolysis assays were repeated in the presence of urea, for the uncleaved variants.
After a 4 hour incubation with ADAMTS13 in the presence of 2M urea, partial proteolysis could now
be detected for WT, L1503Q, L1580V and D1653V. The V1604F and D1614G variants still displayed
resistance to ADAMTS13 proteolysis, even in the presence of 2M urea (Figure 5-5).
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Figure 5-4: FLVWF multimer structure and ADAMTS13 proteolysis of FLVWF VWD type 2A
variants
After pre-incubation with 5mM CaCl2, 2nM (0.5µg/ml) of the FLVWF variants were mixed with a final
concentration of 10nM ADAMTS13 for 0 (blue text) and 4 hours (black text), reactions were
terminated by addition of 100mM EDTA . The samples were run on a 2% HGTP agarose (Lonza) gel.
After transfer and blocking, samples were detected on a western blot using a polyclonal VWF
antibody (Dako).
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Figure 5-5: FLVWF multimer structure and ADAMTS13 proteolysis ± urea of FLVWF VWD
type 2A variants
After pre-incubation with 5mM CaCl2 ± 2M urea, 2nM (0.5µg/ml) of the FLVWF variants were mixed
with a final concentration of 10nM ADAMTS13 for 0 (blue text) and 4 hours (black and red text),
reactions were terminated by addition of 100mM EDTA . The samples were run on a 2% HGTP
agarose (Lonza) gel. After transfer and blocking, samples were detected on a western blot using a
polyclonal VWF antibody (Dako).

5.6 Discussion
The large number of potential VWD Type2A mutations that have been reported in the VWD
database and the differing mechanisms of action might provide an insight into the functions of VWF.
I selected a panel of 34 naturally occurring missense mutations, arising from single aa substitutions
within VWF A2 domain, and introduced these into both the FLVWF construct and the isolated VWF
A2 domain (with, A2VicCC and without, A2DelCC, the VicCC). Expression analysis of FLVWF indicated
that 23/34 mutations were secreted with a similar efficiency to WT, predictive of a group II
mutation. 9/34 had very low secretion, indicative of a Group I mutation and two mutations had
intermediate secretion values so a subtype prediction cannot be made on antigen levels alone
(Figure 5-1). The expression of the Type2A variants in A2VicCC was similar to that of the FLVWF
variants (Tables 5-4 and 5-5). Only two of the Type2A variants were secreted in the VWF A2DelCC
construct, M1528V and L1580V, both substitutions having a minor effect on R-group properties.
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M1528 interacts with the VicCC at the core of the VWF A2 domain 52, it is plausible that the mutation
M1528V disrupts the stabilising influence of the VicCC and hence results in a Type2A phenotype.
Thus, removal of the VicCC will not further destabilise the M1528V variant. The VWF Type2A subgroup predictions, based on the secretion data, were in good agreement with the available
published findings on Type2A mutations (Tables 5-4 and 5-5). No previous sub-group analysis has
been published on 13/34 mutations and 2/34 variants had variable or conflicting evidence (Tables 54 and 5-5), further VWF multimer analysis and ADAMTS13 proteolysis was performed to characterise
these recombinant variant proteins.
Of the five predicted Group I variants, no protein was detected for three of the variants (V1539E,
V1630E and L1639P). VWF multimers were present for the V1499E and S1543F variants, but,
complete proteolysis and loss of multimer structure occurred when incubated with ADAMTS13
(Figure 5-4). The detectable levels of the V1499E variant and the greatly enhanced ADAMTS13
proteolysis may be the reason for the variability in the reporting of the VWD type 2A sub-group for
V1499E287. VWF multimer analysis of the eight predicted group II variants indicates that the full
range of VWF multimers are present upon secretion (Figure 5-4). When the group II variants were
incubated with ADAMTS13 under static conditions (with no urea), partial proteolysis could be
detected for some the variants (most susceptible: L1562P>K1518E>P1648S>P1627H>Q1556R to
least susceptible). Similarly to WT, no proteolysis occurred in the absence of urea for the L1503Q,
L1580V, V1604F, D1614G and D1653V variants. To induce the unfolding of the VWF A2 domain and
exposure of ADAMTS13 cleavage site within VWF, 2M urea was added to the proteolysis assays
(Figure 5-5). Upon incubation with urea, partial proteolysis could now be detected for the L1503Q,
L1580V and D1653V variants, although, similar levels of proteolysis resulted for the WT under the
same conditions. Intriguingly, no proteolysis was detected for the V1604F and D1614G variants, even
in the presence of urea (Figure 5-5). Given that the V1604F and D1614G variants are located in
known ADAMTS13 binding sites (see Section 1.7), reduced ADAMTS13 proteolysis would be
expected. The incorporation of the VWF A2 variants that do not enhance (or reduce) ADAMTS13
proteolysis

or

reduce

VWF

secretion

into

the

ISTH

VWF

Database

(http://www.hemobase.com/vwf/database/) suggests that patients with these mutations display a
bleeding disorder. Whether they have been correctly classified as a VWD Type2A variant or whether
they produce a VWD type2A phenotype through an unknown mechanism, not involving ADAMTS13
or a secretion defect, is unclear.
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Figure 5-6: VWF A2 domain species alignment. The VWF sequences from UniProtKB303 for Human (P04275), Pig (Q28833), Dog (Q28295), Gibbon
(G1QTE2), Horse (A0A061DBP6), Mouse (Q8CIZ8), Lizard (G1K8N4), Elephant (G3SQ89), Turtle (K7F4I2), Chicken (E1C4Z6), Bird (U3JPP8) and Frog (F6ZFC8)
were aligned to the Human VWF A2 domain sequence (M1495-C1670), and conservation scored, using the PRALINE304,305 online server. VWF sequences for
Fish species (F5XVB9, U3JPP8, F5XVC6, E7F9Z1) were not including due to the absence of the conserved scissile bond (Y1605-M1606) and vicinal disulphide
bond (C1669-C1670). The location and amino acid change of the VWD Type 2A mutations are labelled above and indicated below with an open arrow head.
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Figure 5-7: Locations of VWD Type 2A mutations within the VWF A2 domain structure
The locations of the 34 Type 2A mutations are indicated within the VWF A2 domain crystal structure
(3ZQK). The position of the residues associated with N-linked glycan stabilisation (N1574, Y1544 in
purple), Ca2+ coordination (D1498, D1596, A1600, N1602 in orange), the vicinal disulphide bond
(C1669-C1670, black) and the scissile bond (Y1605-M1606, yellow) are also i di ated. The Cα of the
VWD Type 2A mutated residues that have a medium:lysate ratio in FLVWF (M:L) of <0.5 (Figure 5-1,
Table 5- a e i di ated a ed sphe e a d the Cα of utatio s that ha e a M:L atio of > . a e
indicated in blue. Based on functional studies, the mutations are scored and grouped as having the
largest reduction of M:L (<0.25) with no detectable secreted FLVWF(++++, A), reduced M:L but
detectable secreted FLVWF that has greatly enhanced ADAMTS13 proteolysis in the absence of urea
(+++, B), no reduction in M:L and enhanced ADAMTS13 proteolysis in the absence of urea (++, C) or
no reduction in M:L and no enhancement of proteolysis in the absence of urea (+,D).
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A subset of the variants that display VWD type2A group I phenotype, have severely depleted levels
of secreted VWF (Figure 5-1). My study has been limited, due to the large number of variants
studied, in that the VWF variants were expressed homogenously. The in vitro co-expression of VWD
type 2A variants with WT has previously been demonstrated to increase the expression levels of
some of these variants177.
Attempts to study the isolated VWF A2 domain Type2A variants in a similar manner to the VicCC,
CBS and glycan variants (Chapters 3 and 4) were curtailed due to aggregation and the inefficient
purification of monomeric protein (Figure 5-3). The close relationship between VWF A2 domain
secretion and FLVWF medium:lysate ratio (Table 5-4 and 5-5) does indicate that the structural
arrangement of the VWF A2 domain influences the intracellular packing and secretion of VWF. The
introduction of the Type2A variants into a larger, more stable fragment of VWF may help to
overcome the aggregate problem.
The human VWF A2 domain sequence was aligned to the VWF A2 domain sequence of other species,
and the conversation of residues scored: the conservation score (CS) ranging from 1 being the least
conserved to 10, perfect conservation (Figure 5-6). 40 of the 175 residues in the human VWF A2
domain are perfectly conserved across species, indicating the likely importance of these residues in
maintaining the correct fold/function of the VWF A2 domain. An amino acid change of the perfectly
conserved residues occurs in 14 of the 34 (40%) of VWD Type 2A mutations studied here. 70 of the
175 residues in the human VWF A2 domain have a conservation score (CS) of less than 8, only 7 of
the 34 (20%) Type 2A mutations are located at these positions. Next, the VWD Type 2A mutations
were arbitrarily scored and grouped based on the reduction of FLVWF secretion and enhancement
ADAMTS13 proteolysis (data from this and published work, Tables 5-4 and 5-5), from the most
severe (++++) to least (+). The CS of the mutated residues did not seem to relate to the severity of
functional defect in VWF, as conserved residues were present in all four groups (Table 5-6). The
location of the VWD Type 2A mutations within the folded VWF A2 domain structure also did not
indicate any clustering within a discrete area (Figure 5-7), as had previously been observed for VWD
Type 2B mutations in the VWF A1 domain306.
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Mutation CS Effect Mutation CS Effect Mutation CS Effect Mutation CS Effect
G1505R
S1506L
S1543F
V1607D
L1639P
V1630E
V1499E
V1539E
L1540P

10
10
10
10
10
9
8
8
8

++++
++++
++++
++++
++++
++++
++++
++++
++++

G1505E
E1638K
V1665E
R1597W
R1597Q
L1562P
G1629R
A1500E
G1609R
G1631D

10
10
10
9
9
8
8
7
6
6

+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++

Q1556R
G1579R
P1627H
I1628T
L1657I
M1528V
I1568N
P1648S
K1518E
S1613P

10
10
10
10
10
9
9
8
7
7

++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++

V1604F
D1614G
L1503Q
D1653V
L1580V

10
10
8
6
4

+
+
+
+
+

Table 5-6: Conservation score and effect of VWD Type2A mutations in the VWF A2 domain
The conservation score (CS), 1 being lowest and 10 perfect, is taken from Figure 5-6 and effect from
Figure 5-7.

Pre- and post-crystal structure molecular models of the VWF A2 domain predict that Type2A
mutations will destabilise the VWF A2 domain 237,238,249,307, with Group I mutations causing a much
larger destabilising effect than the Group II. Selected Type2A group II mutations have been shown to
reduce the thermostability of the purified VWF A2 domain (Table 1-4). Due to the position and
orientation of these Type2A mutations, they are predicted to disrupt the CBS (R1597W), VicCC
M

V a d α -less loop (E1638K)246.

A prediction of a Type2A mutation sub-group (that is located within the VWF A2 domain), based on
genetic information and a molecular model, is difficult to make. Upon examination of the
biochemical changes induced by the Type2A mutations, no obvious correlation is seen between
amino acid substitution and the measured phenotype (section 5.4). For example, the G1505E variant
is a Group II mutation and the G1505R variant a Group I (Table 5-4).
Further examination of the Type2A variants shows Group I or Group II is not determinate on the
positioning within secondary structural elements, the orientation of the R-group within the core or
on the surface of the domain or the amino acid change. Further biochemical, biophysical and
computational studies may reveal a definitive mechanism.
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6 Ongoing projects
6.1 VWD Type 2A and 2B mutations and the conformation of the VWF
A1A2A3 tridomain.
Conformational changes in the VWF A1 and A2 domains underlie the propensity for VWF to interact
with platelets and initiate thrombotic events. The large multimeric structure of VWF makes it
susceptible to the rheological forces present in the vasculature, which influences the conformation
of the individual domains14. The amount of force applied across VWF increases with the local shear
rate, immobilisation or tethering of VWF to surface or platelet and the size of the VWF multimer.
Force is known to change the morphology of VWF, from the globular native state of multimeric VWF
to a more elongated conformation137, potentially displacing any interdomain interactions56. Above a
specific force threshold, a subtle shift in the conformation of the VWF A1 domain occurs. The
conformational change in the VWF A1 domain results in an increased affinity for the platelet
e epto GpI α154, an initial step in platelet aggregation. A more dramatic change, of domain
unfolding, occurs in the VWF A2 domain, exposing ADAMTS13 binding sites and the scissile bond 83.
Subsequent ADAMTS13 proteolysis of VWF A2 domain reduces the multimeric size of VWF, hence
the propensity for force-induced conformational activation. How mechanical force is dispersed
across the proximate VWF A1 and A2 domains and whether an ordered or coupled conformational
change occurs, is unclear.
The regulation of the force-dependant conformational changes of the VWF A1 and A2 domains is
known to be disrupted by VWD Type2A and Type2B mutations. The observed phenotype of both
subtypes is the reduction in high MW VWF multimers 308,309, resulting in increased bleeding and,
often in Type2B, moderate to severe thrombocytopenia310. It is thought that Type2A (group II)
mutations in the VWF A2 domain enhance ADAMTS13 proteolysis, reducing the MW of VWF and the
ability for VWF to undergo conformational changes to interact with platelets169. Type2B mutations
esult i a i

eased affi it fo GpI α311, which leads to increased clearance of VWF/platelet

complexes312 and also platelet dysfunction313. Furthermore, increased tethering of VWF to platelets
occurs, increasing the mechanical force on VWF, resulting in VWF A2 unfolding and enhanced
ADAMTS13 proteolysis of Type2B variants131.
In an attempt to examine the functional interplay between the VWF A1 and A2 domains, I
introduced a panel of characterised and uncharacterised VWD Type2A group II (see Chapter 5) and
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Type2B mutations (including an engineered mutation in the VWF A1 domain that mimics the
i

eased affi it fo GpI α, Y

C/C

R, A SS92) into a recombinant VWF A1A2A3 construct

(pcDNA3.1-VWFA1A2A3). The mutant domain fragments were prepared, expressed and purified to
homogeneity by the C-terminal fused His-tag, in a similar manner to that of the VWF A2 domain (see
section 3.3). The incorporation of the unstable Type2A mutations into the larger A1A2A3 fragment
of VWF was carried out in part to overcome the problem of aggregation observed in the isolated
VWF A2 domain (Figure 5-3). The functional conformation of the VWF A1 domain in the VWF
A1A2A3 fragment was examined through binding to an immobilised recombi a t GpI α f ag e t
(as performed previously, section 3.9) and the functional conformation of VWF A2 domain detected
by the solution interaction with iADAMTS13 (as performed previously, section 4.4).

Figure 6-1: Bi di g of VWF A A A

a ia ts to GpI α and iADAMTS13

The binding VWF A1A2A3 variants with introduced mutations located in the A1 domain (green bars)
o VWF A do ai
lue a s to GpI α o iADAMTS13. (A) 300nM of VWF A1A2A3 WT was preincubated with 760µg/ml ristocetin as a positive control (WT+risto). All other VWF A1A2A3 variants
contained no ristocetin. All samples were added to an ELISA plate coated with a recombinant
f ag e t of GpI α (2.5µg/ml). After washing, samples were detected with an HRP-anti VWF
antibody (Dako) and OPD. Optical density (OD) was measured at 492nm (B) A2VicCC WT domain
(50nM) was immobilised on a microtiter plate. 30nM of iADAMTS13 (inactive, E225A) was separately
pre-incubated with 300nM VWF A1A2A3 variants in buffer alone (i.e no CaCl2 or EDTA) for 1 hour at
37°C. The pre-incubated VWF A1A2A3/ADAMTS13 was added to the microtiter plate for 1-2hours,
where the pre-incubated VWF variants competed with the immobilised WT VWF A2 domain for
binding to the iADAMTS13. After washing, iADAMTS13 bound to the immobilised VWF A2 domain
was detected by a biotinylated anti-TSP2-4 polyclonal antibody, followed by streptavidin-HRP and
OPD. Pre-incubation controls containing 0nM VWF A1A2A3, 30nM iADAMTS13 represented 0%
solution binding of the VWF A1A2A3 domain to iADAMTS13 and 0nM VWF A1A2A3, 0nM
iADAMTS13 represented 100% solution binding of VWF A1A2A3 to ADAMTS13.. Some experiments
were carried out by BSc student Kiranpreet Gill under my supervision. All results are mean ±SEM,
n=2.
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As expected, the VWF A1A2A3 WT in the presence of ristocetin displayed enhanced binding to
GpI α, compared to WT alone (Figure 6-1A). Consistent with previous findings, the VWF A1 Type2B
eased i di g to GpI α92,155, even in the absence

mutation R1306Q and A1SS a ia ts displa ed i

of ristocetin. Unexpectedly, the R1450E variant, which has been characterised as a Type2B variant155,
did ot i d spo ta eousl to GpI α. No e of the VWD T pe A a ia ts lo ated ithi the VWF A
domain bound to GpI α i the a se e of isto eti

Blue a s, Figu e -1A). The majority of VWD

Type2A variants did display an increase in binding to iADAMTS13, in comparison to the WT (Blue
bars, Figure 6-1B). Interestingly, enhanced binding to ADAMTS13 was also detected for the variants
in the VWF A1 domain (Green bars, Figure 6-1B) with the level of interaction similar to some of the
defined VWF Type2A group II variants.
The R1306Q and A1SS variants can spo ta eousl

i d to GpI α, a d also appea to i flue e the

conformation of the VWF A2 domain, given the observed increased ADAMTS13 binding. Not one of
the Type2A mutations in the VWF A2 domain (which increased ADAMTS13 binding) influenced the
functional conformation of the VWF A1 domain. To confirm and extend these ELISA based binding
results, ADAMTS13 proteolysis assays were conducted with all of these VWF A1A2A3 variants (Figure
6-2).
The enhanced interaction of the VWF A1 domain variants (R1306Q and A1SS) with iADAMTS13, was
indeed confirmed by a demonstration of enhanced ADAMTS13 proteolysis. Cleavage fragments of
R1306Q and A1SS were detected even in the absence of urea-induced unfolding (Figure 6-2, top
panel). The addition of urea further enhanced the proteolysis, but the addition of a recombinant
f ag e t of GpI α did ot i flue e the ADAMTS

p oteol sis of a

of the VWF A A A

a ia ts.

As expected, the VWD Type2A variants also display enhanced proteolysis in comparison to the WT,
with the majority of the variants proteolysed by ADAMTS13 in the absence of urea (Figure 6-2,
middle and lower panels).
The VWD Type2B variants located in the VWF A1 domain, which can spontaneousl

i d to GpI α,

were cleaved by ADAMTS13 in a urea and GpIbα-independent manner. In contrast, the Type2A
variants located in the VWF A2 domain were also cleaved by ADAMTS13 in a urea and GpIbαindependent manner, ut did ot spo ta eousl

i d to GpI α. It has p e iousl been demonstrated

that the R1306Q variant destabilised the VWF A1 domain314. Enhanced ADAMTS13 proteolysis has
also been observed with other Type2B variants that occur in the VWF A1 domain 270.
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Figure 6-2: ADAMTS13 proteolysis of VWF A1A2A3 variants
After pre-incubation with 5mM CaCl2, ±1.5M urea a d ± µg/ l GpI α, 400nM VWF A1A2A3 variants
were mixed with a final concentration of 20nM ADAMTS13 for 0 and 2 hours, reactions being
terminated by addition of 100mM EDTA . The samples were then run on a 4-12% Bis-Tris gel. After
transfer and blocking, samples were detected on a western blot using an antibody to the C-terminal
Myc-tag. Experiments were carried out by BSc student Kiranpreet Gill under my supervision.

These preliminary findings highlight the functional importance of the VWF A1-A2 interaction. It has
been proposed that the VWF A1 domain inhibits ADAMTS13 proteolysis of VWF in the native state,
the inhibition being alleviated

i di g of a

utated GpI α f ag e t

a

i g the platelet-type

269

VWD mutations, G233V and M239V) to the VWF A1 domain . In contrast, my findings demonstrate
that a WT GpI α f ag e t does ot i flue e the p oteol sis of a VWF A A A f ag e t. It appea s
that

utatio s hi h i

ease the affi it of the i te a tio

et ee VWF a d GpI α 92 also enhance

the ADAMTS13 proteolysis of VWF, i espe ti e of a ti e i di g ith a GpI α f ag e t Figu e -2).
Further studies have identified the relevance of chloride ion binding to the VWF A1 domain and
prevention of ADAMTS13 proteolysis315,316. The presence of Type2B mutations in the VWF A1
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domain reduced the chloride interaction and thus increased the ADAMTS13 proteolysis of VWF317. It
has also been proposed that the VWF A2 domain binds to the a ti e GpI α-binding conformation
and inhibits the interaction90, although the VWF A2 domain construct used was not glycosylated and
lacked the VicCC.
Further support for functional coupling of the VWF A1 and A2 domains, is provided by the
o se atio that isto eti , used to i du ed GpI α i di g, also i du es ADAMTS

p oteol sis of

VWF268. More recent studies, employing molecular dynamic simulations and single molecule
measurements, have suggested that the VWF A2 domain can bind to the VWF A1 domain in multiple
orientations, in which the β sheet of the A do ai

that i te a ts

ith GpI α is lo ked

the

VWF A2 domain151. It appears that the O-linked segments flanking the A1 domain can interfere with
the intradomain interactions of the VWF A1 and A2 domains318, suggesting the functional relevance
of the interdomain interaction in maintaining the overall globular conformation of VWF.
VWD mutations within the VWF A1 and A2 domains, along with engineered variants (i.e.
VicGG/N1602A, see Chapter 3, and A1SS92), provide a useful tool to evaluate the consequence of
conformational changes and mechanical force on the interdomain interaction between the VWF A1A2 domains. The O-linked glycan segments, other regions of VWF, both intra-monomer and intermonomer, and local ion concentrations are likely to influence the mechanism of force-induced
conformational changes in the VWF A1 and A2 domains.
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6.2 Development of a FRET construct to detect conformational
changes in the VWF A2 domain
One of my aims for this thesis has been to determine how the naturally occurring VWD Type2A
mutations influence the unfolding transition of the VWF A2 domain. The excessive aggregation
observed upon purification of the isolated VWF A2 domain containing VWD Type2A mutations
(Section 5.3) was overcome by incorporation into the larger VWF A1A2A3 fragment (Section 6.1).
DSF of the thermo-unfolding of the VWF A1A2A3 domain variants is likely to be ineffective, as
unfolding of the VWF A1 and A3 domains and hydrophobic patches between the VWF could obscure
monitoring of VWF A2 domain unfolding. In order to glean fresh insight into the functionally
important conformational transitions of the VWF A2 domain, a different experimental approach was
explored in this chapter.
Two fluorescent proteins (FPs) were fused to the N- and C-termini of the VWF A2 domain (in essence
replacing the VWF A1 and A3 domains of the VWF A1A2A3 fragment). It was anticipated that this
new construct might overcome aggregation observed previously upon the purification of Type2A
mutants when they were introduced into the isolated VWF A2 domain. The Förster (or fluorescence)
resonance energy transfer (FRET) between the introduced FPs would be dependent on the proximity
of the N- and C-termini of the VWF A2 domain. Conformational perturbations in the VWF A2 domain
(resulting from Type2A mutations and/or chemical denaturation or thermal unfolding) should then
be reflected in the efficiency of FRET between the two FPs. Provided the FPs do not block the
interactions with the VWF A2 domain, in situ ADAMTS13 proteolysis could also be examined using
FRET measurements.
FRET methodology has been used to investigate many biological systems 319. The primary clinical
diagnostic test for ADAMTS13 activity utilises the FRETS-VWF73 substrate222. FRETS-VWF73 is a
chemically synthesised, short and unstructured peptide of the VWF A2 domain (residues 1596-1668),
allowing for the incorporation of small molecule fluorophores which replace residues Q1599 and
N1610. Covalently linked and proximate fluorophores positioned at 1599 and 1610 are detached
upon ADAMTS13 cleavage of VWF (at the Y1605-M1606 bond), reducing the FRET signal. The use of
a larger pair of FPs to quantify ADAMTS13 activity has also been demonstrated 320. The location of
the N- (M1495) and C-termini (C1670) of the mammalian expressed and glycosylated VWF A2
domain indicate sufficient proximity, ~10Å apart, to facilitate FRET between two FPs (Figure 6-3A).
Unfolding and conformational changes that precede ADAMTS13 proteolysis, cause the N- and Ctermini of the VWF A2 domain to move apart by ~570Å 83. The full or partial unfolding of the VWF A2
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domain should cause a sufficient change in distance between the N- and C-termini to produce a
detectable reduction in the efficiency of FRET between the two FPs.
The recently designed and efficient FRET pair of clover (a green fluorescent protein, GFP) and
mRuby2 (a red fluorescent protein, RFP)265 were cloned into the PCEP-A2VicCC construct, see
Methods (Figure 6-3C). The VWF A2 FRET construct was transiently expressed in HEK293 EBNA cells
and purified by Ni2+ affinity chromatography, as described for the PCEP-A2VicCC constructs (Chapters
3 and 4). SDS-PAGE analysis of the monomeric elution fragment revealed that the purified protein
migrated as three bands of differing MW (Figure 6-4). Western blot analysis, using an antibody
against the C-terminal myc-tag and a polyclonal VWF antibody, indicate that the two bands of higher
MW comprised the VWF A2 domain and the lower band could only be detected via the myc tag.
These results indicate fragmentation of the VWF A2 FRET construct.

Figure 6-3: The VWF A2 domain as a FRET sensor
(A) Cartoon representation of the VWF A2 domain structure, the N-terminal (M1495) fused to a GFP
and C-terminal (C1670) fused to a RFP. A distance of 10.6Å between M1495 (green) and C1670 (red)
was measured in the crystal structure of the VWF A2 domain (3ZQK) using PYMOL. (B) The emission
spectra of GFP (clover) and RFP (mRuby2), adapted from265. (C) Schematic representation of the
gene of interest in the PCEP-A2VicCC-FRET (A2F) construct. Signal peptide (sp, blue), VWF A2 domain
residues (black), GFP, RFP and Mychis-tag (mht, orange) are indicated.
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Figure 6-4: Fragmentation of the purified VWF A2 FRET construct
Purified protein samples were boiled in loading buffer (Invitrogen) before being run on a 4-12% Bistris gel. Prediction of the products from A2FRET purification based on protein stain (coomassie), tag
detection (anti-myc antibody) and VWF detection (anti-VWF antibody). The largest band present has
a MW of ~95kDa (consistent of the predicted MW of VWF A2FRET) and contains a mychis-tag and
VWF. The middle band has a MW of ~70kDa and contains VWF but not a mychis-tag. The lowest
band has a MW of ~24kDa, consistent with the difference in MW between the middle and highest
bands and contains a mychis-tag but not the VWF A2 domain.

To further investigate the fragmentation of VWF A2 FRET construct, the N- and C-terminal locations
of clover and mRuby2 were swapped, and truncations to were made to remove GFP (clover), RFP
(mRuby2) and the VWF A2 domain was replaced by a short six amino acid linker (Figure 6-5A). After
expression of the constructs in HEK293 EBNA cells and purification by Ni2+ affinity chromatography,
the purified fractions were run on an SDS-page gel followed by coomassie staining (Figure 6-5C).
Fragmentation products were detected again for the constructs containing mRuby2, but absent
within the constructs where mRuby2 had been removed (see lanes 3 and 6, Figure 6-5A).
Fragmentation clearly occurs within the mRuby2 protein sequence.
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Figure 6-5: VWF A2 FRET constructs and SDS-PAGE analysis
Cartoon representation of the VWF A2 FRET constructs with mRuby2 positioned at the N-terminus
and clover at the C-terminus (R-C A2F), deletion of mRuby2 from the R-C A2F construct (delR-C A2F),
deletion of clover from the R-C A2F construct (R-delC A2F), clover positioned at the N-terminus and
mRuby2 at the C-terminus (C-R A2F), deletion of clover from the C-R A2F construct (delC-R A2F),
deletion of mRuby2 from the C-R A2F construct (C-delR A2F) and replacement of the VWF A2 domain
with a short six amino acid linked, PKRNSG (C-R delA2F). (B) Purified protein samples were boiled in
loading buffer (Invitrogen) before being run on a 4-12% Bis-tris gel. Samples were directly stained
with coomassie.
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Figure 6-6: Locating the region within mRuby2 where fragmentation occurs.
(A) The MW of the C-terminal mRuby2 fused to mychis-tag, contained within the C-R A2F construct,
is ~30kDa. A mychis-tagged product is present within the purified C-R A2F elution and has a MW of
~24kDa. (B) The MW of the N-terminal mRuby2, contained within the R-C A2F construct (where
clover is located at the C-terminus and fused to the myc-his tag), is ~26.5 kDa. Two products are
visible for the purified R-C A2F and appear to have a difference in MW of ~7kDa. (C) Based on the
identified products in A2FRET and RAC-A2F, fragmentation appears to occur in mRuby2 at a location
that results in a 7kDa N-terminal product. The fragmentation site is likely to lie between mRuby2
residues 50-80.
A deductive analysis of the fragment sizes of the VWF A2 FRET constructs indicates that
fragmentation of mRuby2 occurs between residues 50-80, due to a 7kDa N-terminal fragment of
mRuby2 detected in both R-C A2F and C-R A2F proteins (Figure 6-6). Within this region lies the
chromophore-forming residues321. It has previously been reported that an intrinsic, autocatalytic
step toward the formation of the mature chromophore results in fragmentation of the protein
backbone in RFPs322-325. Thus, the fragmentation that occurs within VWF A2 FRET is not an unusual
phenomenon and does not preclude the use of the construct to detect conformational changes
within the VWF A2 domain.
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To determine if FRET occurs using the VWF A2 domain constructs, excitation and emission scans of
the differing constructs were performed (see Methods 2.4.11). To control for non-specific FRET, the
deletion variants were combined at equimolar concentrations (i.e delR-C A2F plus R-delC A2F and
delC-R A2F plus C-delR A2F). The increased emission signal between 550-650nm at excitation
wavelengths of 475nm (Ex475) and 505nm (Ex505) in the single FRET constructs, in contrast to the
combination of the deletion variants, indicate that FRET is occurring (Figure 6-7A and B). The
increase in signal in the excitation spectra between 450-525nm at an emission wavelength of 650nm
(Em650), confirming the observations of the emission spectra (Figure 6-7C). A high concentration of
urea (6M) was used to induce unfolding of the VWF A2 domain. A drop in FRET signal between 550650nm at Ex505, to that of the deletion variants (Figure 6-7D), indicates that FRET efficiency has
diminished upon urea-induced VWF A2 domain unfolding. No change in the emission spectra of the
deletion variants is visible in 6M urea, indicating that the fluorescence of the FPs is not affected by
the high concentration of urea. To derive quantitative values from the emission/excitation scans, the
absorbance unit (AU) values at the maximal excitation/emission wavelengths for clover and mRuby2
are used to calculate the o se ed FRET , FRETobs (Table 6-1).

Figure 6-7: Emission and Excitation scans of VWF A2 FRET constructs
Normalised emission spectra at (A) Ex475, (B) Ex505 and (C) excitation spectra at Em650 for 50-250nM
R-C A2F, delR-C + R-delC A2Fs, C-R A2F, delC-R + C-delR A2Fs and C-R delA2F in 20mM Tris pH7.8,
50mM NaCl, 1.25mM CaCl2. (D) Normalised emission spectra at Ex505 for 50nM R-C A2F, delR-C + RdelC A2Fs at 0 and 6M urea concentrations. Spectra are representative of three separate scans.
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VWF A2 FRET construct
R-C A2F
delR-C + R-delC
C-R A2F
delC-R + C-delR
C-R delA2F
R-C A2F 6M urea
delR-C + R-delC 6M urea

Ex475Em585/

FRETobs
Ex505Em585/

Ex505Em650/

Ex475Em585

Ex505Em585

Ex505Em650

+ Ex475Em516 + Ex505Em516 + Ex560Em650
0.19
0.06
0.16
0.07
0.17

± 0.01
± 0.00
± 0.01
± 0.00
± 0.01

0.20
0.07
0.16
0.07
0.18
0.08
0.07

± 0.00
± 0.00
± 0.00
± 0.00
± 0.00

0.36
0.21
0.35
0.20
0.37

± 0.01

Table 6-1: FRET observed
values for VWF A2 FRET
constructs

± 0.01
± 0.01
± 0.00
± 0.01

± 0.00
± 0.00

The R-C A2F construct was chosen for further analysis due to it displaying the highest FRETobs values
(Table 6-1) and the fragmentation from mRuby2 resulting in a smaller difference in MW between the
VWF A2 containing fragments (Figure 6-6). Urea titrations were performed to determine the effect
of VWF A2 domain unfolding on the FRETobs of the R-C A2F construct. The decreasing FRETobs with
increasing concentrations of urea, indicates the sensitivity of the R-C A2F construct for measuring
conformational changes in the VWF A2 domain (Figure 6-8).

Figure 6-8: Urea unfolding of the VWF A2 FRET construct
50nM R-C A2F was pre-incubated in 20mM Tris, 50mM NaCl, 1.25mM CaCl 2 and varying
concentrations of urea for at least 30mins before emission spectra at Ex 505 were performed. FRETobs
values were determined at each concentration using the equation FRETobs= Ex505Em585/( Ex505Em585+
Ex505Em516). Results are the mean±SD of at least 3 separate scans.
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To ensure that the FPs at the N- and C- termini of the R-C A2F construct do not disrupt the
interaction with ADAMTS13, proteolysis assays were performed, and the change in FRETobs was
monitored during the reaction. Proteolysis of the R-C A2F construct could be detected between 13M urea, indicating the FPs do not disrupt the interaction with ADAMTS13 (Figure 6-9A). The change
in FRETobs during the incubation with ADAMTS13 arises from adoption of the unfolded state of the
VWF A2 domain and from those R-C A2F constructs that have been proteolysed by ADAMTS13
(Figure 6-9B). The largest changes in FRETobs occur under the urea conditions in which most
proteolysis is visible by western blot.

Figure 6-9: ADAMTS13 proteolysis of VWF A2 FRET construct
A final concentration 50nM of the R-C A2F construct and 50nM ADAMTS13 were separately preincubated in 1.25mM CaCl2 and varying concentrations of urea for at 37°C for 45mins before being
combined to initiate the proteolysis reaction. (A) After 120mins reactions were stopped by the
addition of EDTA and run on a 4-12% Bis-Tris gel followed by a western blot using an anti-myc
antibody. (B) Emission scans were taken at an excitation wavelength of 505nm every 0.5mins for
120mins, after 2mins ADAMTS13 was added at a final concentration of 50nM.

These encouraging observations indicate that the R-C A2F construct can be used to determine
conformational changes within the VWF A2 domain. A subset of 11 of the VWD type2A variants
which could not be studied in the isolated recombinant VWF A2 domain, were then introduced into
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the R-C A2F construct. After transient expression in HEK293 EBNA cells, the medium and lysate were
analysed by western blot (Figure 6-10A). Of the 11 type2A variants, secretion could be detected for 8
of the variants. Subsequent Ni2+ affinity chromatography was performed in order to purify them. The
presence of the stable FPs at the N- and C-termini of the VWF A2 domain largely overcame the
aggregation problems previously observed with the isolated VWF A2 domain construct (Figure 610B). It can be seen that in almost all of the variants, the proportion of monomeric fragment (the
first elution peak) exceeded the aggregated fragment (second eluted peak).

Figure 6-10: Expression and purification of VWD type2A variants in the VWF A2 FRET construct.
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Figure 6-10: Expression and purification of VWD type2A variants in the VWF A2 FRET
construct.
(A) The VWF R-C A2F variants were transiently transfected in HEK293 EBNA cells. After 3-5 days, the
media was collected, cells washed with PBS and then lysed with 1% ipegal. Media and lysate samples
were boiled in loading buffer (Invitrogen) before being run on a 4-12% Bis-tris gel. After transfer and
blocking, samples were detected on a western blot using an antibody against the C-terminal myctag. (B) Ni2+ affinity chromatography of R-C A2F WT and variant proteins. Elution volume is displayed
after an increase of Imidazole concentration to 100mM. Monomeric proteins elute at 100mM
Imidazole and aggregates after the increase to 500mM.

As unfolding of the VWF A2 domain is predicted to occur from the C-terminus, the direct reporting
of the distance between the FPs (fused to the N- and C-termini of the VWF A2 domain in the VWF A2
FRET construct) should provide an effective means of making measurements of VWF A2
conformational change. The VWF A2 FRET construct has the advantage over the use of DSF and
thermal unfolding of the VWF A2 domain, as the effect of mutations on the resting conformation of
the VWF A2 domain can be directly made. Proteolysis by ADAMTS13 also can be measured.
I am planning to continue my investigation of these VWF A2 FRET proteins to address the effect of
the VWD mutations on the unfolding transition of the VWF A2 domain and the interaction with
ADAMTS13. Using urea denaturation of the VWF A2 FRET proteins will allow the calculation of the
energetics of VWF A2 domain unfolding. The influence of the VWD mutations on the free energy and
cooperativity of unfolding can also be derived from the results using mathematical models. Time
course incubations with ADAMTS13 might reveal how changes in the unfolding dynamics of the VWF
A2 domain relates to the kinetics of proteolysis. There is potential for single molecule FRET
measurements, facilitating the calculation of the distance that the N- and C- termini move apart
before ADAMTS13 proteolysis occurs.
Overall, this newly developed VWF A2 FRET construct provides for the first time an effective method
to study the effect of destabilising mutations on the unfolding transition of the VWF A2 domain and
the subsequent proteolysis of ADAMTS13. The relatively simple set-up of the technique will allow
the study of multiple VWF and ADAMTS13 variants under varying conditions, something that it is
limited in the single molecule optical tweezers studies of the VWF A2 domain unfolding. Whether
this technique can provide novel insights into mechanisms which regulate ADAMTS13 proteolysis,
and the perturbation by VWD disease mutations, remains to be seen.
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7 Overall Conclusions
7.1 VWF A2 domain unfolding, stability and ADAMTS13 interaction
There are multiple ways to detect VWF A2 domain unfolding and conformational change. The most
direct measure of VWF A2 domain unfolding is the use of single molecule techniques, with the
application of measured mechanical force to VWF. Spectroscopic detection of the heat or chemical
denaturant-induced unfolding of the VWF A2 domain provides a measure of the stability, and thus
the propensity to unfold (summarised in Table 1-4). The versatility of spectroscopic techniques and
the circumvention of the technical complexities of single molecule measurements, have facilitated
the study of multiple variants of the VWF A2 domain. The unfolded state of the VWF A2 domain can
also be indirectly determined by the exposure of ADAMTS13 binding and cleavage sites. In vitro, the
unfolding of FLVWF to facilitate ADAMTS13 interaction can be induced by chemical denaturants or
with the use of rheological force applied by parallel flow chamber system or cone viscometer 131.
To study the effects of mutations within the isolated VWF A2 domain, I used differential scanning
fluorimetry (DSF). During DSF, increased temperature causes the denaturation and unfolding of the
VWF A2 domain structure, which leads to increased exposure of hydrophobic regions to which the
dye SyproOrange binds to and fluoresces244. Previous publications employing DSF/SyproOrange
produced results consistent with temperature-induced unfolding measured by the spectroscopic
technique of circular dichroism58,145,146. To complement the DSF measurements of thermostability, I
also performed ADAMTS13 binding and proteolysis assays. In Chapter 3, I confirmed that the VicCC
and CBS individually stabilise the VWF A2 domain and further demonstrated a synergistic influence
on the stability of the VWF A2 domain. The changes in stability, upon modification of the VicCC
and/or CBS, of the VWF A2 domain were reflected in the susceptibility to ADAMTS13 proteolysis. In
Chapter 4, I demonstrated that the glycan attached at N1574 stabilises the VWF A2 domain,
providing an explanation for the mechanism by which this glycan influences ADAMTS13 proteolysis.
A key aspect of N1574-glycan stabilisation is its i te a tio

ith the β -β hai pin turn, in particular,

the Y1544 residue. The instability of the glycan variants was reflected in their propensity to bind to
inactive ADAMTS13 in solution. This triad of features present within the VWF A2 domain, the VicCC,
CBS and N1574-glycan, all stabilise the VWF A2 domain and influence ADAMTS13 interaction and
subsequent proteolysis. To define the relationship between VWF A2 domain stability and ADAMTS13
interaction, the calculated Tm values determined by DSF have been plotted against the % solution
binding to iADAMTS13 for the variant/condition matched VWF A2 domains (Figure 7-1).
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Figure 7-1: Relationship between VWF A2 domain stability and its interaction with
ADAMTS13
The calculated mean Tm determined by DSF was plotted against the mean solution binding of 500nM
VWF A2 to 30nM iADAMTS13, for the variant and condition matched VWF A2 domain variants
(summarised in Table 7.1). Selected variants are highlighted on the graph. The Spearman coefficient
was calculated using linear regression (Graphpad).

Attempts to study the isolated VWF A2 domain with combined destabilising mutations to the VicCC,
CBS and/or N1574-glycan were prevented due to the intracellular retention of these constructs
(Figures 3-2 and 4-1). Similarly, attempts to measure the effect of VWD Type2A mutations in the
isolated VWF A2 domain were prevented due to aggregation upon purification (Figure 5-3). The
chemical chelation of Ca2+ by EDTA provides a means to study the dual effect of VicCC or N1574
disruption alongside the removal of the stabilising influence of Ca 2+. Removal of two of the stabilising
elements from the VWF A2 domain (DelCC+EDTA or N1574Q+EDTA) resulted in the largest loss of
stability and greatest interaction with ADAMTS13 (Figure 7-1). The relationship between VWF A2
stability and ADAMTS13 interaction is supported by analysis of VicCC, CBS and N-glycan variants in
the FLVWF protein. Spontaneous cleavage of the combination FLVWF VicGG/N1602A variant occurs
when incubated with ADAMTS13, whereas, minimal proteolysis of the single N1602A, VicGG or
N1574Q variants is detected in the absence of urea-induced unfolding (Figure 3-12 and 4-8). Analysis
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of combination mutations of FLVWF N1574Q (i.e. VicGG/N1574Q or N1574Q/N1602A) have not
been performed. Based on the similar thermostability and ADAMTS13 interaction of the VWF A2
N1574Q+EDTA and DelCC+EDTA variants (Figure 7-1), spontaneous proteolysis would likely be
observed.
Analysis of the VWF A2 domain VicCC, CBS and glycan variants demonstrate that there is a strong
negative correlation between the thermostability of the VWF A2 domain and the interaction with
ADAMTS13 (Figure 7-1). The VicCC is thought to be the initial point of unfolding and is preceded in
sequence by a high-affinity binding site for the ADAMTS13 spacer domain52. However, the disruption
of N1574Q (which lies away from any known ADAMTS13 binding sites and in the N-terminal lobe)
induces a similar increase in interaction with ADAMTS13. As the DSF derived T m values and the
competition based ELISA % binding values are bulk measurements of the VWF A2 domain variants,
an exact mechanism of unfolding of the VWF A2 domain is not possible to derive from this data. The
VWF A2 domain is unique within VWF, as the twisted Rossman fold of the VWA type domain is not
constrained by a long-range disulphide bond, as observed in the homologous VWF A1 and A3
domains. Other specialisations in the structure of the VWF A2 domain include the absence a α
helix, the cis-P1645, a VicCC, a CBS and the two N-linked glycans52. How these features of the VWF
A2 domain act in concert to regulate transition between a folded and an unfolded state, both as an
isolated fragment of VWF and under mechanical force as part of a VWF multimer, governing the
proteolysis of VWF by ADAMTS13, is an intriguing question.
Clearly the VicCC, CBS and N1574-glycan stabilise the fold of domain, constraining the overall
conformation, yet still allow the domain to unfold and interact with ADAMTS13 when sufficient
mechanical force (or chemical denaturant) is applied. After full linear extension of the VWF A2
domain during pulling experiments 145,146, the domain can refold to the native state and undergo
further cycles of unfolding and refolding. Similarly, reversibility of VWF A2 domain structure was also
detected with thermal-induced unfolding measured by CD146. The refolding of the extended linear
unstructured VWF A2 domain back to the native tertiary conformation is likely to occur along the
same pathway the domain unfolds. Understanding how this pathway is perturbed by mutations,
both engineered and naturally occurring VWD Type2A, will clarify the molecular mechanisms that
regulate exposure of the s issile o d. The β -β hai pi to

hi h the N

-glycan interacts, the

CBS and the VicCC may form nucleation points for condensation and correct folding of the domain.
Discrete disruption of the stabilising regions (by designed mutations) or random disruption of
protein folding pathways (by VWD Type2A mutations) may lead to aberrant folding. Severely
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misfolded VWF A2 domains are intracellularly retained, a misfolded but secreted VWF A2 domain
lowers the force required for the VWF A2 domain to unfold and thus be proteolysed by ADAMTS13.
Molecular dynamic simulations have only focused on the C-terminal half of the VWF A2 domain
when modelling unfolding85,87,248-250. It is predicted by the molecular dynamic simulations that the
Vi CC a d α heli

that o tai s the esidues that i te a t ith the ADAMTS

spa e do ai

are

the first components to be undocked from the folded VWF A2 domain structure (Figure 7-3 A+B).
P o eedi g the deta h e t of the α heli , the β sheet, α heli , β sheet, α -less loop and central
β sheet a e se ue tiall pulled a a f o

the o e of the VWF A2 domain: this exposes the scissile

bond and binding sites for the ADAMTS13 cysteine rich, disintegrin-like and metalloprotease
domains (Figure 7-3C). The starting point structures used in the molecular dynamic simulations have
often been based on the Ca2+ unbound VWF A2 domain crystal structure (3GXB) and the stabilising
role of the N1574-glycan has not been considered. A complete model of VWF A2 domain unfolding
should examine the stabilisation provided by three distinct elements, the VicCC, CBS and N1574glycan.

7.2 The in vivo effect of mutations in the VWF A2 domain
The appreciable homology between murine (mVWF) and human VWF (hVWF)326, the development
of the VWF knockout (VWF-/-) mouse327 and the use of hydrodynamic gene transfer328 (to allow the
transient expression of WT and mutant mVWF in the VWF-/- mouse) has expanded the knowledge of
VWF structure and function beyond an in vitro setting329. E gi ee ed

utatio s to the GpI α,

collagen and GPIIbIIIa binding sites in mVWF (based on in vitro findings in hVWF) has confirmed the
importance of these interactions in VWF haemostatic function 330-332. The VWF-/- mouse provides a
model of severe Type 3 VWD and a means to evaluate mutations identified in VWD patients with
Type 1333 and Type 2 VWD334-337, as well as the role of the VWF O-linked glycans338. A more time and
ost i te si e k o k-i

ouse

odel of VWD T pe B has also ee de eloped339. This allows

mutant VWF to be expressed and stored heterogeneously (or homogenously) in endothelial cells and
also in the platelets340. A notable difference between murine and human physiology is that the
ADAMTS13 knockout mouse does not spontaneously develop TTP-like symptoms341,342.
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The aa sequence of the mVWF A2 and hVWF A2 domains are similar, with conserved residues
comprising the VWF A2 domain stabilising features of the CBS, N-linked glycans and VicCC (Figure 72). Three different VWF A2 domain variants have been examined in the VWF -/- mouse model; a
Type2A group II mutation (R1597W)337, an engineered mutation that disrupts the scissile bond
(Y1605A/M1606A)337 and the introduction of a constraining disulphide bond across the N-terminal
lobe of VWF A2 domain (S1494C/A1534C)86.

Figure 7-2: Sequence homology of VWF A2 domain stabilising regions in Human and Murine
The aa sequence of the parts of VWF A2 domain comprising the CBS (A), N1574-glycan attachment
site a d β -β hai pi B a d Vi CC C fo oth hu a a d u i e VWF a e displa ed. Alig e t
and figures adapted from52.

The R1597W mutation is one of the most commonly identified mutations in patients with VWD
Type2A, it has been well characterised in vitro as a VWD Type2A group II mutation and is known to
destabilise the VWF A2 domain by disruption of the CBS 177,246,247. In the VWF-/- mouse model, the
transfected mVWF R1597W variant displayed a reduced multimeric profile, consistent with the
enhanced ADAMTS13 proteolysis detected in vitro. Interestingly, upon vessel injury (ferric chloride
to the cremaster) no reduction in platelet accumulation was observed with the R1597W variant in
comparison to WT, but there was prolonged time to vessel occlusion 337.
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Figure 7-3: Unfolding of the VWF A2 domain
The crystal structure of the VWF A2 domain (3ZQK chain C) from native (A) to C-terminally unfolded
state (B-C) is depicted. The N-terminal lobe (M1495-Q1599) is shaded grey, and the C-terminal lobe
(A1600-C1670) is shaded black. The vicinal disulphide bond (C1669-C1670, red), scissile bond (Y1605M1606, yellow), calcium binding site (N1602, D1596 and D1498, green), VWD Type2A mutation
(R1597(W), orange), N1574 glycan and interacting residue (N1574-NAG and Y1544, magenta) and
location of engineered disulphide86 (S1494(C)- A1534(C), blue) are indicated on the structures.
Unfolding was performed manually on PYMOL and is not an accurate representation of any
unfolding pathways. (D) The correlation between ADAMTS13 interaction and VWF A2 domain
stability (based on Figure 7-1) with a prediction of the effect of the VWF A2 domain mutations
studied in the VWF-/- mouse model86,337.
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This suggests that the loss of high MW VWF multimers, associated with an increased ADAMTS13
interaction due to VWF A2 domain instability, does not affect initial platelet capture. The lack of high
MW multimers only in the plasma, or a fully stabilised VWF A2 domain, does appear to effect stable
clot formation.
The mVWF Y1605A/1606A variant, which has been determined in vitro to be resistant to ADAMTS13
proteolysis due to disruption of the scissile bond motif 212,343, displayed larger multimer structures
than WT. Upon vessel injury (ferric chloride to the cremaster) increased platelet accumulation was
detected with the Y1605A/M1606A variant, but, similarly to mVWF R1597W, the time to occlusion
was prolonged in comparison to WT337.
The Y1605A/M1606A mutation essentially introduces two cavities at the core of the VWF A2
domain, which is likely to result in a loss of stability. The Y1605A/1606A mutation also renders VWF
resistant to ADAMTS13 proteolysis (Figure 7-3D). The absence of occlusion in the mouse model may
be due to other proteases cleaving VWF outside of the ADAMTS13 scissile bond 234.
In a separate study, a disulphide bond was introduced into the N-terminal of the VWF A2 domain,
connecting the N-te

i al e ds of the β

a d β

sheets

S

C/A1534C). The hVWF

S1494C/A1534C variant was demonstrated to be resistant to proteolysis in vitro and displayed
increased platelet capture in an ex vivo flow based assay86. Upon hydrodynamic injection into the
VWF-/- mouse, the mVWF S1494C/A1534C variant resulted in the spontaneous development of TTP
symptoms86. Previously it had been identified that the ADAMTS13 knockout mouse does not develop
TTP symptoms341,342, neither were TTP-like symptoms observed upon the transient expression of the
ADAMTS13 resistant Y1605A/M1606A variant337. It is not clear how the S1494C/A1534C variant
prevents proteolysis. The VWF A2 domain is predicted to unfold from the C-terminal VicCC (C1669C1670)52 and, presumably, the scissile bond (Y1605-M1606) would not be constrained by the Nterminal S1494C-A1534C disulphide bond (Figure 7-3A-C). The influence of the N-terminal region of
the VWF A2 domain on unfolding and exposure of the ADAMTS13 sites at the C-terminus is
supported by the stabilising role of the N1574-glycan, with reduced ADAMTS13 cleavage also
observed with the engineered N1574Q/Y1544D variant (Figure 4-11). The correct formation of the
S1494C-A1534C disulphide bond would be likely to increase the stability of the VWF A2 domain as a
whole, and thus prevent ADAMTS13 interaction (Figure 7-3D). Furthermore, the S1494C-A1534C
disulphide bond could potentially obscure other proteolytic sites in the VWF A2 domain234, which
would be accessible in the ADAMTS13 cleavage resistant Y1605A/M1606A variant. The use of the
better characterised N1493C/C1670S variant58,85,87, to constrain the whole of the VWF A2 domain (in
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a homologous manner to the VWF A1 and A3 domains), may have been more informative. The
presence of four cysteine residues within in the VWF A2 domain of the S1494C/A1534C variant
(S1494C, A1534C, C1669 and C1670) may lead to the aberrant folding of VWF and a mixture of
disulphide bonded VWF A2 domain structures, causing the increased thrombotic nature of the VWF
variant.
The effect of mutations within the VWF A2 domain are primarily thought to be propagated through
the conformational regulation of ADAMTS13 (or alternate e z

es

lea age a d GpI α i di g to

VWF. Whether VWF A2 mutations have a direct influence on other ligand interactions of VWF, which
may stabilise clot formation, is not clear. The conformational dependence of VWF A2 domain
binding to platelet- associated vimentin344 or fibrinogen345 have yet to be clarified. Further to this,
the N-linked glycans of the VWF A2 domain have been shown to modulate the macrophagemediated clearance of VWF346. Whether Type2A mutations or force-driven conformational changes
can modulate VWF A2 domain interactions with other ligands outside of ADAMTS13 remains to be
determined.

7.3 VWF as a therapeutic target in cardiovascular disease
It is established that VWF is relevant in cardiovascular disease (CVD) with elevated levels of VWF
associated with cardiac events, atherosclerosis and stroke347-351. Increased VWF levels in CVD may
serve as a marker of endothelial dysfunction or as an effector pathological thrombus formation. The
thrombotic role of VWF largely plays out through the interactions of the VWF A1 domain with the
platelet

ell su fa e e epto

GpI α a d the VWF A

do ai

ith

ollage s. The apeuti

interventions towards VWF have been developed that effectively inhibit the interactions between
VWF A

do ai ·GpI α a d VWF A

do ai · ollage

352

. The majority of the inhibitors are

monoclonal antibodies that bind directly to the VWF A1353, A3354 o GpI α355,356 domains. DNA
aptamers357 a d a hi e i p otei

o tai i g GpI α f ag e t ith platelet-type VWD mutations358,

have also been demonstrated to be effective in blocking the VWF·GpI α i te a tio . A diffe e t
strategy to target the thrombotic effects of VWF is the use of recombinant ADAMTS13, which has
been demonstrated to delay thrombus formation and improve stroke outcome in mice359-361.
There is evidence that VWF deficiency is protective against CVD in animal models362 and that
patients with VWD may also have a protective effect against CVD 363-366. The broad range of types,
severity and pathological mechanisms of VWD, and the lack of information of subtype in the clinical
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data used to derive the potential protective effect of VWD on CVD, does not allow for clear
interpretation of what facet of VWD may provide a protective effect against CVD.
High MW VWF multimers are undoubtedly thrombotic. Their natural regulation by ADAMTS13 and
the increased protective effect observed with infusion of recombinant ADAMTS13, suggests that
reduction of high MW VWF downregulates VWF thrombotic potential. It would be interesting to
determine if the biotherapeutics directed towards VWF also influence ADAMTS13 proteolysis. It is
very likely that the chimeric GPG-220, that carries the PT-VWD mutations which have been
p e iousl de o st ated to e ha e ADAMTS
fragment269,
i te a tio

ould i

p oteol sis of VWF ia a e o

ease e posu e of the VWF A

do ai

ith platelets. It is te pti g to suggest that VWD

as

i a t GpI α

ell as i hi iti g the GpI α

utatio s that dis upt Gpl α o

collagen binding (Type2M) or enhance ADAMTS13 proteolysis without spontaneous platelet binding
(Type2A) would therefore also provide a protective mechanism against CVD. Whether the increased
exposure of ADAMTS13 binding and cleavage sites would be sufficient to disaggregate VWFdependant thrombi, has not been determined.
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THROMBOSIS AND HEMOSTASIS

Control of VWF A2 domain stability and ADAMTS13 access to the
scissile bond of full-length VWF
Christopher J. Lynch, David A. Lane, and Brenda M. Luken
Centre for Haematology, Department of Medicine, Imperial College London, London, United Kingdom

Rheological shear forces in the blood trigger von Willebrand factor (VWF) unfolding
which exposes the Y1605-M1606 scissile bond within the VWF A2 domain for cleavage
by ADAMTS13. The VWF A2 domain contains 2 structural features that provide it with
• The vicinal disulphide bond
stability: a vicinal disulphide bond and a Ca21-binding site (CBS). We investigated
and occupancy of its Ca21
how these 2 structural features interplay to determine stability and regulate the
-binding site cooperatively
exposure of the scissile bond in full-length VWF. We have used differential scanning
determine the stability of the
fluorimetry together with site-directed mutagenesis of residues involved in both
VWF A2 domain.
the vicinal disulphide bond and the CBS to demonstrate that both of these sites
• These 2 structural elements
contribute to stability against thermal unfolding of the isolated VWF A2 domain.
control the susceptibility of
Moreover, we show that the combination of site mutations can result in increased
FL-VWF to proteolysis by
susceptibility of FL-VWF to proteolysis by ADAMTS13, even in the absence of an
ADAMTS13.
agent (such as urea) required to induce unfolding. These studies demonstrate that
VWF A2 domain stability provided by its 2 structural elements (vicinal disulphide
bond and CBS) is a key protective determinant against FL-VWF cleavage by ADAMTS13. They suggest a 2-step mechanism for
VWF A2 domain unfolding. (Blood. 2014;123(16):2585-2592)

Key Points

Introduction
von Willebrand factor (VWF) is a multidomain protein, possibly the
largest in blood. A mature VWF monomer (;250 kDa) is synthesized with domains in the order D9-D3-A1-A2-A3-D4-C1-C2-C3C4-C5-C6-CK.1 Following synthesis, VWF undergoes extensive
posttranslational modiﬁcation, including the formation of large
multimers (500-20 000 kDa) through head-to-head and tail-to-tail
disulphide bond formation between monomers.2 VWF is either
secreted directly, or packed into secretory vesicles termed WeibelPalade bodies in endothelial cells or in a-granules of platelets and
megakaryocytes. The structure of the VWF protein determines its
functions. Its conformation undergoes changes during storage and
secretion, under the rheological forces in the vasculature, and through
interactions with other proteins. The VWF A2 domain plays
important roles in VWF folding, in its unfolding for platelet capture,
and in its proteolysis. Elements of the VWF A2 domain have been
postulated to act as a shear bolt regulating the unfolding of the VWF
molecule.3 During unfolding, multiple interaction sites for its
protease, ADAMTS13, are exposed and the buried M1605-Y1606
scissile bond is made available.4 Proteolysis leads to a reduction in
multimer size and downregulates platelet capture, thereby reducing
its hemostatic potential.
The most notable structural specialization of the VWF A2 domain
is the lack of a domain-spanning disulphide bond, a feature that is
present between the N and C termini of the neighboring VWF A1 and
A3 domains. To date, 3 different structures of the isolated VWF A2

domain have been determined by x-ray crystallography.3,5,6 The ﬁrst
structure of the VWF A2 domain established that the Y1605-M1606
scissile bond is indeed buried in the central core of the VWF A2
domain and therefore inaccessible to ADAMTS13.3 This corroborated previous ﬁndings that mechanical force (applied by shear ﬂow7
or through atomic force microscopy8) or denaturing chaotropic
agents9-11 need to be applied for cleavage of full-length (FL) VWF to
occur. A further structural differentiation of the VWF A2 domain in
comparison with the homologous A domains is the lack an a4-helix;
it contains instead a ﬂexible “a4-less loop.”3 Furthermore, crystal
structure analysis showed the presence of a disulphide bond between
the 2 vicinal cysteines, C1669-C1670, at the C terminus of the
domain.3,12 The vicinal cysteines interacted with the hydrophobic
core of the domain and with residues in close proximity to the scissile
bond. We have previously shown that these vicinal cysteines form
a disulphide bond which improves the thermostability of the VWF
A2 domain and inﬂuence the interaction with, and susceptibility to
cleavage by, ADAMTS13.13 Other features that may affect VWF A2
domain stability are a cis proline at position 16453 and 2 N-linked
glycosylation sites at N1515 and N1574 that have been found to
inﬂuence cleavage by ADAMTS13.14
Additional crystal structures have revealed the coordination of
a Ca21 ion by a calcium-binding site (CBS) within the VWF A2
domain.5,6 The residues involved in Ca21 coordination (D1596,
R1597, A1600, N1602) lie in the a3-b4 loop, and toward the N
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terminus of the domain in the b1 sheet (D1498). Ca21 has been
shown to bind to and thermodynamically stabilize the VWF A2
structure in a concentration-dependent manner, with reported Kd
ranging from 0.2mM to 3.8mM.5,15 Mutagenesis of these residues
that coordinate Ca21 through their R groups (D1498, D1596, N1602)
has been shown to prevent the interaction of the Ca21 ion with the
VWF A2 domain.5,6 The VWF A2 D1498A6 and N1602A5 VWF A2
domain mutants have been found to elicit an increase in susceptibility
to proteolysis by ADAMTS13.
These previous studies have highlighted the importance of both
the vicinal disulphide bond and the CBS on the structure and stability
of the isolated VWF A2 domain. In this report, we investigate how
these structural features act together to maintain the structural integrity of the VWF A2 domain and protect against proteolysis of
FL-VWF by ADAMTS13.
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the maximal ﬂuorescence value as 100%. The transition midpoint (Tm), that is,
50% unfolded protein, of the unfolding curve was calculated using the
Boltzmann equation (analyzed with GraphPad Prism).
FL-VWF quantification and multimer analysis
Medium from transiently transfected HEK293 cells expressing FL-VWF and
its variants was collected after 3 days. Levels of VWF antigen (VWF:Ag) in
the medium and lysate were determined by VWF enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) using polyclonal antibodies for immobilization and
detection (Dako), as previously described.14 Expression media was collected
and concentrated 10-fold using Ultracel 100-kDa cutoff spin ﬁlters (Millipore)
and dialyzed into 20 mM Tris (pH 7.8), 50 mM NaCl. Fifty nanograms of each
VWF variant was electrophoresed on a 2% high gelling temperature agarose
for protein (Lonza) gel and western blots probed with anti–VWF-horseradish
peroxidase (HRP) polyclonal antibody (Dako) to assess VWF multimer
formation.
ADAMTS13 proteolysis of FL-VWF and its variants

Methods
Recombinant VWF protein expression
The recombinant VWF A2 domain fragments, VWF A2VicCC (amino acids
1473-1670) and VWF A2DCC (1473-1668), with a C-terminal myc/his tag,
were expressed in HEK293 EBNA cells. Mutations D1498A, D1596A,
N1602A, and combinations thereof were introduced using KOD polymerase
(EMD Millipore), a recombinant form of Thermococcus kodakaraensis
KOD1 DNA polymerase, according to the manufacturer’s instructions for
site-directed mutagenesis. These mutations were also introduced into
pcDNA3.1-VWF14 and pcDNA3.1-VWFVicGG13; FL-VWF and its
variants were then expressed in HEK293 cells.
VWF A2 detection and characterization
After 3 days the medium from transiently transfected HEK293 EBNA cells
was harvested and the cells lysed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) 1%
igepal. The medium and lysate were run on 4% to 12% Bis-Tris gels and the
VWF A2 domain protein detected on western blot with an antibody against
the C-terminal myc tag. For further experiments, the VWF A2 proteins were
puriﬁed by Ni21 chromatography and quantiﬁed by bicinchoninic acid assay
as previously described.13 Puriﬁed VWFA2 domains A2DCC and A2VicCC,
50 mL of 0.5 mg/mL, were characterized by size-exclusion high-performance
liquid chromatography (SE-HPLC) by applying to a Polyhydroxethyl A 300Å
column (PolyLC, Inc.) at a ﬂow rate of 0.25 mL/minute in 50 mM KH2PO4,
100 mM NaCl, pH 7.8. A 103 dilution of gel-ﬁltration standards (Bio-Rad)
was used to calibrate the column.
Differential scanning fluorimetry
During differential scanning ﬂuorimetry (DSF), the environmentally sensitive
dye SyproOrange interacts with previously hidden hydrophobic regions upon
temperature-induced unfolding, thereby increasing the ﬂuorescence (FU)
intensity and providing a quantitative measure of the fraction of protein in its
unfolded state. After the protein has fully unfolded, it starts to aggregate
causing a reduction in the FU signal.16 Puriﬁed VWF A2 domain variants
were dialyzed into 20 mM Tris (pH 7.8), 50 mM NaCl, and protein quantiﬁed
by bicinchoninic acid assay (Pierce; Thermo Scientiﬁc). Samples contained
1.5 mg of puriﬁed VWF A2 domain, 53 SyproOrange dye (Sigma-Aldrich),
1 mM EDTA or 5mM CaCl2 in 20 mM Tris (pH 7.8), 50 mM NaCl in a total
volume of 60 mL. FU increase brought about by unfolding of the VWF A2
domain was monitored by high-resolution melting analysis (HRM) using
Rotor-Gene Q real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) instrument (Qiagen).
Assays were performed over a temperature range of 25°C to 80°C using a ramp
of 1°C min21 in steps of 1°C. Samples were investigated in at least 3 independent experiments and FU values individually baseline corrected. The
initial FU value at 25°C was regarded as 0% of the maximal FUs measured and

Recombinant ADAMTS13 with a C-terminal myc/his tag was stably
expressed in HEK293 cells, as previously described.13 The FL-VWF and
its variants as well as ADAMTS13 were separately preincubated in 20 mM
Tris (pH7.8), 50 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2 6 1.5 M urea at 37°C for 45 minutes.
FL-VWF and ADAMTS13 were then combined at a ﬁnal concentration of
1 or 7 mg/mL VWF and 5nM ADAMTS13, and incubated at 37°C for
proteolysis to occur. Reactions were stopped after 15 and 180 minutes by the
addition of EDTA. To determine proteolysis, 5% 2-mercaptoethanol/sodium
dodecyl sulfate was added to reduce the FL-VWF and its variants. The
samples were then run on 3% to 8% Tris-acetate gels (Invitrogen) and VWF
bands detected on western blot using polyclonal anti-VWF antibody (Dako).
To analyze changes in collagen-binding ability induced by proteolysis
with ADAMTS13, VWF:collagen binding assay (CBA) was performed in
independent experiments. Collagen type III (10 mg) from human placenta
(Sigma-Aldrich) was coated onto Immulon 4HBX plate (Nunc). After sample
incubation and washing, bound VWF was detected using polyclonal HRPlinked VWF antibody (Dako). Collagen binding was compared with
standards from a commercial VWF:CBA ELISA (Technoclone) and divided
by simultaneously determined VWF antigen levels to calculate the VWF:
CBA/VWF:Ag ratio.

Results
The vicinal disulphide bond and binding of Ca21 cooperate to
stabilize the VWF A2 domain

A structure of the VWF A2 domain depicting its 3 key features, its
vicinal disulphide bond, its CBS, and the buried Y1605-M1606
scissile bond is shown in Figure 1A. To assess the role of the vicinal
disulphide bond on the stability of the VWF A2 domain, we expressed and puriﬁed the VWF A2 domain containing these cysteines,
A2VicCC (M1473-C1670), and without them, A2∆CC (M1473R1668). Using SE-HPLC, it was shown that these puriﬁed fragments
formed monomers of expected molecular weight and free from
aggregates (see supplemental Figure, available on the Blood Web
site).
These puriﬁed A2 domains were subjected to DSF assays to
evaluate stability to thermal unfolding. The temperature-induced
unfolding curves of the puriﬁed VWF A2 domains are shown in
Figure 1B over a temperature range from 25°C to 80°C. The A2∆CC
domain fragment showed an increase and then decrease in FU, with
a maximum between 40°C and 50°C. There was clear evidence of
uncooperative unfolding of this fragment, shown by the inﬂection on
the upward part of the curve (discussed below in the context of
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stable when both of these features are absent (A2∆CC 1 EDTA,
Tm 35.2°C 6 0.38°C).
Mutation of the VWF A2 domain Ca21-binding residues
influences secretion and thermostability

Figure 1. Structure and thermodynamic unfolding of the VWF A2 domain. (A)
Crystal structure of the VWF A2 domain (PDB 3ZQK, modified in Pymol) is shown
with the vicinal disulphide bond (C1669, C1670), scissile bond (Y1605, M1606), and
Ca21-coordinating residues in black. (B) DSF measurements using the dye
SyproOrange were taken at 510 nm every 1°C, with a ramp 1°C min21, over
a temperature range of 25°C to 80°C. FU reads were individually baseline corrected
to a buffer only control with EDTA or CaCl2. Representative curves of the VWF A2
domain constructs A2VicCC and A2∆CC in the presence of an excess of 5 mM
CaCl2 or 1mM EDTA to chelate-free Ca21 are shown. (C) The unfolding curves were
normalized, the lowest FU value was assigned as 0% and the highest FU value
represents 100%. Resultant curves were fitted using the sigmoidal Boltzmann
equation in Graphpad and the transition midpoint (Tm) calculated, see Table 1.
Results are means of at least 3 independent experiments 6 standard error of the
mean (SEM).

Figure 1C). The VWF A2 domain demonstrates increasing stability
to increasing temperature when the vicinal disulphide bond is
introduced (in the A2VicCC fragment) and when Ca21 is present
(A2∆CC 1 CaCl2). The most stable A2VicCC construct in 5mM
CaCl2 demonstrates a smaller change in FU in its unfolding transition
(Figure 1A), this could be attributed to the reduced efﬁciency of the
SyproOrange dye at higher temperatures (data not shown). To better
analyze the DSF results, unfolding curves were buffer corrected and
the lowest FU value was normalized to 0% and the maximal FU
value normalized to represent 100% of unfolding (Figure 1C).
Sigmoidal unfolding curves characteristic of cooperative unfolding
were then ﬁtted to the Boltzmann equation and transition midpoints,
Tm, derived. From the unfolding curves and Tm of A2VicCC in the
presence of EDTA or CaCl2 (Figure 1C; Table 1), the importance of
Ca21 stabilization can be readily seen by a 17.9°C shift in Tm from
47.1°C 6 0.10°C to 65.0°C 6 0.22°C. In the absence of the vicinal
cysteines (A2∆CC), a 23.9°C shift in Tm from 35.2°C 6 0.38°C to
59.1°C 6 0.17°C can be observed upon addition of Ca21. The curve
of the A2∆CC domain fragment displayed some uncooperative
unfolding (Figure 1C). This was further corroborated by our ﬁnding
that the A2∆CC fragment showed signs of some aggregation by SEHPLC when incubated for 10 minutes at 40°C in the presence of
EDTA (see supplemental Figure). We have previously shown that
the vicinal cysteines stabilize the VWF A2 domain through
disulphide bond formation.13 The introduction of the vicinal cysteines alone caused a shift in Tm of 11.9°C in the absence of Ca21
(compare A2∆CC 1 EDTA, 35.2°C 6 0.38°C, to A2VicCC 1 EDTA,
47.1°C 6 0.10°C) and a smaller shift of 5.9°C in the presence
of Ca21 (compare A2∆CC 1 CaCl2, 59.1°C 6 0.17°C, to
A2VicCC 1 CaCl2, 65.0°C 6 0.22°C). Thus, we show that both
vicinal disulphide bond formation and the binding of Ca21 separately stabilize the VWF A2 domain. It is also evident that these
structural features have an additive effect, as the VWF A2 domain
is most stable when both of these features are imparting their
effects (A2VicCC 1 CaCl2, Tm 65.0°C 6 0.22°C) and least

To further deﬁne the relationship between the vicinal disulphide
bond and the CBS, the 3 residues that coordinate Ca21 through their
R groups, D1498, D1596, and N1602, were mutated to alanine.
Mutations were introduced as single point and combination mutations into A2VicCC and A2∆CC. All A2VicCC domain variants
were expressed and secreted by HEK293EBNA cells with similar
efﬁciency to wild-type (WT) A2VicCC. Variants were puriﬁed and
protein stability analyzed using DSF. As expected, the addition of
Ca21 had a minimal effect on the thermostability of these variants
(Figure 2A-C; Table 1), suggesting that Ca21 coordination has
been ablated by the mutations. Nevertheless, the mutations can be
divided into 2 distinct groups. The A2VicCC D1498A and A2VicCC
N1602A variants had similar stabilities (Tm 49.7°C 6 0.05°C and
48.1°C 6 0.05°C, respectively) to that of WT A2VicCC in the
absence of Ca21 (A2VicCC 1 EDTA, Tm 47.1°C 6 0.10°C),
indicating “destabilization” of the VWF A2 domain by the
mutations. The A2VicCC D1596A variant, however, had similar
stability (Tm 62.1°C 6 0.14°C) to that of the WT A2VicCC in the
presence of Ca21 (A2VicCC 1 CaCl2, Tm 65.0°C 6 0.22°C),
indicating “stabilization” of the CBS, even in the absence of Ca21. All
of the combination mutants containing D1498A resulted in the
destabilization of VWF A2 domain (Figure 2D-E,G), with the
mutants having a Tm ;50°C. However, the “stabilizing” D1596A
mutation in combination with the “destabilizing” N1602A mutation resulted in a “stabilized” A2VicCC D1596/N1602A variant
(Tm 60.6°C 6 0.08°C) (Figure 2F; Table 1).
When the CBS mutations were introduced into A2∆CC, only the
D1596A and D1596A/N1602A substitutions (that had shown a
stabilizing effect on A2VicCC) were expressed and secreted
(Figure 3A upper panel). In contrast, all the variants were secreted
when introduced in to A2VicCC (Figure 3A, lower panel). When
the destabilizing mutations (D1498A, N1602A, D1498A/D1596A,
D1498A/N1602A, and D1498A/D1596A/N1602A) were introduced
into A2∆CC, no protein was detected in the medium, while it was
clearly visible in the cell lysate (Figure 3A, upper panel). This again
indicates the importance of both the vicinal cysteines and the CBS
for domain stability. For the stabilizing mutations (D1596A and
D1596A/N1602A), a doublet band was observed in the lysate.
The faster moving band represents an unglycosylated intermediate,
Table 1. Tm of VWF A2VicCC and A2DCC variants as determined by
DSF
Tm, °C
A2VicCC

A2DCC

1 mM EDTA 5 mM CaCl2 1 mM EDTA 5 mM CaCl2
WT

47.1 6 0.10

65.0 6 0.22

35.2 6 0.38

D1498A

49.7 6 0.05

49.6 6 0.06

N/A

59.1 6 0.17
N/A

D1596A

62.1 6 0.14

62.5 6 0.16

55.5 6 0.06

56.1 6 0.08

N1602A

48.1 6 0.05

50.3 6 0.09

N/A

N/A

D1498A/D1596A

51.3 6 0.07

50.6 6 0.06

N/A

N/A

D1498A/N1602A

49.7 6 0.07

49.1 6 0.05

N/A

N/A

D1596A/N1602A

60.6 6 0.08

61.6 6 0.05

54.6 6 0.06

54.9 6 0.06

D1498A/D1596A/

50.6 6 0.06

49.8 6 0.06

N/A

N/A

N1602A
Results are presented as mean 6 SEM derived from at least 3 independent
experiments. N/A, not assessed.
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somewhat more prone to degradation by intracellular/extracellular
proteases.
Proteolysis assays with 5nM ADAMTS13 were performed in
which the FL-VWF variants were incubated in the presence and
absence of 1.5 M urea. Proteolysis reactions were terminated after 15
minutes and 3 hours, and samples reduced and cleavage products
detected on western blot (Figure 4B). Under these particular conditions where there was no detectable cleavage of WT FL-VWF,
even when urea was added for unfolding, there was also no cleavage
of the FL-VWF D1596A variant (Figure 4B, upper panel). However,
the FL-VWF D1498A and N1602A variants could be partially
cleaved after prolonged (3 hours) incubation in the presence of urea.
The FL-VWF VicGG variant could also be cleaved in urea: the
addition of the D1596A mutation did not protect against this, as
expected (Figure 4B, lower panel). What was most striking was the
rapid cleavage of the FL-VWF GG variant when the D1498A and
N1602A mutations were also introduced (Figure 4B, lower panel).
These 2 composite variants were almost completely cleaved after
3 hours, regardless of whether urea was added for unfolding.

Figure 2. Mutagenesis of Ca21-coordinating residues abolishes the stabilizing
effect of Ca21 in A2VicCC. DSF measurements were carried out in the presence of
5 mM CaCl2 (black) or 1 mM EDTA (gray) with the WT A2VicCC construct and
Ca21-binding site mutants D1498A (A), D1596A (B), N1602A (C), D1498A/D1596A
(D), D1498A/N1602A (E), D1596A/N1602A (F), and D1498A/D1596A/N1602A
(triple, G). Results are means 6 SEM of at least 3 independent experiments.

conﬁrmed by EndoHf digestion (data not shown). The expressed
A2∆CC D1596A and D1596A/N1602A variants were puriﬁed and
DSF assays performed (Figure 3B-C). Again, the thermostability of
these variants was not inﬂuenced by the presence or absence of Ca21
(Table 1). Notably, these variants had a similar stability to WT
A2∆CC 1 CaCl2, with Tm ;55°C.
FL-VWF proteolysis by ADAMTS13 is controlled by the CBS and
vicinal disulphide bond

To study the effects of the vicinal cysteines and the CBS beyond
the context of the isolated VWF A2 domain, mutations D1498A,
D1596A, and N1602A were introduced into FL-VWF and the
previously described variant FL-VWFVicGG, in which both the
vicinal cysteines (C1669-C1670) were substituted with glycine, to
prevent vicinal disulphide bond formation. To assess the effect of
each of these introduced mutations on FL-VWF secretion and
multimer formation, the FL-VWF variants were transiently transfected into HEK cells, which have been shown to store recombinant
VWF in pseudo Weibel-Palade bodies.17 No statistically signiﬁcant
differences in VWF Ag levels of WT and variants of FL-VWF and
FL-VWFVicGG in medium and lysate were observed (data not
shown). FL-VWF multimer analysis revealed some loss of the
highest molecular weight multimers for variants FL-VWF VicGG
D1498A and VicGG N1602A (Figure 4A). These destabilized
variants may have been intracellularly retained or may have been

Figure 3. Expression and thermostability of the Ca21-binding site mutants in
A2∆CC. (A) VWF A2 domain fragments with (A2VicCC) and without (A2∆CC) the
vicinal cysteines were transiently expressed in HEK293EBNA cells. After 3 days, the
medium was collected and the cells lysed with PBS 1% igepal and vigorous pipetting.
After centrifugation to remove cell debris, the medium and lysate were run on 4% to
12% Bis-Tris gels and the VWF A2 domain protein detected on western blot with an
antibody against the C-terminal myc tag. (B-C) The successfully secreted A2∆CC
WT and Ca21 mutants were subsequently purified and subjected to DSF analysis.
Results are means 6 SEM of at least 3 independent experiments.
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Figure 4. Characterization and proteolysis of the
vicinal cysteine and Ca21 variants in FL-VWF.
FL-VWF containing single-point mutations of the
Ca21 -binding residues, alone or in combination with
mutation of the vicinal cysteines to glycines (VWFVicGG), were expressed in HEK293 cells. (A) Multimer formation was analyzed on a 1.4% agarose gel
and VWF bands detected on western blot with antiVWF polyclonal antibody to determine the multimer
composition of the FL-VWF variants. (B) Proteolysis
of FL-VWF by ADAMTS13. The VWF variants and
ADAMTS13 were separately preincubated in 20 mM
Tris (pH 7.8), 50 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2 6 1.5 M urea at
37°C for 45 minutes. VWF (1 mg/mL) and ADAMTS13
(5 nM) were then combined, incubated at 37°C and reactions stopped after 15 minutes and 180 minutes by the
addition of EDTA. VWF cleavage products were resolved
after reduction with 2-mercaptoethanol. The samples were
run on a 3% to 8% Tris-acetate gel and VWF bands on
western blot detected using anti-VWF antibody.

In separate experiments, the consequences of incubation with
ADAMTS13 on collagen binding of the FL-VWF variants was
explored. We found that VWF:CBA/VWF:Ag ratio varied between
different transfections and have therefore set VWF:CBA/VWF:Ag
at time point 0 at 100%. In the selected conditions, up to 3 hours’
incubation with ADAMTS13 did not alter CBA of WT FL-VWF or
FL-VWF D1596A (Figure 5A). The 2 FL-VWF N1602A and
D1498A variants did, however, lose some ability to bind collagen
after 3 hours’ incubation. Addition of urea with ADAMTS13 accelerated loss of collagen binding of WT FL-VWF following incubation and the FL-VWF N1602A and D1498A variants, the latter
exhibiting ablated collagen binding at 3 hours (Figure 5B). In
contrast, the FL-VWF D1596A variant retained its collagen-binding
ability in the presence of urea (Figure 5B).
When ADAMTS13 was incubated with FL-VWF VicGG,
a modest reduction of collagen binding was observed (Figure 5C).
This variant was not stabilized by introduction of the D1596A
mutation. However, introduction of the N1602A and D1498A
mutations into FL-VWF VicGG resulted in near complete loss of
CBA, even in the absence of urea as an unfolding agent (Figure
5C). Predictably, addition of urea to these FL-VWF VicGG
variants also resulted in almost complete loss of collagen binding
(Figure 5D).

Discussion
The vicinal disulphide bonds between C1669-C1670 and the Ca21
-coordination site are about 13 Å apart in the 3ZQK crystal structure
and both located at what is often depicted as the “bottom” of the VWF
A2 domain. We present the ﬁrst study of their functional interplay.
We have found using DSF and thermal-induced unfolding that both
are separate determinants of the stability of the VWF A2 domain.
Disruption of either of these 2 structural features does not preclude
a role in stability of the other. However, we did also observe a
synergistic effect: while Ca21 binding causes an 17.9°C increase in
Tm when the vicinal disulphide bond is present (very similar to the
19°C shift in Tm reported previously5), we found that the stabilizing
effect of Ca21 was much larger in the absence of the vicinal
disulphide bond, with a 23.9°C increase in Tm. Interestingly, the
VWF A2 domain without both stabilizing features becomes so unstable that it no longer displays characteristic cooperative unfolding.
As well as probing the structural stability of the VWF A2 domain
by addition and removal of Ca21, we also studied the inﬂuence of
individual residues that coordinate Ca21 through their R group. We
did this by their mutation to alanine, in the presence (with A2VicCC)
and in the absence (with A2∆CC) of the vicinal disulphide bond.
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Figure 5. Detection of proteolysis of FL-VWF variants by collagen-binding assay.
(A-D) The VWF variants and ADAMTS13 were separately preincubated in 20 mM Tris
(pH 7.8), 50 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2 6 1.5 M urea at 37°C for 45 minutes. VWF (1 mg/mL)
and ADAMTS13 (5 nM) were then combined, incubated at 37°C, and reactions stopped
after 15 minutes and 180 minutes by the addition of EDTA. To analyze the extent of
proteolysis, CBA was determined. For each FL-VWF variant the VWF:CBA/VWF:Ag ratio
at both time points was normalized against the ratio determined at the start of the assay
(100%). VWF concentrations in assays with urea (B,D) contained 7 mg/mL VWF, hence
samples could be diluted further and urea no longer interfered with the assay. Results are
means 6 SEM from 3 independent analyses.

The A2VicCC D1498A and N1602A domain variants were no
longer stabilized upon addition of Ca21, while the mutant with
D1596A displayed enhanced stability even in the absence of Ca21.
These ﬁndings are in good agreement with published results by
Jakobi et al, although the D1498A mutant was not secreted in their
study and could therefore not be investigated.5 The stabilizing effect
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of mutation D1596A has been explained by a reduction in electrostatic repulsion otherwise seen between residues D1596 and
D1498 in the absence of Ca21.5 It has been shown that binding of
Ca21 moves the D1596 residue by .16 Å.6 This appears to confer
the increase in structural stability by reducing the B factor of the
a3b4 loop and increasing the strength of the interaction between the
b1 and b4 sheets.5,6 The combination of introducing mutation
D1498A or N1602A together with simultaneous deletion of the
vicinal cysteines produced a major reduction in the structural
stability, as the resulting VWF A2 domain mutants were no longer
secreted. Again, stability of the VWF A2∆CC domain fragment was
enhanced by introduction of the D1596A and the D1596A/N1602A
combination mutations, even in the absence of Ca21.
The conformational response of the VWF A2 domain to
mechanical force has been studied at the molecular level by techniques involving force induced unfolding and optical tweezers.5,8,15,18
These studies have all been performed with VWF A2 containing the
vicinal cysteines, although it was not established whether the vicinal
disulphide bond was correctly formed, even when redox chemistry
was used to attach DNA handles to the VWF A2 protein.8 The force
induced unfolding studies have been instrumental to demonstrate how
Ca21 stabilizes the VWF A2 domain and protects against cleavage
by ADAMTS13.5,15 Nevertheless, some conceptual differences also
became apparent and conﬂicting evidence has been published
on whether Ca21 protects against the unfolding of the VWF A2
domain,5 or rather enhances its refolding,15 thereby decreasing the
time window for ADAMTS13 to cleave VWF. Another disparity
in the optical tweezer studies is the existence of an unfolding intermediate. Auton et al had previously described an unfolding intermediate in a solution unfolding experiment using urea.9 In 2 of 3 optical
tweezer experiments with the VWF A2 domain an intermediate has
been detected.5,8 The exact structure of the unfolding intermediate and
whether it still comprises the b4 strand with the ADAMTS13 cleavage
site remains to be determined as it is difﬁcult to derive from contour

Figure 6. Unfolding/refolding model of the VWF A2
domain and proteolysis by ADAMTS13. (A) Cartoon
of the VWF A2 domain in its native folded state. (B) The
first step of unfolding occurs from the C-terminal end of
the VWF A2 domain, influenced by the presence of the
vicinal disulphide bond (cysteines depicted by C). Initial
unfolding occurs up to, or including, the central b4 sheet
in which the scissile bond (YM) is contained. This
unfolding intermediate step exposes the high-affinity
ADAMTS13 spacer-binding site. (C) Once the stabilizing
effect of the CBS is overcome this results in the
complete unfolding of the VWF A2 domain and the
positioning of the ADAMTS13 active site for nucleophilic
attack of the Y1605-M1606 scissile bond.
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length. Jakobi et al have directly linked the unfolding intermediate to
the presence of Ca21 and found that addition of EDTA reduced the
frequency of its observation. Molecular dynamics simulations of
force-induced unfolding have predicted that the VWF A2 domain
unfolds from the C terminus, with a possible intermediate where a6,
b6, a5, b5, and the a4-less loop are peeled off, leaving the b4 strand
with the scissile bond and the rest of the N-terminal loops in a folded
conformation that is compatible with Ca21 binding.19 It should be
noted that intermediates observed with the optical tweezers are not
necessarily observed in solution thermal-unfolding experiments,
and we have not detected a Ca21-dependent intermediate, with our
DSF curves in the main displaying fully cooperative unfolding.
Importantly, we provide here the ﬁrst evidence for the protective
role of Ca21 occupancy of the CBS of the VWF A2 domain on the
unfolding and susceptibility to cleavage by ADAMTS13 of
FL-VWF. This protection is evident with or without the vicinal
disulphide bond. We found that VWF with an intact CBS combined
with the presence of the vicinal cysteines is highly resistant to
proteolysis, as expected. Our results suggest that the stability provided by the interaction with Ca21 needs to be overcome for subsequent proteolysis by ADAMTS13 and as such forms an important
determinant in VWF A2 domain unfolding. Mutation of the vicinal
cysteines, especially in combination with destabilizing D1498A and
N1602A mutations of the Ca21-binding site, greatly increased the
proteolysis by ADAMTS13. In fact, VWF lacking both features may
unfold spontaneously and sufﬁciently to allow ADAMTS13 cleavage
without force-induced changes. The presence of the adjacent VWF
domains in FL-VWF rescued the reduced expression and secretion of
VWF A2 variants containing the mutated Ca21-binding site and
lacking the vicinal cysteines. Therefore, additional stability is conferred by variants in the context of FL-VWF. Nevertheless, the
susceptibility of our FL-VWF variants to undergo proteolysis by
ADAMTS13 generally reﬂected the stability of the isolated A2
domain variants in DSF assays. That the absence of both stabilizing
Ca21 binding and vicinal disulphide bond formation leads to proteolysis in the absence of urea further suggests that any modiﬁcations
to both of these determinants of VWF A2 domain stability may have
marked consequences on VWF multimer size and hemostatic
function in vivo.
von Willebrand disease type 2A mutations are associated with
a reduction in VWF multimer size.20 Although some mutations affect
intracellular VWF multimer formation, it has been shown with
many mutations in the VWF A2 domain that there is an increase
in susceptibility to proteolysis by ADAMTS13. Interestingly, the
common R1597W mutation has been shown to affect the Ca21
-binding properties of the VWF A2 domain, thereby affecting the
thermostability of the domain.18 Furthermore, the M1528V mutation
which forms part of the hydrophobic pocket to which the vicinal
disulphide bond interacts reduced the thermostability of the isolated
VWF A2 domain but was still stabilized by the presence of Ca21.18
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We envisage that both the binding of Ca21 and formation of the
vicinal disulphide bond in the VWF A2 domain may be adversely
inﬂuenced by clinical mutations such as in type 2A von Willebrand
disease. It is conceivable also that changes in local Ca21 concentration
upon secretion, and reduction of the vicinal disulphide bond by
oxidoreductases, could also adversely inﬂuence domain stability.
Taken together, our results in conjunction with previous studies
on the interaction between ADAMTS13 and the VWF A2 domain4
lead us to propose a model for VWF A2 domain unfolding/refolding
and proteolysis by ADAMTS13 (Figure 6). When tensile forces
acting on the VWF are sufﬁcient, VWF A2 domain unfolding begins
from the C terminus and is heavily inﬂuenced by the presence of the
vicinal disulphide bond. However, the stability conferred by this
element is less than that provided by the CBS (compare Tm, see
Table 1). When the stability provided by the vicinal disulphide bond
is overcome this leads to partial unfolding to a possible unfolding
intermediate of which the exact structure remains to be determined
but that may incorporate the b4 strand. The high afﬁnity–binding site
for the spacer domain of ADAMTS13 becomes exposed and we
speculate that the interaction may inﬂuence the stability of the
unfolding intermediate. Further unfolding of the VWF A2 domain is
controlled by the coordination of the Ca21 ion in the VWF A2
domain CBS. Disruption of Ca21-coordinated interactions leads to
further unfolding, or prevents refolding, and enables the positioning
of the ADAMTS13 metalloprotease domain for the catalytic site
to attack the scissile bond.
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N-linked glycan stabilization of the VWF A2 domain
Christopher J. Lynch and David A. Lane
Centre for Haematology, Department of Medicine, Imperial College London, London, United Kingdom

Shear forces in the blood trigger a conformational transition in the von Willebrand
factor (VWF) A2 domain, from its native folded to an unfolded state, in which the cryptic
scissile bond (Y1605-M1606) is exposed and can then be proteolysed by ADAMTS13.
• Glycosylation at N1574
stabilizes the VWF A2 domain The conformational transition depends upon a Ca21 binding site and a vicinal cysteine
disulfide bond. Glycosylation at N1574 has previously been suggested to modulate VWF
against unfolding and
A2 domain interaction with ADAMTS13 through steric hindrance by the bulky carbohyproteolysis by ADAMTS13,
drate structure. We investigated how the N-linked glycans of the VWF A2 domain affect
and its first GlcNAc is the
thermostability and regulate both the exposure of the ADAMTS13 binding sites and the
critical element.
scissile bond. We show by differential scanning fluorimetry that the N-linked glycans
• Y1544 is a likely interacting
thermodynamically stabilize the VWF A2 domain. The essential component of the glycan
residue with N1574-GlcNAc,
structure is the first sugar residue (GlcNAc) at the N1574 attachment site. From its crystal
and its mutation to aspartic
structures, N1574-GlcNAc is predicted to form stabilizing intradomain interactions with
acid stabilizes the domain in
Y1544 and nearby residues. Substitution of the surface-exposed Y1544 to aspartic acid is
the absence of the glycan.
able to stabilize the domain in the absence of glycosylation and protect against
ADAMTS13 proteolysis in both the VWF A2 domain and FLVWF. Glycan stabilization of
the VWF A2 domain acts together with the Ca21 binding site and vicinal cysteine disulfide bond to control unfolding and ADAMTS13
proteolysis. (Blood. 2016;127(13):1711-1718)

Key Points

Introduction
Von Willebrand factor (VWF) is one of the largest circulating proteins
of the vasculature. A mature VWF monomer (;250 kDa) is synthesized
by endothelial cells and megakaryocytes with the domain structure
D9-D3-A1-A2-A3-D4-C1-C2-C3-C4-C5-C6-CK.1 The large size of
VWF observed (upwards of 20 000 kDa) is due to the multimeric/
concatemeric nature, arising from intermonomer disulﬁde linkages
between the D9-D3 to D9-D3 and CK to CK domains of neighboring
VWF monomers.2 Other important post-translational modiﬁcations
include the addition of 12 N-linked and 10 O-linked glycans to the
mature protein.3 VWF is packaged into the Weibel-Palade bodies of
endothelial cells and the a-granules of platelets. VWF is constitutively
secreted into the vasculature by endothelial cells, and when stressed, the
endothelium and platelets are induced to secrete their VWF-rich
vesicles.
The functions of VWF in the vasculature are determined by its
conformational state and its multimeric size. Platelet binding to the
VWF A1 domain and ADAMTS13 cleavage of the VWF A2 domain
depend upon exposure of functional binding sites that are hidden under
quiescent conditions.4 These sites are conformationally activated at the
molecular level by mechanical force. Crystallization and singlemolecule pulling experiments have elucidated the subtle changes that
occur in the VWF A1 domain structure that place it in a favorable
conformation to interact with the platelet cell-surface receptor GpIBa5-8
and more dramatic changes that result from unraveling of the VWF A2
domain to facilitate ADAMTS13 cleavage.9 In vivo, the activating

mechanical forces are applied to VWF through the rheological and shear
forces in the vasculature, with increased intramolecular forces applied
upon ultralarge VWF multimers.10 Naturally occurring mutations in
the VWF gene result in defects in the VWF protein, perturbing these
activation mechanisms leading to qualitative defects in VWF function
causing the bleeding disorder von Willebrand disease (VWD).11
The multimeric size of VWF in the plasma is regulated by the
metalloprotease ADAMTS13,12 which reduces the size of the highly
thrombotic ultralarge VWF multimers and prevents spontaneous unfolding and platelet capture. The key regulator of this axis is the binding to
and proteolysis of the VWF A2 domain by ADAMTS13. The VWF A2
domain is unique within VWF, as it is the only domain that lacks multiple
intradomain or a domain-spanning disulﬁde bond(s). The structure,
function, and docking points of ADAMTS13 with VWF during proteolysis
have been well deﬁned at the molecular level.12-14 While it has been
demonstrated (by single-molecule techniques) that the VWF A2 can both
unfold and refold under mechanical force,9,15,16 the factors regulating the
transition from folded to unfolded state have not been fully elicited.
The crystal structure of the VWF A2 domain has demonstrated that
the scissile bond (Y1605-M1606) is buried within the core of the domain
in its native state and inaccessible to ADAMTS13.15,17,18 Biochemical
and biophysical studies have revealed that the vicinal disulﬁde bond19
(C1669-C1670, VicCC) and Ca21 binding site (CBS) 15,16,18,20 (D1498,
D1596, N1602) of the VWF A2 domain stabilize the domain, provide
resilience to unfolding and protect from ADAMTS13 proteolysis.
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Figure 1. Structure and manipulation of the VWF A2
domain N-linked glycans. (A) Crystal structure of the
VWF A2 domain (3ZQK, chain C) is shown with the 2
N-linked glycosylation attachment sites (N1515 and
N1574), scissile bond (Y1605-M1606), vicinal disulfide
bond (C1669-C1670) and calcium binding site (Ca21)
residues in black. (B) Basic representation of N-linked
glycan structure with asparagine backbone attachment
motif and carbohydrate structure shown in black.
Enzymatic cleavage sites (PNGase and EndoH) and
inhibition of complex sugars (GnT2/2) shown by gray
dashed lines with approximate MWs displayed. (C)
VWF A2 domain fragments with full glycosylation (WT),
mutated asparagine attachment site(s) (N1515,
N1574Q, and N1515/N1574Q), or truncated glycan
structures (GnT2/2, EndoH, and PNGase) after expression with or without enzymatic treatment and
purification were analyzed by sodium dodecyl sulfate–
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) on a
4% to 12% Bis-Tris gel followed by silver staining to
determine changes in MW/glycan structure.

Recently, we demonstrated that both the VicCC and CBS control the
susceptibility of full-length VWF (FLVWF) to ADAMTS13 proteolysis.20
N-linked glycosylation of the VWF A2 domain has also been shown
to modulate interaction with ADAMTS13,21 but with an unclear
mechanism. In this report, we demonstrate that the N1574-linked
glycan stabilizes the VWF A2 domain independently of the CBS. The
ﬁrst GlcNAc of the glycan is essential for stabilization.

Methods
Recombinant VWF protein expression and characterization
The recombinant VWF A2 domain, WT VWF A2 (amino acids 1473-1670),
with a C-terminal myc-His tag was mutated and expressed, and VWF A2 proteins
(wild-type [WT] and variants) were puriﬁed by Ni21 chromatography and
quantiﬁed by bicinchoninic acid assay, as previously described.20 Mutations
were introduced in pcDNA3.1-VWF using KOD polymerase (EMD Millipore),
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. To obtain glycan structural variants,
the VWF A2 domain was expressed in the HEK293 GnT2/2 deﬁcient cell line22
(a kind gift from Dr P. Reeves, University of Essex) and puriﬁed as previously
described.20 Enzymatic digestion by recombinant PNGase F (New England
Biolabs) was performed on WT VWF A2 expressed and puriﬁed from HEK293
EBNA cells. EndoH (New England Biolabs) digestion was performed on WT VWF
A2 expressed and puriﬁed from HEK293 Gnt2/2 cells. After digestion, proteins were
repuriﬁed. Final concentrations were determined using the bicinchoninic acid
assay. Proteins were analyzed by 4% to 12% Bis-Tris sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS) gel followed by silver stain to check purity and molecular weight (MW).
FLVWF and its variants (N1574Q, Y1544D, and Y1544D/N1574Q) were
expressed in HEK293 cells and concentrated and dialyzed in 20 mM Tris
(pH 7.8) 150 mM NaCl. Multimer gels were performed as previously described.20

described.20 Next, 50 nM puriﬁed WT VWF A2 was coated on a 96-well
Maxisorp plate (Nunc) overnight at 4°C, and 30 nM iADAMTS13 was separately preincubated with varying concentrations of VWF A2 variants (0-500 nM)
in the presence of 5 mM CaCl2 or 1 mM EDTA at 37°C for 1 hour. After
blocking (Tris-buffered saline [TBS], 0.1% Tween, 3% bovine serum albumin),
the plates were washed with an appropriate buffer (TBS, 0.1% Tween, 5 mM
CaCl2 or TBS, 0.1% Tween, 1 mM EDTA) and the preincubated VWF
A2/iADAMTS13 added to the plate for 1 to 2 hours. After subsequent wash steps,
bound iADAMTS13 was detected using a biotinylated antibody to ADAMTS13,
as previously described.24 Appropriate controls were used to determine the
solution binding of iADAMTS13 to the VWF A2 domain variants during the
preincubation step. The 100% solution binding control contained 0 nM
iADAMTS13, whereas the 0% solution binding control contained 0 nM VWF
A2. The percent solution binding of VWF A2 titrations was derived from the
known optical density values of 0% and 100% controls, and binding curves were
ﬁtted using the 1-site binding equation (GraphPad Prism).
ADAMTS13 proteolysis of VWF A2 and FLVWF
The VWF A2 domain variants (2 mM), FLVWF variants (1 mg/mL), and
ADAMTS13 were separately preincubated in 20 mM Tris (pH 7.8) 150 mM
NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2 6 2 M urea at 37°C for 45 minutes. ADAMTS13 was added
to the VWF variants at a ﬁnal concentration of 20 nM and incubated at 37°C for
proteolysis to occur. Reactions were terminated by addition of EDTA to a ﬁnal
concentration of 100 mM. To determine proteolysis of the VWF A2 domain
variants, SDS loading buffer (Invitrogen) was added, and samples were heated
at 95°C for 10 minutes and then loaded onto a 4% to 12% Bis-Tris gel followed
by silver staining. To determine proteolysis of FLVWF, reducing regent
(Invitrogen) and SDS loading buffer (Invitrogen) were added and samples were
heated at 70°C for 30 minutes. Reduced samples were run on a 3% to 8% Trisacetate gel and intact VWF and its proteolytic fragment detected by western blot
using a cocktail of VWF polyclonal (Dako) and VWF-ADAMTS13 cleaved
monoclonal antibodies (R&D Systems; #2764-WF).

Differential scanning fluorimetry
Differential scanning ﬂuorimetry (DSF) assays were carried out as previously
described.20,23 In brief, samples contained 2 mg puriﬁed VWF A2 domain,
53 SyproOrange dye (Sigma), 1 mM EDTA, or 5mM CaCl2 in 20 mM Tris (pH 7.8),
50 mM NaCl in a total volume of 60 mL. The ﬂuorescence increase brought about by
unfolding of the VWF A2 domain was monitored by high‐resolution melting analysis
using Rotor‐Gene Q real‐time polymerase chain reaction instrument (Qiagen).
Solution competition binding between ADAMTS13 and VWF
A2 variants
Recombinant ADAMTS13 and its inactive variant, E225A (iADAMTS13), with
a C-terminal myc/his tag was stably expressed in HEK293 cells as previously

Results
The N1574-GlcNAc linkage stabilizes the VWF A2 domain

The crystal structure of the VWF A2 domain shown in Figure 1A
highlights the structural features of the domain: the scissile bond buried
at the core (Y1605-M1606), the C-terminal vicinal disulﬁde bond
(C1669-C1670), the calcium binding site (Ca21: D1498, D1596,
N1602), and the 2 N-linked glycans (N1515 and N1574). To assess the
functional role of glycosylation of the VWF A2 domain, we expressed
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(termed PNGase) resulted in a reduction in thermostability in both 1 mM
EDTA and 5 mM CaCl2 (Figure 2D), causing a shift in Tm from WT of
7.8°C in 1 mM EDTA and 6°C in 5 mM CaCl2 (Table 1). It is therefore
evident that the complex glycans of the VWF A2 domain are not essential
for domain stabilization. The key component of N-linked glycosylation for stability of the VWF A2 domain appears to be the initial
N1574-GlcNAc residue, which is retained on the EndoH-treated variant.
Removal of glycan at N1574 increases solution binding of the
VWF A2 to ADAMTS13

Figure 2. N-linked glycosylation stabilizes the VWF A2 domain through the
N1574-GlcNAc linkage. DSF measurements, expressed as percent fluorescence
(% FU), were carried out in the presence of 1 mM EDTA (open symbols) or 5 mM
CaCl2 (closed symbols). WT VWF A2 was studied (gray lines, A-D) as well as VWF
A2 glycan variants N1515Q, N1574Q (A), and N1515Q/N1574Q (B) and variants
prepared in HEK293 GnT2/2 deficient cells and following digestion with EndoH (C)
and PNGase (D). Results are means 6 standard error of the mean (SEM) of at least
3 independent experiments.

the VWF A2 domain with both glycans attached (WT) or prevented
N-linked glycosylation through mutation of the asparagine attachment
sites (N1515Q, N1574Q, and N1515Q/N1574Q). To further investigate the function of the potentially large and bulky carbohydrate
glycan structure (Figure 1B), selective enzymatic trimming (with
EndoH and PNGase, the latter resulting in conversion of Asn to Asp)
and inhibition of complex glycans to the trimannose core (by expression
in HEK GnT2/2 cells) were used. Successful removal/trimming of the
VWF A2 domain variants is clearly demonstrated by the reduction of
MW of the variants (Figure 1C).
The puriﬁed VWF A2 glycan variants were examined by DSF assay
to evaluate stability to thermal unfolding. The normalized temperature
induced unfolding curves of the VWF A2 glycan variants in both the
presence of Ca21 (5 mM CaCl2) and absence of Ca21 (1 mM EDTA)
are displayed in Figure 2. It has previously been determined that Ca21
stabilizes the VWF A2 domain in a concentration-dependent manner,
with a dissociation constant (KD) of 0.2mM15 and 3.8mM.16 In the
presence of 1mM EDTA, WT VWF A2 shows a reduction in
thermostability in comparison with WT1 CaCl2 (Figure 2A-D, gray
curves) with a transition midpoint (Tm) of 48.2°C 6 0.05°C and
64.3°C 6 0.13°C respectively, consistent with previous results.15,20
Mutation of the most N-terminal glycosylation site (N1515Q)
caused no apparent effect on the thermostability of the VWF A2 domain
(Figure 2A and Table 1). In contrast, mutant N1574Q (Figure 2A) and
double mutation N1515Q/N1574Q (Figure 2B) caused a reduction in
Tm of 10°C to 11°C in 1 mM EDTA and 6.8°C in 5 mM CaCl2
(Table 1), indicating a reduction in thermostability. Glycosylation at
N1574 (but not N1515) therefore imparts an independent stabilizing
effect on the VWF A2 domain in a manner distinct from that of Ca21.
The truncated glycosylation variants (termed GnT2/2, EndoH, and
PNGase after their means of preparation) were subjected to DSF assays
(Figure 2 C-D). Truncation of the glycan structure to the trimannose
core (GnT2/2) and selective trimming to the ﬁrst GlcNAc sugar
(EndoH) caused minimal divergence from the unfolding curves of fully
glycosylated WT VWF A2 (Figure 2C). Comparison of the Tm of the
partial glycan structural variants (GnT2/2 and EndoH) to that of WT
indicated minimal reduction in stability in both 1 mM EDTA and 5 mM
CaCl2 (Table 1). In contrast, complete enzymatic removal of glycosylation

WT VWF A2 was immobilized on the surface of a microtiter plate,
causing it to unfold and present its ADAMTS13 binding sites. In
previous reports, WT ADAMTS13 was preincubated with VWF
fragments in the presence of 10 mM EDTA to prevent proteolysis and
recycling of the protease.24 Although EDTA inhibits ADAMTS13
proteolysis of VWF, it also prevents the Ca21-dependent stabilization
of the domain. In the present study, to prevent proteolysis in the
presence of Ca21, inactive ADAMTS13 (iADAMTS13,25 with the
E225A mutation) was used to bind to immobilized WT VWF A2 and
the in-solution competitive glycan variants.
Preincubation of the VWF A2 glycan variants with 30 nM
iADAMTS13 was carried out in both 1 mM EDTA and 5 mM CaCl2.
The WT VWF A2 domain displayed a ;2.5-fold enhancement of
solution binding in the competition assay in the presence of 1 mM
EDTA at saturating concentrations (500 nM) of the VWF A2 domain in
comparison with the WT VWF A2 domain in the presence of 5 mM
CaCl2 (Figure 3A-D). The presence of Ca21 therefore stabilizes the
VWF A2 domain and protects against solution binding of ADAMTS13.
To assess the role of N-linked glycosylation of the VWF A2 domain
on the solution interaction with ADAMTS13, WT VWF A2 and its
domain variants N1574Q, GnT2/2, EndoH, and PNGase were preincubated with 30nM iADAMTS13 at varying concentrations (0-500nM).
Mutation of the stabilizing glycan attachment residue (N1574Q) and
complete removal of glycosylation by PNGase (N1515D/N1574D)
resulted in enhancements of solution binding compared with WT in
both 1 mM EDTA and 5 mM CaCl2 (Figure 3A-B). Truncation of
N-linked glycosylation to the trimannose core (with the GnT2/2
variant) had minimal effect on the solution interaction of the VWF
A2 domain with ADAMTS13 (Figure 3C). Although enzymatic
trimming to the ﬁrst GlcNAc sugar (the EndoH variant) shows a
Table 1. Tm of VWF A2 domain variants as determined by DSF
Tm (°C)
1 mM EDTA

5 mM CaCl2

WT

48.2 6 0.05

64.3 6 0.13

N1515Q

48.0 6 0.04

63.1 6 0.07

N1574Q

38.2 6 0.17

57.5 6 0.07

N1515Q/N1574Q

37.3 6 0.23

57.5 6 0.05

GnT2/2

47.5 6 0.04

64.3 6 0.07

EndoH

45.5 6 0.04

63.0 6 0.08

PNGase

40.4 6 0.11

58.3 6 0.07

R1575V

47.6 6 0.06

60.9 6 0.05

R1575V/N1574Q

39.6 6 0.08

55.4 6 0.04

Y1544A

47.9 6 0.05

63.6 6 0.15

Y1544A/N1574Q

43.1 6 0.07

60.8 6 0.16

Y1544D

53.5 6 0.07

68.5 6 0.12

Y1544D/N1574Q

52.4 6 0.07

67.2 6 0.10

Y1544R

45.3 6 0.16

63.1 6 0.10

N1574Q/Y1544R

32.3 6 0.52

58.8 6 0.09

N1515Q/N1574Q/Y1544D

52.7 6 0.08

67.6 6 0.32

Results are means 6 SEM of at least 3 independent experiments.
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and iADAMTS13 binding was studied. Similar KD(app) values were
obtained with WT and variant VWF A2 preparations (data not
shown). These results indicate that N-linked glycosylation prevents
ADAMTS13 interaction not through steric hindrance but rather through
a stabilizing interaction mediated largely through the N1574-GlcNAc
sugar.
Intradomain stabilizing interactions of N1574-GlcNAc
and Y1544

Figure 3. Solution competition assay of ADAMTS13 with VWF A2 domain
glycan variants. WT VWF A2 domain (50 nM) was immobilized on a microtiter plate.
A total of 30 nM (inactive) iADAMTS13 (E225A) was separately preincubated with
varying concentration of the VWF A2 domain glycan variants (0-500 nM) in the
presence of 1 mM EDTA or 5mM CaCl2 for 1 hour at 37°C: N1574Q (A), PNGase
(B), GnT2/2 (C), and EndoH (D). The preincubated VWF A2/ADAMTS13 was added
to the microtiter plate for 1 or 2 hours, where the preincubated VWF A2 domain
variants compete with the immobilized WT VWF A2 domain for binding to the
iADAMTS13. After washing, iADAMTS13 bound to the immobilized VWF A2 domain
was detected by a biotinylated anti–TSP2-4 polyclonal antibody followed by
streptavidin–horseradish peroxidase and o-phenylenediamine hydrochloride. Preincubation controls containing 0 nM VWFA2 and 30 nM iADAMTS13 represented 0%
solution binding of the VWF A2 domain to iADAMTS13, and 0 nM VWF A2 and 0 nM
iADAMTS13 represented 100% solution binding of VWF A2 to ADAMTS13. Results
were plotted as percent solution binding against preincubation concentration of the
VWF A2 domain variant and fitted using the 1-site binding model (GraphPad).
Results are means 6 SEM of at least 3 independent experiments.

similar effect on the solution binding in the presence of 5 mM CaCl2
to that of WT, some enhancement of binding was observed in 1 mM
EDTA (Figure 3D). Nevertheless, at concentrations lower than
saturating (ie, between 0 and 100 nM), VWF A2 EndoH displayed
binding curves similar to that of WT VWF A2 (Figure 3D, inset).
Maximal destabilization of the VWF A2 domain implies full
unfolding and stoichiometric binding to iADAMTS13, something
that is not independently determined here.
To conﬁrm that truncation/removal of N-linked glycosylation from
the VWF A2 domain did not disrupt native ADAMTS13 binding sites,
the VWF A2 glycan variants were immobilized on a microtiter plate

There are 3 tandem von Willebrand A-type domains in the VWF
sequence,26 and the VWF A2 domain is the only one that is N-glycosylated.
Based on the thermostability (Figure 2) and iADAMTS13 binding
results (Figure 3), it can be concluded that the crucial component of
VWF A2 domain glycosylation for modulating the interaction with
ADAMTS13 is the N1574-GlcNAc linkage rather than the bulky
carbohydrate structure. N1574 is located in the a2-a3 loop region of
the VWF A2 domain fold, with the N1574 R-group and attached
GlcNAc chain surface exposed and oriented away from the center of
the domain. Potential stabilizing interactions of N1574-GlcNAc with
Y1544 and adjacent residues can be observed in all chains in both
available mammalian VWF A2 crystal structures (3GXB, 3ZQK).
Y1544 is positioned at the apex of the tight b2-b3 hairpin turn in the
VWA fold and ;4Å away from N1574-GlcNAc in one of the VWF
A2 domain structures (Figure 4A). Alignment of the VWF A2
domain with the homologous unglycosylated VWF A1 domain17
(Figure 4A-B) reveals replacement of Y1544 of the A2 domain with
the negatively charged aspartic acid in the A1 domain (Figure 4B, bold).
The similarly charged, but unglycosylated, glutamine of the VWF A1
domain is in the homologous position of asparagine glycan attachment
site in the VWF A2 domain (Figure 4B, bold).
To investigate the potential for stabilizing interactions between
Y1544 and N1574-GlcNAc, the following VWF A2 variants were
prepared and studied: Y1544A, Y1544A/N1574Q, Y1544D, Y1544D/
N1574Q, Y1544R, and Y1544R/N1574Q. The Y1544 and N1574
variants were subjected to DSF assays (Figure 5A-C). Mutation of
Y1544, ﬁrstly to the smaller hydrophobic Y1544A, resulted in no loss
of domain stability in comparison with the WT (Figure 5A and Table 1).
Interestingly, combination mutation of Y1544A/N1574Q resulted in an
enhancement of thermostability compared with N1574Q alone (Table 1),
suggesting that the aromatic tyrosine maybe a source of destabilization.
Substitution of Y1544 to aspartic acid rather than alanine in the
Y1544D variants resulted in a slight enhancement in thermostability

Figure 4. N1574-GlcNAc intradomain interactions.
(A) Part of the crystal structures of the regions of the
VWF A2 domain (3ZQK, I1535-N1577) and VWF A1
domain (1AUQ, V1314-S1356) containing the b2-b3
hairpin and a2-a3 loop. (B) Alignment of the VWF A2
and VWF A1 domain (adapted from Zhang et al17)
regions containing important glycosylation site and
potential hydrophobic interaction sites. Amino acids
forming secondary structures in gray and key residues
displayed in larger bold font. (C) VWF A2 domain
fragments containing mutation(s) to glycosylation site,
a candidate hydrophobic interaction partner, or combinations of these were analyzed by SDS-PAGE on a 4%
to 12% Bis-Tris gel followed by silver staining after
expression and purification to determine changes in
MW caused by alteration of the surface glycan
structure (the N1515Q/N1574Q/Y1544D variant is
labeled as Y1544D/NQ/NQ).
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Figure 5. Functional role of Y1544 in A2 domain stability and ADAMTS13 interaction. VWF A2 variants Y1544A, Y1544A/N1574Q (A), Y1544D, Y1544D/N1574Q (B),
and Y1544R and Y1544R/N1574Q (C) were subjected to DSF assay in the presence of 1 mM EDTA or 5 mM CaCl2. Unfolding curves were compared with WT VWF A2 alone
(A-C, gray lines). (D-E) The solution competition binding of the above VWF A2 domain variants (Y1544A or Y1544A/N1574Q, circles; Y1544D or Y1544D/N1574Q, squares;
Y1544R or Y1544R/N1574Q, triangles) were compared with WT (D, gray lines) and N1574Q (E, gray lines). Results are means 6 SEM of at least 3 independent experiments.

compared with WT VWF A2 domain in both 1 mM EDTA and 5 mM
CaCl2 (4.2°C and 2.9°C, respectively; Figure 5B and Table 1).
When the Y1544D/N1574Q variant is compared with that of
N1574Q, a much larger stabilizing effect is observed, with a 15.3°C
increase in 1 mM EDTA and a 11.0°C increase in 5 mM CaCl2; the
same stabilizing effect was observed with the N1515Q/N1574Q/
Y1544D variant (Figure 4C, Y1544D/NQ/NQ, and Table 1,
unfolding curves not shown). Finally, the substitution of Y1544 to
the positively charged arginine (Y1544R) resulted in minimal
reduction in thermostability in comparison with WT (Figure 5C and
Table 1) and is similar in this respect to the Y1544A variant. However, a
large decrease in stability was observed with the Y1544R/N1574Q
variant (Figure 5C and Table 1), contrasting with the increase in stability
when the Y1544 was mutated to the negatively charged aspartic acid
(Y1544D/N1574Q).
The solution competition binding of these VWF A2 variants with
iADAMTS13 was compared with those of WT and N1574Q VWF A2
domains (Figure 5D-E). No enhancement of binding was observed
when the Y1544 was mutated either to the uncharged (Y1544A),
positively charged (Y1544R) or negatively charged (Y1544D) residues
in both 1 mM EDTA and 5 mM CaCl2 (Figure 5D). Y1544 was then
mutated in combination with N1574 (Figure 5E). The interaction of
Y1544A/N1574Q variant with iADAMTS13 was similar to WT VWF
A2 in both EDTA and CaCl2. The Y1544R/N1574Q variant displayed
an enhanced solution binding interaction, whereas the Y1544D/N1574Q
variant a reduced interaction. This is interpreted as due to an induced
repulsive (Y1544R/N1574Q) or stabilizing (Y1544D/N1574Q)
interaction with N1574Q. Interactions of the residue at 1544 with
the glycan’s neighboring R1575 residue also cannot be excluded.

To investigate whether the Y1544D and Y1544D/N1574Q
mutations impeded VWF A2 domain unfolding or disrupted native
ADAMTS13 binding sites, the mutated VWF A2 domain fragments
were coated onto a Maxisorp plate. No difference in KD(app) was
observed when comparing to the ADAMTS13 binding of the WT and
N1574Q VWF A2 fragments (data not shown). Further to this, the
N1574Q/Y1544D mutant was proteolysed by ADAMTS13 (in
the presence of 2 M urea) in a manner similar to WT and the glycan
variants, although at a slower rate than the latter (Figure 6A).
It is concluded that the residue 1544 can inﬂuence the stability of the
VWF A2 domain. It is positioned to interact (depending on the residue
Tyr, Asp or Arg) with residue 1574, which is normally occupied by the
glycan.
To study the broader consequences of the N1574-GlcNAc
interaction with Y1544, mutations Y1544D, N1574Q, and Y1544D/
N1574Q were introduced into FLVWF. The FLVWF variants were
transiently expressed in HEK293 cells. All variants were expressed at
similar levels (data not shown) and displayed normal multimer structure (Figure 6B). The FLVWF variants were incubated with 20 nM
ADAMTS13 in the presence or absence of 2 M urea. Proteolysis assays
were terminated after 4 hours, samples reduced, and product detected
on a western blot. Under these conditions, partial proteolysis was
observed for WT only in the presence of 2 M urea, as indicated by the
appearance of a faint band of a lower MW (Figure 6C). Mutation of
N1574Q enhanced the proteolysis of FLVWF in the presence of
urea, as expected. No proteolysis was observed with the Y1544D
and Y1544D/N1574Q mutations, supporting the results of reduced
ADAMTS13 interaction and increased stability observed for these
variants in the isolated VWF A2 domain.
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Figure 6. Proteolysis of glycan variants of the VWF A2 domain and FLVWF. (A)
The VWF A2 variants (2 mM) WT, N1574Q, GnT2/2, EndoH, and Y1544D/N1574Q
and ADAMTS13 (20 nM) were separately preincubated with 20 mM Tris (pH7.9),
150 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2 and 2 M urea for at 37°C 45 minutes. Samples were
combined and incubated at 37°C for proteolysis to occur, and reactions were
stopped after 0.5 and 16 hours by the addition of EDTA. Proteolysis was assessed
by SDS-PAGE on a 4% to 12% Bis-Tris gel followed by silver stain. (B) FLVWF
containing mutation(s) to the stabilizing glycan (N1574Q) or hydrophobic substitution
(Y1544D) or combination of (Y1544D/N1574Q) were expressed in HEK 293 cells.
Multimer formation was analyzed on a 2% agarose gel and VWF bands detected on
a western blot with a polyclonal anti-VWF antibody to determine multimer structure.
(C) Proteolysis of FLVWF and its variants by ADAMTS13. FLVWF and its variants
(1 mg/mL) and ADAMTS13 (20 nM) were separately preincubated with 20 mM Tris
(pH 7.9), 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2 6 2 M urea for at 37°C 45 minutes. Samples
were combined and incubated at 37°C for proteolysis to occur, and reactions were
stopped after 4 hours by the addition of EDTA. VWF cleavage products were
resolved after the addition of reducing reagent. The samples were run on a 3% to 8%
Tris-acetate gel and VWF and cleaved VWF bands detected by western blot using a
cocktail of anti-VWF polyclonal and monoclonal antibody that detects the C-terminal
cleavage product.

Discussion
The N-linked glycans of the VWF A2 domain, particularly N1574, have
previously been shown to modulate the interaction with ADAMTS13,
as demonstrated through proteolysis and binding assays.21 Here, we
present a mechanistic study on the glycans of the VWF A2 domain,
focusing on their role in its structure and unfolding. Utilizing thermal
unfolding and solution binding assays, we have found that the N1574
glycosylation site stabilizes the domain against unfolding and
ADAMTS13 binding. Mutation N1574Q causes a 6.8°C reduction
in thermostability in comparison with the WT VWF A2 domain in
5 mM CaCl2. Interestingly, the destabilization resulting from mutation
of this glycosylation site is quantitatively similar to that observed by
mutation of the vicinal disulﬁde bond and disruption of the calcium
binding site of the VWF A2 domain.20 This triad (N-linked glycosylation at N1574, vicinal disulﬁde bond C1669-C1670, and CBS) of
structural features of the VWF A2 domain have all now been
demonstrated to stabilize thermodynamically the VWF A2 domain
while also modulating its interaction with ADAMTS13.

BLOOD, 31 MARCH 2016 x VOLUME 127, NUMBER 13

To further deﬁne the mechanism by which N-linked glycosylation
of the VWF A2 domain both stabilizes the domain and modulates
interaction with ADAMTS13, truncation variants of the glycan
structure were made. One of the dominant features of N-linked glycosylation is the large branched carbohydrate structures they form,
which can be 3 to 4 kDa per glycosylation site. In the present study,
trimming down of the VWF A2 domain glycan structure was
performed through expression in GnT2/2 cells and by enzymatic
digestion with EndoH to the ﬁrst sugar residue (GlcNAc). The resultant
glycan structures show a large decrease in overall size and MW
(predicted to be 75% to 95% reduction of the glycan) while still
maintaining covalent attachment to the protein backbone. These
truncated VWF A2 domain variants displayed characteristics similar to
the fully glycosylated WT VWF A2 domain in thermal unfolding and
ADAMTS13 binding/cleavage, indicating that the complex glycans
that form the majority of the glycan structure27 are not required for
modulating the VWF A2/ADAMTS13 interaction.
To gain insight into the importance of the N1574-GlcNAc linkage,
it was visualized within the available 3-dimensional structures of the
WT VWF A2 domain. Three crystal structures of the VWF A2 domain
have been published to date, and 2 of these have been produced in
mammalian cells15,17 (using GnT2/2 cells and/or EndoH digestion),
allowing for visualization of the N1574-GlcNAc linkage. The other
structure was produced in bacterial cells18 and was therefore not
glycosylated; stabilization was achieved by an engineered disulﬁde
bond connecting the N and C termini and the VWF A2 domain.
Utilizing the 2 crystal structures of the mammalian VWF A2 domain,
the position and orientation of the N1574-GlcNAc was inspected. The
roles of glycans in crystal structures is often obscured by the truncated
nature of the glycan and the “snapshot” of the ﬂexible carbohydrate side
chain.28 Nevertheless, evidence of stabilizing interactions with the
surface-exposed Y1544 was strongly suggested. Y1544 is positioned in
the apex of the class 1:3 b-hairpin turn29 observed in the VWA fold. It
can be seen in the 3ZQK and 3GXB structures to form hydrogen
bonding interactions with the O4 atom of N1574-GlcNAc. In contrast,
the unglycosylated bacterial derived structure (3PPV) lacks this feature
and as a possible consequence displays ﬂexibility by rotation around the
Gly1572-Gly1573 bond.
To obtain additional evidence of intradomain interactions, the
candidate interacting Y1544 residue was mutated. b-Hairpins are
suggested to be the nucleation sites for protein folding.30 Structural
alignment of the VWF A2 domain (3ZQK, chain C) to other known
VWA-type folds (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/thornton-srv/databases/sas/)
indicates that the large aromatic Y1544 is apparently anomalous in
the tight turn region. Tyrosine at position 1544 may be another structural specialization of the VWF A2 domain to allow the potentially
reversible transition from folded to unfolded state. We speculate that the
correct b-hairpin interaction with a2-b3 loop is only formed in the
presence of the N1574-GlcNAc. In the absence of the stabilizing
interaction from the N1574-glycan, Y1544 causes local destabilization
of the b-hairpin turn, which in turn leads to destabilization of the VWF
A2 domain as a whole. Substitution to the smaller, more inert Y1544A
maintains a stable folded b-hairpin in the absence of glycosylation at
N1574. The enhancement of stability seen in the Y1544D/N1574Q
variant (Table 1 and Figure 5B) most likely occurs through a stabilizing
interaction with N1574Q or its neighboring residues, which also
protects from ADAMTS13 binding/proteolysis (Figures 5D and 6).
This suggestion is supported by the decrease in stability seen with the
positively charged Y1544R/N1574Q variant when compared with
Y1544D/N1574Q (Table 1 and Figure 5B-C).
It is known that mechanical force is required to unfold the VWF A2
domain. This has been determined by AFM to be ;10 pN.9 Exactly
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with published biophysical studies indicate that there is a clear
relationship between the stability of the VWF A2 domain and its
propensity to interact with and be cleaved by ADAMTS13.
The consequences of modiﬁcation or removal of the glycans from
the VWF A2 domain in terms of its solution binding of ADAMTS13
can be seen in Figure 7A. Of note is the large stabilizing inﬂuence of
residue Y1544 when mutated to aspartic acid, in the absence of the
glycan at N1574. Plotting the condition-dependent (1 mM EDTA or
5 mM CaCl2) Tm of the VWF A2 domain variants against the condition/
variant matched solution binding to ADAMTS13 at 500 nM reveals a
strong negative correlation (Figure 7B). The more stable the VWF A2
domain is, the less likely it is to interact with ADAMTS13. The data
points represented on Figure 7B are of the engineered mutations to the
VWF A2 domain. It has previously been demonstrated that VWD type
2A mutations in the isolated VWF A2 domain also cause reduction in
thermostability.32 It is likely that the structural defects caused by the
naturally occurring VWD type 2A group II mutants reduce the stability
of the domain and lower the force threshold at which the VWF A2
domain unfolds, resulting in increased ADAMTS13 proteolysis and
reduction in the high-MW VWF multimer species under conditions in
which the WT would be resistant to ADAMTS13 proteolysis.
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